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RÉSUMÉ

EÂCL évalue actuellement un concept de stockage permanent des déchets de
combustible nucléaire du Canada à l'intérieur d'une enceinte souterraine
étanche creusée profondément dans la roche plutonique du Bouclier canadien.
Un programme informatique a été mis au point et sert d'outil d'analyse dans
l'évaluation d'après-fermeture (à long terme) du concept. Pour procéder à
une telle étude, on a développé un modèle décrivant un système de stockage
permanent théorique, le CC3 (Concept Canadien, 3e génération). Ce modèle
comprend des modèles distincts pour les barrières ouvragées à l'intérieur
de l'enceinte de stockage, pour la géosphère dans laquelle se trouve
l'enceinte et pour la biosphère aux environs de toute zone de décharge. Le
modèle général est intégré dans le SYVAC3, SYstems Variability Analysis
Code, generation 3, (code de calcul de la variabilité des systèmes, 3e
génération), qui tient compte de l'incertitude des paramètres en effectuant
de façon itérative des simulations du système. Le GEONET, GEOsphere
NETvork (réseau géosphère), est le module reproduisant la géosphère dans le
modèle général. Il simule le transport des contaminants de l'enceinte
jusqu'à la biosphère à travers un réseau de transport composé de segments
de transport unidimensionnels reliés ensemble dans un espace tri-
dimensionnel. Le présent document constitue une série de spécifications
pour le GEONET qui ont été élaborées au cours d'un certain nombre d'années.
Des améliorations seront apportées au code en fonction des révisions de ces
spécifications. Ces dernières comprennent la description du modèle avec
toutes les hypothèses et équations applicables utilisées, une série de
schémas formels d'acheminement de données et de spécifications plus
détaillées ainsi qu'un répertoire de données.
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ABSTRACT

AECL is assessing a concept for disposing of Canada's nuclear fuel waste in
a sealed vault deep in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. A computer
program has been developed as an analytical tool for the postclosure (long-
term) assessment of this concept. For a postclosure assessment case study,
a system model, CC3 (Canadian Concept, generation 3), has been developed to
describe a hypothetical disposal system. This system model includes
separate models for the engineered barriers within the disposal vault, the
geosphere in which the vault is emplaced, and the biosphere in the vicinity
of any discharge zones. The system model is embedded within a computer
code SYVAC3, (SYstems Variability Analysis Code, generation 3), which takes
parameter uncertainty into account.by repeated simulation of the system.
GEONET (GEOsphere NETwork) is the geosphere model component of this system
model. It simulates contaminant transport from the vault to the biosphere
along a transport network composed of one-dimensional transport segments
that are connected together in three-dimensional space. This document is a
set of specifications for GEONET that were developed over a number of
years. Improvements to the code will be based on revisions to these
specifications. The specifications consist of a model synopsis, describing
all the relevant equations and assumptions used in the model, a set of
formal data flow diagrams and minispecifications, and a data dictionary.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Concept, generation 3 (CC3), GEOsphere NETwork model, GEONET,
describes the movement of contaminants, released from an underground dispo-
sal vault, through the geosphere. GEONET represents a geological system by
a network of one-dimensional transport segments joined together in three-
dimensional space. It tracks the movement of contaminants released from
the system of engineered barriers of the vault to their ultimate discharge
into the surface environment. The specifications in this report define the
geosphere model, which is coded in FORTRAN-77 and installed as part of the
CC3 models (version 05) used with an executive program, SYVAC3 (version 09)
for the postclosure assessment of the concept for disposal of nuclear fuel
waste (Goodwin et al. 1994). The executive code SYVAC3 (Systems Variabi-
lity Analysis Code, generation 3) (Goodwin et al. 1987) provides a platform
for probabilistic analysis to account for uncertainties in simulation of
the performance of a disposal system.

The network representation of the geosphere provides a flexible approach
that is easily adapted to a wide variety of geological systems. The net-
work incorporates the lithostructural features, fracture framework, ground-
water flow paths, and mineralogical and geochemical conditions that charac-
terize a geological system. GEONET has been used in a postclosure assess-
ment case study of a hypothetical disposal system (Goodwin et al. 1994)
which, in turn, forms part of an Environmental Impact Statement (AECL
1994). In this case study, GEONET has been applied to the Whiteshell
Research Area (WRA), a field study area in Southeastern Manitoba. The WRA
has been the subject of intensive field investigations, including those
necessary to locate and construct an Underground Research Laboratory.

A description of the geosphere model is presented in a primary reference
for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) entitled "The Disposal of
Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: The Geosphere Model for Postclosure Assess-
ment" (Davison et al. 1994). Portions of Chapters 6 and 7 of this primary
reference have been reproduced, with only minor changes, in Chapter 4 of
this report. Equation numbers have been left the same as in the original
document, starting with numerals "6" or "7", for easier cross referencing.
An additional section, numbered 4.3, that does not appear in the primary
reference, has been added to Chapter 4, with equation numbers starting with
numeral "4", to describe the details of the implementation of matrix dif-
fusion effects.

The general principles upon which a set of specifications is based have
been clearly stated by others:

"The specification should contain all the true requirements
and nothing but the true requirements ... A true require-
ment is a feature or capability that a system must possess
in order to fulfill its purpose, regardless of how the
system is implemented." (McMenamin and Palmer 1984, p. 3)

". . .a good specification ought to be clear, unambiguous,
concise (to avoid excessive volume), and complete (so that
no essential element is left unspecified) ... it should
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state what has to be accomplished by the system rather than
how the system should accomplish it." (DeMarco 1978,
p. 169).

Thus, a. good specification states what the transformation is, without de-
tailing how the transformation is to be implemented.

These specifications are written in a form generally referred to as
Yourden-DeMarco (DeMarco 1978; Yourden 1989) and consist of data flow dia-
grams, minispecifications, and a data dictionary. The format of these
components is described in Chapter 2. Specific conventions followed by
this set of geosphere model specifications are given in Chapter 3. A de-
scription of the geosphere model and its application to the WRA is given in
Chapter 4. The specifications themselves are given in Chapter 7 for the
Data Flow Diagrams, Chapter 8 for the Minispecs and Chapter 9 for the Data
Dictionary. In order to make navigation and reading of the specifications
easier, Chapter 5 gives several indexed listings, cross referencing each
subcomponent of the specifications, and Chapter 6 gives a summary of the
contents of composite data flows and data stores together with definitions
of variables used as indices.

2. FORMAT FOR CC3 MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

Formal specifications for the SYVAC3-CC3 models consist of three
components:

1. data flow diagrams (DFDs),
2. minispecifications (minispecs), also called data dependency

diagrams (DDDs), and a
3. data dictionary (DD).

The following notes describe the format of each.

2.1 DATA FLOtf DIAGRAMS (DFDs)

A DFD is a network representation of a system, and shows the actions of the
system (processes) and the data interfaces between them (data flows). It
is also commonly referred to as a "Bubble Diagram" because the processes
are represented by circles or "bubbles". The diagram conventions outlined
below are used.

2.1.1 Overall Structure

A complete model is represented by a set of DFDs. The highest-level DFD,
called Diagram -1, the Context Diagram, shows all interactions of the
modelled system with the world outside of the system. The top level DFD,
called Diagram 0, represents the entire system at a general level. Bubbles
(circles) represent processes, and arrows represent data flows between
processes. Each bubble in Diagram 0 may be expanded into another full DFD
representing more detailed data flows and processes. Bubbles appearing on
detailed DFD's may again be expanded into more detailed DFDs. This expan-
sion occurs successively, until the processes are simple enough to be des-
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cribed by a minispec (see Section 2.2). The bubbles are numbered to show
the successive expansions. Bubbles shown in Diagram 0 are numbered 1, 2,
3, etc. Bubbles shown in Diagram 2, which is an expansion of bubble 2 on
Diagram 0, are numbered 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, etc. Those in Diagram 2.3, an
expansion of bubble 2.3 on Diagram 2, are numbered 2.3.1., 2.3.2, 2.3.3,
etc. All bubbles are labelled or named to indicate the process represented
(as described in Section 2.1.2).

2.1.2 Processes

All bubbles are labelled or named with unique verb phrases. A bubble may
have any number of incoming and outgoing data flows. If a bubble has only
one outflow, it is usually named "Calculate...". Otherwise, a more general
name is used. Bubbles are also labelled with unique numeric identifiers,
like "1.3.2" (the meaning of the sequence of numeric identifiers is ex-
plained above in Section 2.1.1).

2.1.3 Data Flows

All variables needed in a process are shown as data flows entering the
appropriate bubble. Variables that are explicitly calculated emerge from a
bubble. Data flows coming from the edge of a DFD are variables that were
generated on another DFD and their origin can be traced on the higher-level
diagram. Data flows leading to the edge of the DFD are variables that will
be used in another DFD, and their destinations can be traced on the higher-
level diagram. The top-level DFDs, Diagrams -1 and 0, show all the input
parameters that are used in the model and their sources from outside the
system.

Each data flow is given a unique name. Different styles of arrowed lines
are used to distinguish data flows that are not functions of time from
those that are functions of time. An asterisk next to the name of a data
flow means that the data flow appears more than once in the same DFD.

To prevent clutter, parameters may be grouped together in a list called a
composite data flow. This composite data flow may be expanded at lower
levels into its components. When such a composite data flow is expanded, a
note is placed on the diagram on which the expansion occurs, indicating the
components of the composite data flow. In addition, the composite data
flows are also defined in the data dictionary. The conventions used in the
notation of the expansion are indicated in Section 2.3.8 with the descrip-
tion of the data dictionary.

2.1.4 Data Stores

Data produced by one process may be stored for subsequent use by another
process. This is done by directing a data flow into a data store. A data
store is represented by two parallel horizontal line segments. However,
any data exiting must have entered from an earlier calculation. Each data
store is named and the name appears between the horizontal line segments.
An example of a data store use would be the storage of a nuclide flow rate
such that it may be used as the precursor flow rate in the calculations for
a subsequent nuclide in a decay chain. The data store names are also de-
fined in the data dictionary with an expansion of the data items they
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contain. Unlabelled data flows entering and exiting a data store are flows
of potentially the entire contents of the data store.

2.1.5 Notes

Any additional explanation of the diagram is given at the bottom in the
form of notes. The notes are numbered sequentially for reference.

2.2 MINISPECIFICATIONS (MINISPECS)

Minispecs detail the workings of each process bubble that is not expanded
into another DFD. The type of minispec currently used for the specifica-
tions of the SYVAC3 submodels is known as a data dependency diagram (ODD).
It contains the components outlined below.

2.2.1 Definitions of the Outgoing Data Flows

Data flows that are calculated in a ODD for use elsewhere are defined at
the top of the minispec. The definition comprises a short name, quali-
fiers, a long name, SI units, and the complete text definition from the
Data Dictionary.

2.2.2 The Data Dependency

This field unambiguously depicts the dependencies between data fields. Two
forms of this field may appear: a table, or a diagram. Both data depen-
dency forms contain essentially the same information and are described
below.

a) The tabular form is composed of a box showing separate lists of
time-dependent and time-independent data flows involved in the
process. There is also a table containing for each such data flow

the data flow name or short name,
- a longer descriptive name or long name,

the mathematical symbol used in equations for the variable,
and
the SI units.

Entries are in alphabetical order by short name. The table can
also contain an indication of whether the data flow is calculated
somewhere else in the model or whether it is an input parameter.

b) The diagrammatic form comprises a labelled ellipse for every cal-
culated variable entering the process and a labelled rectangle for
every input parameter entering the process, joined by arrows show-
ing which variables depend on which. The labels in the ellipses
or rectangles consist of both the short and long names of the
variable. The ellipses may also include the number of the DDD
used to calculate the variable.

2.2.3 Equations

Equations or other form of instructions are given for any operations or
calculations performed in the minispec. Each equation used should be num-
bered sequentially [e.g. Eqn. (4)]. These equations should be referenced
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back to the supporting documentation. Reference is made by giving the
number of the equation as it appears in the supporting documentation, if
possible. Where this supporting documentation uses different symbols to
refer to variables, a note should be included showing the equivalences of
the symbols.

2.2.4 Units Check.

The units of equations are checked to ensure consistency. The units for
each term and factor in the equations are shown in the minispec to show
that the check was performed. Unit check equations are given numbers cor-
responding to the equation being checked.

2.2.5 Notes

Any additional explanation of the minispec is given at the bottom in the
form of numbered notes. For example, any calculation that must occur in a
specific order with respect to another, must be indicated.

2.3 DATA DICTIONARY

The data dictionary is an alphabetical list of all variables and
key words used in the specifications. The following fields are presented
for each variable:

(1) Short Name; Every variable has a short name that may be used as
the data flow name. This entry appears first and is used for
alphabetical ordering of the data dictionary.

(2) Qualifiers; Mnemonic representation of the parameters used for
subscripting the variable. They follow the short name and may be
set off by separators such as parentheses "(" and ")" or hyphens
"-" or underscores "_". These qualifiers have data dictionary
entries of their own.

(3) Long Name; Every variable also has a long, more explanatory,
name consisting of several words, which may be abbreviated, to be
used where possible in references to the variable to improve
readability, such as in the minispecs.

(4) Definition: Each variable is defined completely in a few senten-
ces that explain what physical quantity the variable represents.

(5) SI units; Metric units are provided for every variable. They
appear inside square brackets (e.g. [mol-a'1]). Where no units
apply, "[-]" is used. Either a solidus "/" or negative exponents
may be used to indicate division. There may be, in addition, a
field for a "limited character set" representation of the units
that can be used when only upper case characters are available.

(6) Sampled/Calculated ; The data dictionary states whether a vari-
able is an input (sampled) parameter or a calculated parameter.
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(7) Mathematical Symbol; The mathematical symbol used to represent
the variable in any supporting documentation, and in the mini-
specs, is given together with any qualifiers or indices.

(8) Composition; If an entry is a composite data flow or a data
store, representing a collection of other simpler data flows, the
composition is indicated. Symbols used to describe the composi-
tion are:

= composition, as in A = E, "A is composed of B"

+ concatenation, as in A = B + C, "A is composed of B and C"

[|] alternatives, as in A = [B | C], "A is composed of B or C"

() optional, as in A = B + C + (D), "A is composed of B and C and
may optionally include D"

"" explanatory comments are enclosed by quotation marks.

3. CONVENTIONS USED IN GEOSPHERE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

In the data flow diagrams (DFDs) and data dependency diagrams (DDDs) or
minispecs that follow, the system is assumed to be simulated for time
t £ 0, one nuclide at a time. When radioactive decay chains are simulated,
the nuclides are modelled such that chain precursors are done first. It is
assumed that at any location the current time variable, the time of the end
of the simulation, tsim, the number and identity of the current nuclide,
and the number and identity of radioactive decay chain precursors are
available.

Nuclide transport in the geosphere model is calculated from node to node of
a network of geosphere transport segments. This network is defined by the
connectivities of nodes in pairs to form segments. It is assumed that this
connectivity information is available during the simulation. It is also
assumed that the nodes at the inlets (or sources) of the network, the nodes
at the outlets (or exits, or discharges) of the network, and other special
sets of nodes can be identified. A comprehensive list of the "connectivity
data" is given in Chapter 9 in the data dictionary entry.

3.2 NOTATION

3.2.1 Process Numbers

To save space, process or bubble numbers shown on the DFDs are abbreviated
by giving only the last digit of the complete number. The complete bubble
number is obtained by appending the number shown in the bubble to the dia-
gram number on which the bubble occurs. For example, the complete process
number for the process depicted in bubble numbered "3" on Diagram 2.2.1 is
number 2.2.1.3 and the expansion of this process appears on
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Diagram 2.2.1.3. A bubble whose expansion at the next lower level is a ODD
(minispec) is shown by a double circle.

3.2.2 Data Flows

In these specifications, variables are assigned alphanumeric names. The
names of single variables are composed of up to six upper-case characters.
In addition a variable may have optional qualifiers or subscripts (see
Arrays); these qualifiers are assigned alphanumeric names of up to six
lower-case characters each. The complete data flow name used in the speci-
fication consists of the variable name and all relevant qualifiers with the
hyphenation symbol used as a separator. Hence the data flow "DECAY-nuc"
consists of the variable "DECAY", which has subscript "nuc"; i.e., "DECAY"
is a vector with one value for each value of the qualifier "nuc" and the
data flow consists of all values. Lowercase only characters are also used
for composite data flow names and t>sre is no restriction on the length of
the name. The symbols "-" or "_" may be used to make long composite data
flow names more readable. Each data flow has its own unique arrowed line
indicating the origin and destination for the data. Heavy lines represent
data flows that are functions of timej light lines represent data flows
that are not functions of time.

The superscript "*" on a data flow name indicates that the data flow
appears more than once on the same diagram and each occurrence is so
indicated.

As described in Chapter 2, data stores may be introduced on the data flow
diagrams. The subsequent transfer of data to and from a data store, origi-
nally introduced on a higher level diagram, is indicated by showing the
data store at the edge of the diagram with only one of its bounding hori-
zontal line segments.

3.2.3 Composite Data Flows

Data flows are often grouped together into composite data flows to keep the
DFDs as simple as possible. Composite data flows are given names in all
lower case characters and the catenation symbols "_" or "-" may be used to
improve readability. A composite data flow is expanded into its components
at lower levels; a definition of the composite data flow in terms of all
its component data flows is given on the diagram upon which the expansion
has occurred. For example, a bubble may require a composite data flow
called "group-a" that is composed of parameters PARA, PARS, and PARC and
another composite data flow "group-b". The expansion of "group-b" might
occur on a different diagram than the expansion of "group-a". Not all
components of a composite data flow are necessarily used in all processes
into which the composite data flow is directed. In such cases, in the
expansion of the composite data flow in terms of its component data flows,
a complete expansion is given and the unused components are marked with the
superscript "e". Once expanded, data flows are not subsequently collapsed
into other composite data flows. A data flow item appears only once, in
only one composite data flow, except in Diagram 0 as explained below.
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3.2.4 Data Stores

Data store names consist of all upper case characters and the catenation
symbols "_" or "-" may be used to improve readability. Data flows leading
to or from data stores consisting of all or several of the data items of
the data store are unlabelled. If the data flow consists of only one item
from the data store, the flow is labelled. A list of the complete contents
of the data store is given with each data flow diagram or minispec on which
the data store appears. Unused components of the data store are not noted
in this list; only the used components appear in the variable table in a
minispec.

3.2.5

Some data flows consist of ordered lists or arrays of values of a physical
quantity, for example, tortuosities for a set of transport segments. The
arrays are indexed by using one or more qualifiers or keys. The keys are
denoted by short (up to six lower-case characters) mnemonics used in the
data flow name and separated by "-" from each other and from the variable
name itself, for example SGTORM-seg. The keys for an array are shown with
every occurrence of the variable name on the data flow diagrams. The
values for the keys are assumed to form part of the data flow. The context
of the DFD or DDD usually indicates whether the subscripted data flow con-
sists of only one component of the array, or a set of components of the
array, or the complete array. If the context is insufficient to distin-
guish, an explanatory note is added.

To keep the mathematical notation as clear as possible, the array keys may
be omitted from the mathematical symbol for a physical quantity, when the
symbol is used in equations and in the model synopsis. When the array keys
are included with the symbol, they are denoted by lower-case letter sub-
scripts on the symbol enclosed within brackets "<" and ">" to separate them
from any other subscripts that form part of the symbol name. Any super-
scripts are always part of the symbol name. For example r m i < s > denotes the
matrix tortuosity, symbol rm, for geosphere transport segments subscripted
by array key "s".

The data dictionary has a single entry for each array, with the short name
having its associated mnemonic keys. The long name, the full definition,
and the mathematical symbol refer to a single component of the array. The
mathematical symbol is given with the array keys shown.

On data dependency diagrams, even when the complete array enters the dia-
gram, the definition table gives the definition for only one component of
the array and the array keys are indicated with the mathematical symbol.
However, the equations may omit the array keys on the mathematical symbols
when it is clear which components are being referenced.

3.3 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 0

Diagram 0 is used in the set of specifications for each of the three
models: vault, geosphere and biosphere. In order to maintain a separation
between the specifications of the three models, data flows (or composite
data flows) may be repeated in more than one of the primary input data
flows (spvlt, spgeo, and spbio), all shown on Diagram 0. In all other
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composite data flows in the geosphere model specifications, a data flow
item appears in only one composite data flow.

3.4 CONNECTION WITH ASSOCIATED COMPUTER CODE

Whenever possible, the short name for variables used as a data flow name,
which consists of up to 6 upper-case alphanumeric characters, should cor-
respond to the variable name used in the code, but this correspondence does
not occur for every variable. The lower-case entries that represent compo-
site data flows and the data store names may be used as names of group
storage blocks, such as FORTRAN common blocks, in the code. The mnemonic
array keys may be used as subscripting variables, which may be loop
indices, in the code.

The data dictionary contains many additional entries for variables and
keywords over and above those used with these analysis specifications.
Some of these additional entries are associated with the code >:or the
geosphere model.

3.5 EQUATION REFERENCING

In the minispecs, the numbered equations [e.g. Eqn. (4)] are referenced
back to the model synopsis equation number using the notation "SEqn.",
standing for "Synopsis Equation" [e.g. SEqn. (6.13)]. If reference is made
to equations from other reference documents the original equation number is
also given using the notation "REqn.", standing for "Reference Equation"
[e.g. REqn. (6b)J and the full reference for the document is given in the
minispec. If there is more than one reference for the equations, a se-
quence number is added to the notation [e.g. RIEqn. (12); R2Eqn. (A3)].
The sequence numbers refer to the references in the order in which they
appear in the reference section of the minispec. Where there is no expli-
cit equation in a reference document to refer to, either no reference 5s
made or a reference is made to a section number of the model synopsis or a
reference document where the equation is described.

3.6 SUMMARY OF SUPERSCRIPTS

* Data flow name appears more than once on this diagram. Each
occurrence is so indicated.

e Data flow enters this diagram as part of a composite data flow
but is not used on this diagram.
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4. GEOSPHERE MODEL SYNOPSIS

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this chapter are extracts, with only minor changes,
from Chapters 6 and 7 of "The Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: The
Geosphere Model for Postclosure Assessment" (Davison et al. 1994). Equa-
tion numbers have been left the same as in the original document for easier
cross referencing. The additional Section 4.3, which describes the imple-
mentation of matrix diffusion effects, does not appear in this reference
document, and therefore has its own set of equation numbers.

4.1 GEONET - THE GEOSPHERE MODEL OF SYVAC3-CC3

4.1.1 Introduction

The geosphere model GEONET is a model for contaminant transport along a
simplified set of pathways leading from a source to groundwater discharge
locations at ground surface. It calculates the transport rate of contami-
nants along these pathways, but it does not determine the groundwater flow
field that is the basis for these pathways. Instead, GEONET depends on the
groundwater flow field being provided from an external source, in the form
of either a set of reference hydraulic heads or a set of groundwater
velocities.

This flow field is approximated by a set of one-dimensional (1-D) transport
elements or flow tubes called segments that are connected together in
three-dimensional (3-D) space to form a transport network. The transport
network represents the pathways through the rock that contaminants would
follow. An example is shown in Figure 1. In implementing such a transport
network for a specific site, we closely represent the detailed field infor-
mation available for the site. The network incorporates the hydro-
geological stratigraphy and geological structures, the geochemistry of the
rock and the groundwater, and the groundwater flow field.

One-dimensional transport segments are used for computational efficiency so
that analytical solutions to the transport equations for radionuclide decay
chains can be used. The output from one segment of the network is calcula-
ted and used as the input to the next segment of the network. The trans-
port network may converge and diverge. Convergence occurs, for example, at
the location of a well pumping groundwater from the rock.

This chapter describes the GEONET model. The model is formulated generally
and can be applied to many different sites. Most of the site-specific
information is incorporated into the GEONET model using input data files.
Section 4.1.2 describes general features of the transport model.
Section 4.1.3 describes the transport equations and their application, and
Section 4.1.4 describes the parameters in the transport equation.
Section 4.1.5 describes the model for contaminant transport to a ground-
water supply well that penetrates the geosphere. Sections 4.1.6 and 4.1.7
describe the interfaces between GEONET and the Vault and Biosphere models.
Section 4.2 describes how we have incorporated into GEONET some site-speci-
fic effects applicable only to the WRA site used for the postclosure
assessment calculations for the EIS (Goodwin et al. 1994) and Section 4.3
describes the approach taken to include matrix diffusion effects into the
model.
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FIGURE 1: A schematic example of a conceptual model geosphere (surface relief exaggerated) for use vith
GEONET. In this example a detailed two-dimensional model is approximated by a network of 13
nodes (Nl to N13) connected by 10 one-dimensional transport segments (SI to S10). A set of 5
nodes (Nl, N2, N4, N9, and Nil) are source nodes connected to a contaminant disposal vault,
which is divided into 5 sectors (Ml to M5). A set of 4 nodes (N3, N6, N8, and N13) are
discharges to the biosphere. The node N7 is the location where a well intersects the low-
dipping fracture zone and the well discharges through node N8.
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4.1.2 GEONBT Model Overview

In GEONET the three-dimensional description of the pathways of contaminants
is approximated by a 3-D network of nodes connected in pairs by one-dimen-
sional transport segments. A schematic example of such a transport network
is shown in Figure 2. Transport segments can either converge or diverge at
nodes, and they connect together to represent the transport pathways lead-
ing from a source of contaminants to discharge locations in the biosphere.
If segments converge, their output is summed before being used as input to
the succeeding segment. If segments diverge, the output of a segment is
fractionated, and a portion is used as input to each succeeding segment.

The network is derived from the detailed 3-D groundwater modelling of the
geosphere at the disposal site. The groundwater flow field is determined
externally to GEONET, for example, using the finite-element groundwater
flow code MOTIF (Guvanasen 1985, Chan et al. 1987, Guvanasen and Chan
1991). The groundwater flow field may be mapped for convenience using an
advective particle-tracking technique such as TRACK3D (Nakka and Chan
1995).

The transport segments of the GEONET network are placed to coincide with
the pathways that contaminants would follow as they move from source to the
biosphere, as determined by groundwater flow simulations. However, there
are regions of the geosphere where the groundwater flow velocities are
extremely low. In these regions contaminant transport is dominated by
diffusion rather than by groundwater advection. We ignore the groundwater
flow field in these regions and place the GEONET transport network segments
along the lines of maximum concentration gradient, representing the short-
est diffusion pathways to regions where the permeability and groundwater
flow are significantly higher.

The transport network is defined by a set of cartesian nodal coordinates
and tables of connectivities defining which transport segments connect
which pair of nodes. Each segment of the network has location-specific
chemical and physical properties that reflect the actual conditions deter-
mined by site evaluation studies. The principal segment properties used in
the model are depicted in Figure 3. Each segment of the transport network
is assigned constant physical and chemical properties, so that analytical
solutions can be used to simulate the transport of contaminants along the
transport segment. However, transport properties can vary from segment to
segment along the transport pathway. The spatial variation in these pro-
perties depends on the details of the conceptual model of the site.

The physical properties of the segments include the porosity, the tortuo-
sity factor that is used to modify diffusion characteristics, the longitu-
dinal dispersivity, the permeability for the transport path in the direc-
tion of the axis of the segment or flow tube, and a number of parameters
used to simulate diffusion in the rock matrix in a direction orthogonal to
the axis of the flow tube. The matrix diffusion parameters are used only
if matrix diffusion is invoked as a transport process. These parameters
include the matrix tortuosity factor, the effective fracture aperture, the
effective fracture spacing, and a scaling factor that relates the contamin-
ant retardation factors in the rock matrix to those in the fracture system.
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SURFACE DISCHARGES

FIGURE 2: Schematic example of a transport network. Each line connecting
two nodes and ending with an arrowhead is a transport segment.
The segments connect together in series to form transport
pathways leading from the contaminant sources to the discharges,
for example, Nl to N4 to N6 to N9. In this example, three
sources (N1,N2 and N3) and two discharges (NB and N9) are shown.
The pathways may converge and diverge as at N4 and N6. Each
segment may h?ve a unique set of properties, different from
those of the other segments. The geosphere is depicted to have
three layers of different material properties to illustrate how
the segments conform to the layers and do not cross the layer
boundaries.
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FIGURE 3: Illustration of the principal properties of a transport segment. Hydraulic heads are defined
at the inlet and outlet nodes of the segment. The path length or segment length is the
distance between the inlet and outlet node positions. The principal physical properties of
the segment are porosity, tortuosity, dispersivity, and permeability. The hydraulic heads,
the path length, the permeability and the porosity are used to determine the average linear
groundwater velocity. The dispersivity, the groundwater velocity, and the tortuosity are used
to determine the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient. Chemical properties of the segment are
the groundwater salinity, the redox potential Eh, and the mineralogy. These chemical
properties are used to determine a retardation factor for each chemical element.
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In this implementation, a value for the effective fracture aperture that is
>1 tm is used as a switch that determines whether matrix diffusion is
invoked as a transport process.

One set of nodes represents the sources of contaminants entering the geo-
sphere from the various sectors of the disposal vault. Figure 2 depicts an
example of this where three source nodes (Nl, N2 and N3) originate at three
different regions of a vault referred to as vault sectors. Each source
node is associated with a unique vault sector. The total flow rate of each
contaminant out of each vault sector is calculated by the vault model
(Johnson et al. 1994, LeNeveu 1994) and is transferred to the source nodes
in the GEONET model of the geosphere.

Another set of nodes represents the locations where pathways from the vault
emerge at groundwater discharge areas in the biosphere. Figure 2 shows two
discharge areas, N8 and N9, where the transport pathways from the vault
reach the biosphere. These discharges may be to an aquatic body such as a
stream or a lake, to a groundwater supply well, to the base of the un-
saturated zone of a terrestrial area, to a wetland area such as a swamp or
fen, or directly as a gas to the atmosphere. The flow rates of contami-
nants from the vault calculated to reach these different discharge areas
are transferred to the biosphere model (Davis et al. 1993, Szekely et al.
1994).

In the GEONET model each of the nodes representing pathways emerging at
aqueous, terrestrial and wetland discharge areas has two extra nodes asso-
ciated with it, as shown in Figure 4. These extra nodes define the posi-
tions of the lowest extents of the compacted sediment layer and the over-
burden layer that might exist at these discharge areas and they are placed
directly under the discharge nodes. The two extra layers have specified
thicknesses and replace a portion of the last transport segment leading to
the discharge area. These layers of surface deposits may not have been
included in the detailed groundwater model, since they are relatively thin
and do not affect the overall flow of groundwater from the vault to the
discharge area. However, they have been added to the network model of the
geosphere transport since they have chemical and sorption properties very
different from the rest of the geosphere pathways through the rock, and
they do affect the transfer of contaminants to the biosphere.

The report by Davis et al. (1993) describing the biosphere model discusses
two layers of sediment - "mixed" sediment and "compacted" sediment. The
interface between the geosphere and biosphere models is at the interface
between these two sediment layers. The compacted sediment layer is consi-
dered to be part of the geosphere model. All references to "sediment" or
"the sediment layer" in this report on the geosphere model are to the layer
referred to as "compacted sediment" in the description of the biosphere
model (Davis et al. 1993). Other details of the addition of these two
layers are described later in Section 4.1.7 describing the interface bet-
ween the geosphere and biosphere models.

A groundwater supply well is defined in the geosphere transport network by
a set of six nodes, as shown in Figure 5. Two of the nodes are reference
nodes, which may or may not be a part of the transport network, and these
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FIGURE 4: Illustration of the insertion of sediment and overburden layers.
Figure A shows a transport segment passing through a layer of bedrock
leading to a discharge. Figure B shows the introduction of sediment and
overburden nodes to define sediment and overburden layers in the
contaminant transport network for use in GEONET. The thicknesses of these
two layers are defined by input parameters in the model.
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FIGURE 5: Schematic illustration of a vertical cross-section through the well reference nodes. These
two reference nodes define the central groundwater flow line passing through the well. The
well itself is defined by four nodes. Three of these nodes, the well node in the aquifer and
the two drawdown nodes, are constrained to lie in the aquifer on the line passing through the
reference nodes. The well node in the aquifer is vertically below the well node at the ground
surface. The distance between these two nodes is the well depth. The positions of these four
nodes are adjusted to give the required well depth to the aquifer. Transport up the well
segment is assumed to be instantaneous.
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define the orientation and position of the central groundwater flow line to
the well. The other four nodes are part of the transport network. One
node, the well discharge node, is located at the ground surface and the
other three, nodes are located in the aquifer from which the well draws its
water. One of these three nodes is the actual well node in the aquifer;
the other two, called drawdown nodes, define two short segments leading to
the well and are placed at specified distances from the well node in the
aquifer. These two drawdown nodes are used to represent the shape of the
hydraulic head drawdown created near the well by pumping. This set of well
nodes is connected to the rest of the transport network through one or more
well capture nodes that collect the contaminants moving from 'other parts of
the network and lead them to the well. The positions of these four nodes
(the well discharge node, the well node in the aquifer, and the two draw-
down nodes) are adjusted to give the required depth for the well, that is,
the required vertical distance between the well node at the surface and the
node representing the intersection of the well with the aquifer. The well
node in the aquifer is moved along the central flow line and the well dis-
charge node is located at the ground surface vertically above. The well
model we have developed is described in more detail in Section 4.1.5 and by
Chan and Nakka (1995).

4.1.3 The Transport Model

4.1.3.1 The Transport Equation

The mathematical equations describing radionuclide transport in the seg-
ments of the GEONET transport network are a set of 1-D mass-balance partial
differential equations for a decay chain of arbitrary length n (von Wicke
1939, Lapidus and Amundson 1952, Lester et al. 1975, Heinrich and Andres
1985, LeNeveu 1987). These equations include the processes of advection,
dispersion, retardation, and radioactive decay. The equation in this set
for one nuclide of a decay chain is

3Cq
R* at - D aF - u a ? ' \c* + V i V i > for i - l>* t 6 - 1 )

where the parameters characterizing the transport equations are:

U = the average linear groundwater flow velocity, [m/a],
D = the dispersion coefficient, >0, [m2/a],
Rq = a set of retardation factors, one for each nuclide, ^1, [-],
Xq = a set of radioactive decay constants, one for each nuclide, >0,

[a-1], and
Cq = the concentration in groundwater of nuclide q, 0̂, [mol/m3].

The independent variables are time, t > 0, and a single linear spatial
coordinate, f, measured along the axis of the transport segment. The term
on the left-hand side is an accumulation term, in which the retardation
factor Rq accounts for equilibrium linear sorption of the nuclide with the
adjacent solid rock matrix. The successive terms on the right-hand side of
Equation (6.1) are the dispersive transport term, the advective transport
term, the radioactive decay of nuclide q, and the radioactive production of
nuclide q from decay of its chain precursor nuclide.
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In order to obtain an analytical solution to the transport equation,
Equation (6.1), within each segment, all these parameters are considered to
be constant (i.e. independent of time t and spatial coordinate f) through-
out each transport segment of GEONET. However, the parameters may take on
different values in different segments to represent the actual spatial
variation in site-specific conditions. A variety of different boundary
conditions can be used with Equation (6.1); the ones available for use in
the GEONET model are presented in the following sections.

4.1.3.2 The Transport Calculation Using Response Functions

The analytical expression for the contaminant flow rate out of each trans-
port segment, in response to an impulse of contaminant flow into the seg-
ment, is called a response function. The response function, G (t), is the
mass flow rate of a nuclide q, J , that corresponds to an impulse source of
a chain precursor nuclide p at the inlet of the segment. The nuclide p is
not necessarily the immediate parent of nuclide q; it can be any of the
chain precursors or even the nuclide q itself. This mass flow response
function can be obtained by applying the flux operator to a solution to
Equation (6.1), and evaluating the result at the outlet of the segment at
Ç = L. For semi-infinite domains with impulse sources, Equation (6.1) and
its boundary conditions can be transformed so that it uses flux or mass
flow rate of contaminant, Jq, instead of concentration of contaminant, Cq,
as a dependent variable (Davison et al. 1994, Heinrich and Andres 1985).
To calculate the total time-dependent mass flow rate of nuclide q exiting
from each segment of the geosphere network, the response function for the
segment is convoluted with a previously calculated set of time-varying
input mass flow rates, Ip(t). The contributions from all decay chain pre-
cursors are summed to give the total mass flow rate out of the segment of
nuclide q, Oq(t), where

Oq(t) = £ Plp(f)Gpq(t-t')dt', (6.2)
P Jo

t' is the time of integration, and p takes values from 1 to q.

The form of the response function solution to Equation (6.1) depends on the
boundary and initial conditions. Three different response functions have
been developed for use in the GEONET model to determine the mass flow rate
at the outlets of the transport segments. These response functions can be
chosen independently for each transport segment of the network. These
response functions are as follows:

1. semi-infinite medium response function (Heinrich and Andres
1985),

2. mass transfer coefficient response function (LeNeveu 1987), and

3. zero concentration boundary condition response function obtained
using the mass transfer coefficient response function with a
large value for the mass transfer coefficient (Garisto and
LeNeveu 1991, Johnson et al. 1994).
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The differences in the boundary conditions for these three cases are sche-
matically illustrated in Figure 6.

In some places in the geosphere network, contaminant flow is passed un-
changed from the inlet to the outlet of a segment. This transfer is for-
mally counted as a fourth response function:

4. Dirac delta function response function; contaminant flow is
passed unchanged from inlet to outlet, that is, Oq(t) = Iq(t).

The choice of which response function to use for any particular transport
segment of the network depends on the assumed boundary conditions for the
particular segment. These choices are described below in Section 4.1.3.3.

4.1.3.3 Boundary Conditions

The response functions available in GEONET differ, depending on the boun-
dary condition assumed at the segment outlet. They all have the same unit
impulse boundary condition at the segment inlet, ç = 0, expressed here with
flux of contaminant as the dependent variable:

Jq(t) = 0 , for all t, f = 0, q * p ]
\ (6-3)

Jq(t) = 5(t-t0) , for r = 0, q = p J

where 5(t-t0) is the Dirac delta function and t0 is the time of the impulse
of a parent nuclide p (not necessarily the immediate precursor of
nuclide q), usually taken to be t0 = 0.

For those segments of the network where advective transport dominates, we
use the semi-infinite medium response function. This response function is
based on the assumption that the transport segment extends infinitely far
from the inlet boundary, with the condition

Jq(t) =0 , for all t, f -> » (6.4)

The response function is evaluated at f = L, giving the mass flow rate of
nuclide q passing a plane within this semi-infinite transport segment at
distance L from the inlet boundary.

Response functions based on mass transfer coefficients are appropriate
choices for those transport segments in which the transport is not advec-
tion dominated, and which do not originate at the contaminant source loca-
tion at the vault.

The mass transfer coefficient response functions apply to a finite trans-
port segment with outlet boundary at distance L from the inlet boundary.
At the outlet boundary, the condition
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FIGURE 6: Illustration of the boundary conditions for which response functions have been developed for
use in transport of contaminants across segments of a transport network in GEONET. In all
cases the response function gives the mass flow rate of a contaminant at position c=L in
response to an impulse source of contaminant at f=0. The impulse source is denoted by the
symbol S in the diagram. The response function for the fourth case "Source within medium" can
be shown to be mathematically equivalent to the first case "Semi-infinite medium".
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- D — + UCq = mcCq - where f = L (6.5)

applies where mc is the mass transfer coefficient. In this case,
Equation (6.1) is solved with concentration of contaminant as the dependent
variable and the mass flow rate of contaminant at the outlet boundary is
obtained from J = rac

<-:q' ̂ e mass transfer coefficient mc used in
Equation (6.5) depends on the properties of the media on both sides of this
boundary and is determined from a formula based on one developed and des-
cribed in the vault model report (Johnson et al. 1994). If mc approaches
zero, the medium on the other side of the outlet boundary becomes very
resistant to the passage of nuclides, and the contaminant flow rate out of
the transport segment approaches zero. If mc becomes large, the contami-
nant flow rate out of the transport segment approaches an asymptotic maxi-
mum where mass flow across the outlet boundary is limited only by the
transport properties of the segment itself and is not affected by the pro-
perties of the medium on the other side of the boundary. This condition is
equivalent to having a zero concentration (i.e., a large sink for nuclides)
on the other side of the boundary, and is used for the third response
function.

For the transport segments originating at the vault, a third physical situ-
ation must be considered. This situation has an impulse source term at
f = 0, not at a boundary of the transport medium, but within the transport
medium itself. The transport medium is assumed to extend to infinity on
one side of the source and to a finite distance L on the other side. At
the outlet boundary of the transport segment, at distance L from the
source, a zero concentration boundary condition applies. The complete
solution to the transport equation for this case is different than the
solution for the other cases. However, the analytical expression for the
response function for nuclide mass flow rate crossing the outlet boundary
at ç = L is the same as that for the response function for nuclide mass
flow rate crossing a plane at f = L in the semi-infinite transport segment
case described above (Davison et al. 1994). Hence, for this physical situ-
ation, the semi-infinite medium response function can also be used. This
case applies to all transport segments originating at the vault and having
an outlet at a location where there is increased permeability and ground-
water flow, such as at a fracture zone.

4.1.4 Parameters In The Transport Equation

4.1.4.1 Groundwater Velocity

The groundwater flow field is not determined in GEONET itself. The trans-
port network used in GEONET covers only the region of the geosphere through
which contaminants move from the disposal vault to the biosphere. The
groundwater flow information is obtained from results calculated externally
to GEONET. Values for parameters such as porosity and permeability, on
which these results depend, are also used by GEONET, ana hence the ground-
water flow continuity and mass balance conditions inherent in these results
is preserved in GEONET.
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Average linear groundwater velocities, U, one for each segment, are deter-
mined by one of three possible methods:

1. Average linear velocities, U, supplied directly for each segment.

2. Reference hydraulic heads, h, supplied for each node and
hydraulic conductivities, K, supplied for each segment.
Groundwater velocities for each segment are then calculated in
the network model from Darcy's law,

U = q/8 , (6.6)

where

q = KAh/L (6.7)

and where Ah is the difference in hydraulic head between the
inlet and outlet nodes of the segment; L is the geometric length
of the segment, determined from the cartesian coordinates of the
*r.let and outlet nodes; K is the hydraulic conductivity (assumed
to be constant within the segment); 0 is the porosity of the
segment; and q is the specific discharge through the segment.

3. Reference hydraulic heads, h, and temperatures, T, supplied for
each node, and intrinsic permeabilities, kp supplied for each
segment. Groundwater velocities for each segment are calculated
as above from Darcy's law, Equation (6.7), where hydraulic con-
ductivities for each segment are calculated using the viscosity,
77, and density, p, of the groundwater in the segment:

K = kc.pg/v (6.8)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The density and
viscosity of the groundwater in the segment may be calculated
from the equations of state for water using the temperatures, T,
and pressures, p, calculated from the elevation of the midpoint
of each segment. The resulting hydraulic conductivity calculated
for the midpoint of the segment is assumed to be constant for the
whole segment. In a case where constant groundwater properties
are assumed for the entire transport network, a fixed density and
viscosity for the water, corresponding to fixed reference values
for the temperature and pressure, are used. For example, at a
reference temperature of T0 = 6°C, the reference density of water
is p0 = 1000 kg/m

3, and the reference viscosity of water is
r?0 = 0.001472 kg/(m-s) or Pa-s.

In case 1, the well drawdown nodes, described in Section 4.1.2, are not
inserted into the transport network and the well is defined by only 2
nodes. In cases 2 and 3, the heads are modified by the groundwater pres-
sure drawdowns caused by the presence of the well before the velocities are
calculated (see Section 4.1.5).
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The hydrogeological data and the resulting calculated hydraulic heads are
obtained frora the detailed groundvater flow modelling, and they cannot be
varied randomly in the network model. They must have exactly the same
values as those used in the external calculations. If they had different
values, the connection with these detailed groundwater flow calculations,
from which the heads and velocities were obtained, would be lost, and mass
balance of the groundwater flow within the entire groundwater flow system
would not necessarily be maintained. In order to account for uncertainty
in the groundwater flow calculations within GEONET, a single overall sca-
ling factor, Sv, can be applied simultaneously to all groundwater veloci-
ties in the transport network. In this situation all velocities, U, are
replaced by USV. This approach ensures that groundwater mass balance is
retained while the effects of some uncertainty in the groundwater flow
velocities can be evaluated in GEONET (see also Section 4.2.3).

4.1.4.2 Dispersion Coefficient

A longitudinal dispersion coefficient, D, for each nuclide in each trans-
port segment of the network is determined from

D = ajU| + DO/T| (6.9)

where aL is the longitudinal dispersivity for the segment, TÇ is the tortu-
osity factor of the diffusive transport path along the axis of the segment,
and D0 is the molecular diffusion coefficient in free water for the
nuclide. When the groundwater velocity is small, Equation (6.1) reduces to
a pure diffusion transport equation. When the groundwater velocity is
large, the mechanical dispersion term, aLU, dominates the dispersion and
the effects of diffusion become negligible. In any case, the full expres-
sions of Equations (6.1) and (6.9) are used for all segments.

The analytical solution to the coupled equations for nuclides in decay
chains requires a single dispersion coefficient for each segment that
applies to all nuclides in the chain; the value determined for the first
member of the chain is used for all chain members. When the mechanical
dispersion term, aLU, dominates the dispersion, the dispersion coefficient
has the same value for all chain members anyway. When the diffusion term
dominates, the diffusion coefficients for the actinide elements in decay
chains, Am, Np, Pa, Pu, Ra, Th, and U, with similar atomic masses, have
about the same value. (The range of values for diffusion coefficients for
all elements is not very large.) Hence, using a single value for disper-
sion coefficient for all members of a decay chain is a good approximation
and ensures a correlation between dispersion coefficients for the similar
mass elements in the chain.

4.1.4.3 Retardation Factors

Retardation factors are calculated using empirical equations, depending on
a set of location-specific chemical and mineralogical properties that are
defined for each transport segment. A set of element/mineral-specific
distribution coefficients has been developed to relate these specific pro-
perties of the transport paths to the amount of retardation that can occur.
More details of this sorption model are given by Davison et al. (1994) and
by Vandergraaf et al. (1993). Only the final equations of the model are
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summarized here. Retardation effects are determined for each element in
each transport segment. These effects can also include an approximate
consideration of the retardation effects of diffusion of the nuclides into
the adjacent rock matrix (in a direction orthogonal to the direction of the
advective transport), if matrix diffusion is invoked as a transport process
for the segment. The matrix diffusion effects are described in
Section 4.3; only the chemical sorption effects are described in this
section.

A simple switch between oxidizing and reducing conditions is used. The
location along the flow path where the redox potential Eh switches over
from reducing to oxidizing is determined by the elevation of a redox
divide. Segments lying below the divide are considered to be reducing;
segments lying above the divide are considered to be oxidizing. Further
refinement of this approach is not warranted, as no sorption data are avai-
lable that express sorption as a function of Eh.

For each nuclide/mineral combination, and for either oxidizing or reducing
conditions existing in the transport segment, the distribution coefficient
kd is given by the same mathematical model or equational form. For each
combination of these conditions there are different values for the set of
coefficients describing the retardation process. The distribution coeffi-
cient kd is calculated from

kd = [b0 -i- b̂ i + b2X2 +

.ba) (6.10)

Variable Xx is the logarithm, base 10, of the salinity of the groundwater
in the transport segment. The salinity is expressed as total dissolved
solids, TDS, in units of g/L or kg/m3,

Xj. = log(TDS) (6.11)

Variable X2 is the logarithm, base 10, of the radionuclide concentration,
Cq, in the groundwater of the transport segment solution in units of
mole/L,

X2 = log(Cq) (6.12)

The function n(rlfb3) is a function involving a random number, rx , that
applies a variation to the calculated value of kd to account for any uncer-
tainty there might be for the fitted equation. This function is

n<rlfb3) = (ri)
b3 (6.13)

where ri is a lognormally distributed random number with geometric mean 1.0
which lies in the range [0.1, 10.0]. With this choice of rx, the coeffi-
cient b3 is the number of orders of magnitude over which kd is allowed to
vary, with the bracketed expression in Equation (6.10) giving the geometric
mean value for kd.
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The scientific literature contains a considerable body of sorption data
that has been determined as a function of radionuclide concentration. This
body of data is usually represented in the form of isotherms. We decided
to incorporate what is currently known about the dependence of sorption on
radionuclide concentration into the parametric model. However, because the
transport calculations across each segment in GEONET require retardation
factors, or distribution coefficients, that are constant in space and time,
(i.e., independent of radionuclide concentration), the dependence of sorp-
tion on radionuclide concentration is treated as an additional source of
uncertainty in the GEONET model.

The radionuclide concentration, Cq, itself is also expressed in terms of
another random number, r2, and coefficients b4 and b5 in a similar manner
to Equations (6.10) and (6.13).

Cq(r2,b4,b5) = b4(r2)°s

where r, is a random number, similar to

(6.14)

from a logarithmic distribution
with geometric mean 1.0 which lies in the range [0.1,10.0]. Coefficient b4
gives the geometric mean nuclide concentration about which the nuclide
concentration is varied, and coefficient b5, similar to b3, is the number
of orders of magnitude over which the nuclide concentration is varied about
this mean. Thus, the presence of radionuclide concentration-dependent
terms in the sorption Equation (6.10) is translated into an additional
uncertainty in a concentration-independent distribution coefficient in
GEONET through use of Equation (6.14).

Once a value for kd is obtained from Equation (6.10), the normalized quan-
tity i/kd is obtained by multiplying kd by another coefficient b6. The
value used for this coefficient is based on the density and porosity of the
rock sample under the conditions used in the laboratory to derive the kd
relationship. The normalized quantities i/kd are then considered to be
approximately independent of density and porosity and can be applied to the
conditions of the transport segment without change. More discussion of
this topic is contained in Vandergraaf et al. (1993). The normalization is
expressed as

i/kd = bgkd (6.15)

A value for (fkd)m is obtained in this manner for each nuclide q with each
mineral, m, present in the transport segment. These values are then combi-
ned, weighted by the fractional abundance, fm, of each mineral, m, to give
an overall retardation factor, R , for the nuclide q in the segment,

(6.16)

Hence each sorption equation has a full complement of ten coefficients:
the six coefficients in the fitted sorption equation, the order of magni-
tude for variation of kd, the geometric mean and order of magnitude for
variation of nuclide concentration, and the normalization factor v used to
give a retardation factor that is appropriate for the in-situ conditions
of the transport segment.
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There are some nuclide/mineral combinations for which a detailed sorption
equation is unavailable and only a single constant kd is supplied. In
these situations a minimum set of three coefficients is used: the geomet-
ric mean value for kd (coefficient b0), the order of magnitude for varia-
tion of this value (coefficient b3), and the normalization factor (coef-
ficient b6). Equations (6.10) through (6.15) then reduce to

j/kd = b6b0(r1)b3 (6.17)

4.1.5 Well Model

4.1.5.1 Overview

Because of the possibility of stratigraphie or topographic restrictions on
the location of a groundwater supply well in the geosphere and since, in
general, deeper wells tend to capture more contaminants from the vault, we
have specified a minimum well depth for our model of the geosphere. If
there are no restrictions on well location, then the minimum well depth can
be set to zero. The well depth used in the simulation is the greater of
the desired well depth and this minimum well depth. After the nodes de-
fining the groundwater supply well in the transport network are reposition-
ed to give the required well depth (described in Section 4.1.2), and the
well demand is determined (described in Section 4.1.7 ), a set of analyti-
cal equations is used to determine the effects of pumping the well on the
transport of contaminants in the GEONET network.

Wells whose depth is less than the depth to the bottom of the overburden
layer are classed as overburden wells. Overburden is specified in the
model only at areas where transport pathways from the vault discharge to
the biosphere. Therefore, we assign the maximum depth for an overburden
well equal to the depth to the bottom of the overburden layer at the near-
est discharge location. We assume the overburden wells do not intersect
the plume of contaminants in the region of the geosphere that normally acts
as the aquifer for the well. The overburden wells obtain their groundwater
entirely from the overburden layers (described in Section 4.1.7), but we
assume the capacity of these relatively shallow wells is still given
approximately by Equation (6.18) below. We further assume that these wells
draw no water from the usual well aquifer, do not affect the groundwater
flow field in the rock, and do not capture or discharge any contaminants
coming from the vault. The rest of this section discusses the effects of
wells that are not classed as overburden wells.

The analytical equations describing the groundwater supply well model were
derived (Chan and Nakka 1995) using complex potential theory and the method
of images. The well model assumes that pumping is from a confined aquifer
with constant and uniform hydraulic properties. The well is also assumed
to be near a constant hydraulic head boundary (for example, a lake) located
where the aquifer comes to surface. Initially (i.e., with no well pumping)
we assume there is a uniform and symmetric groundwater flow field in the
aquifer in the vicinity of the well. This analytical well model is used to
calculate the following four quantities:
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1. the maximum well capacity,

2. the drawdowns at nodes in the aquifer, from which new hydraulic
heads in the aquifer are determined,

3. the quantity of lake water captured by induced infiltration, and

4. the contaminant capture fractions by the well in the aquifer,
which determine the quantities of contaminants entering the well.

The groundwater flow field in the aquifer is assumed to be represented by
an idealized, symmetrical flow field for application of the analytical well
model equations (AWME). The well is located in the network in a region
where the groundwater flow field is fairly uniform and symmetrical so that
this idealized flow field is a reasonable approximation in regions close to
the well. Here the effect of drawdown on the flow field is greatest. In
regions far from the pumping well, the drawdowns are small and the errors
in drawdown due to this approximation are small.

In the GEONET model, the location of the constant head boundary is deter-
mined approximately from the extrapolation of the central groundwater flow
line passing through the well, defined by the upper and lower well refe-
rence nodes, to the elevation of the well discharge node located at the
ground surface. Figure 5 shows a schematic illustration of the location of
these nodes.

4.1.5.2 Maximum Well Capacity

The well capacity, Qcap, is defined from the analytical well model equa-
tions by (Chan and Nakka 1995):

Qcap ln(rw/2LM)
(6.18)

where Kf and pf are the hydraulic conductivity and thickness of the aqui-
fer, and qf is the initial specific discharge of the groundwater in the
aquifer. In addition, as schematically illustrated in Figure 7, dw is the
depth of the well from ground surface, Lw is the distance of the well from
the constant head boundary at the ground surface measured along the central
flow line of the well, and rw is the radius of the well casing.

The value determined for well capacity Qcap is passed to the biosphere
model. The biosphere model then determines the actual demand, Qdem, placed
on the well, ensuring that it is less than or equal to this well capacity,
as described in Section 4.1.7.

Because of the large effects on the groundwater flow field caused by wells
pumping at high discharge rates, the well can also capture groundwater and
contaminants from the rock mass adjacent to the aquifer in which the well
is located. This additional capture is described further in a site-speci-
fic context in Sections 4.1.5.6 and 4.2.2.4 below. The amount of ground-
water captured from the rock adjacent to the aquifer is relatively small
and we assume it does not affect the well capacity calculated from
Equation (6.18).
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4.1.5.3 Drawdowns in the Aquifer

Drawdown in hydraulic head, Aha, at the position of each node in the aqui-
fer containing the well, schematically illustrated in Figure 7, is calcula-
ted from the well position and the node position using the AVME as follows
(Chan and Nakka 1995):

Ah, = (6.19)

where Qdem is the demand on the well. The coordinates £ and rj are the
coordinates of the node position in the cartesian coordinate system of the
analytical well model, illustrated in Figure 7. Coordinate £ is the dis-
tance of the node from the constant head boundary at the surface in direc-
tion parallel to the central flow line of the well. Coordinate 77 is the
distance of the node from the central flow line of the well in a direction
perpendicular to the central flow line. Equation (6.19) gives positive
values for drawdowns which are then subtracted from the initial reference
hydraulic heads to give final reference hydraulic heads used in the ground-
water velocity calculations. The initial heads at the three well nodes in
the aquifer that were repositioned, as described in Section 4.1.2, to give
the required well depth are obtained by linear interpolation between the
initial heads at the upper and lower well reference nodes. Equation (6.19)
would give an infinitely large drawdown at the geometric centre of the well
where £ = Lw and r? = 0. For the node defining the intersection of the well
with the aquifer, the drawdown is determined at the edge of the well
casing, where 77 = rw.

4.1.5.4 Surface Water Captured

The rate of surface water inflow to the well from induced infiltration from
the nearby constant head boundary, Qsur, is determined from the AWME. No
water is captured from the surface if the well demand is less than a criti-
cal value, Qcrt, given by

crt (6.20)

If Qd,im is greater than Qcrt, then the rate of surface water capture is
given by

Qsur = — - tan-M^c/M - 2/J fq frjc (6.21)

where r]c is the critical distance from the central flow line of the well,
measured at the ground surface along the constant head boundary to the
dividing streamline, and is given by

" W <6'22)

This pathway from surface to well is not a transport segment of the geo-
sphere transport network, and GEONET assumes that only diluting water and
not contaminants are captured by the well by this mechanism. Figure 8
illustrates two cases, one in which there is no surface water infiltration
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to the punping well, and one in which the pumping rate is sufficient to
induce the infiltration of surface water to the well.

4.1.5.5 Plume Capture Fractions

The details of the derivations described in this section are given by Chan
and Nakka (1995). One or more nodes of the transport network are consider-
ed to be well capture nodes. These nodes are symmetrically oriented with
respect to the well location and are placed at a distance farther down the
dipping aquifer than the deepest well nodes, as illustrated in Figure 5.
The segments leading from these capture nodes to the first well drawdown
node are assigned widths that total the width of the contaminant plume at
this point.

The fraction of contaminants from the vault, moving along pathways in the
aquifer, that is captured by the well is determined from the stream func-
tion expression given by the AWME. The stream function expression
(Equation (6.26) below), illustrated in Figure 8, is used to determine the
equation of the dividing streamline, i.e., the streamline that passes
through the stagnation point resulting from the pumping of the well.
Groundwater flow inside this divide travels to the well in the aquifer;
groundwater flow outside this divide bypasses the well and discharges from
the aquifer to the ground surface. The fraction captured at each of the
capture nodes is obtained by calculating, from simple geometry, the propor-
tion of the width associated with the segment leading from that node that
lies within the groundwater divide, as illustrated in Figure 9.

The fraction of the contaminants captured by the well is transported to the
well drawdown nodes and then to the well itself. The drawdown nodes are
used to give better definition to the drawdown cone in the aquifer in the
region near the well. The fraction of the contaminants not captured by the
well is transported along well bypass segments to other network nodes for
eventual discharge at the ground surface, as illustrated schematically in
Figure 5.

The stagnation points are locations in the groundwater flow field of the
aquifer where the groundwater velocity becomes zero as a result of the well
pumping. There are two cases. If Qdem z Qcrt»

 tnen there exists one stag-
nation point on the central flow line of the well between the well and the
constant head boundary. It has coordinates, (£S,>7S)» in the coordinate
system of the AWME (described above) given by

ts = Ml - Qden/Qcrt]1* ]
\ (6.23)

r?B = 0 J

If QdaB > Qcrt, then there are two stagnation points on the constant head
boundary, symmetrically placed about the central flow line. In this case
surface water is captured by the well, as described in Section 4.1.5.4.
The coordinates of the stagnation points are

es - o ]
(6.24)
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FIGURE 8: Plan view of groundwater streamlines in the aquifer supplying
groundwater to the well with moderate well demand (upper figure)
and higher well demand (lower figure). Only the upper half
plane is shown in each case, since there is a line of symmetry
along the well centre line. Hence, the well itself is shown by
"o" on the lower axis at rj = 0. The f-coordinate depicted is
measured along the aquifer from the constant head boundary (at
the ground surface). The rj-coordinate is measured orthogonal to
the central flow line of the well. The dotted line shows the
width of the contaminant plume at this location and is the line
at which plume capture fraction is determined. The stagnation
points are shown by the n. The upper figure shows one stag-
nation point on the well centre line with about 75% plume cap-
ture. The lower figure shows two stagnation points (one depict-
ed and a matching one by symmetry). In this case, the well
captures 100% of the contaminant plume, together with diluting
water from outside the plume and diluting surface water infil-
trated from the constant head boundary.
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FIGURE 9: Schematic plan view showing capture line, capture nodes, and dividing streamline in the
aquifer. This figure illustrates the capture fraction calculation. As in Figure 8, there is
a line of symmetry at the bottom of the figure. The plume width associated with the central
capture node lies completely inside the dividing streamline and this portion of the plume is
100% captured by the well. The plume width associated with the other capture node shown in
the figure lies partially within the dividing streamline. In this case, 30% of this portion
of the plume is captured by the well and the other 70% of this portion of the plume bypasses
the well and discharges elsewhere at the ground surface.
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where rjc is given by Equation (6.22). The dividing streamline is the
streamline that passes through the stagnation point(s). The stream func-
tion is constant along a streamline, so the equation of the dividing
streamline is

,r?s) (6.25)

where the stream function *(£,r?) is given by

Qde»

- c + q^ + 2̂ 7 tan -1 (6.26)

and where c is an arbitrary constant that determines a particular stream-
line. The width of the groundwater divide at the well capture nodes is
obtained by first finding the value of £ = £r, the distance of the line of
well capture nodes from the constant head boundary in the coordinate system
of the AWME, and then finding r? = r)r, to give the point on the groundwater
divide streamline with this value of £ = £r. Hence, the transcendental
equation

*(£r,rçr) = *(£s,r?s) (6.27)

must be solved for rjr. Having found 7jr, the total width of the groundwater
divide at £ = £r is 2r?r and this value is compared with the total plume
width at this elevation to give the overall capture fraction.

However, the contaminant capture is determined separately for each segment
leading to the well. For each segment leading from a capture node towards
the well, a width is assigned. The sum of these widths gives the total
width of the contaminant plume at the capture line at £ = £r. The capture
fraction for each segment is obtained by a geometrical calculation, illus-
trated in Figure 9, of how much of the width assigned to the segment lies
inside the 2rçr width of the groundwater divide streamlines at £ = £r. Each
individual capture fraction and the overall capture fraction cannot exceed
unity.

Figure 8 shows streamlines calculated from the AWME, in plan view, for two
situations:

one with a well demand only slightly smaller than Qcrt, in which
case there is a single stagnation point and an overall capture of
about 157, of the contaminant flow paths within the aquifer, and

one with a well demand greater than Qcrt, in which case there are
two stagnation points located on the constant head boundary. The
entire width of the contaminant plume is captured together with
diluting water from outside of the plume and diluting surface
water infiltrated from the constant head boundary.

In some cases, there may be capture of contaminants from the vault moving
in flow paths outside of the aquifer. The AWME do not apply to these cases
and, if required, capture fractions must be calculated from site-specific
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empirical equations. This capture is further discussed in a site-specific
context in Sections 4.1.5.6 and 4.2.2.4.

4.1.5.6 Site-Specific Effects of the Well

The well may affect three additional quantities, in which case relation-
ships may be required to determine

1. the drawdowns at nodes in the vault, from which new heads in the
vault are determined,

2. reduced discharges for the discharges affected by the operation
of the well, and

3. capture fractions for segments leading to the well from outside
the aquifer from which the well draws water.

The effect of the well on these three quantities is specific to the hydro-
geological conditions of the site being modelled, and it may not be
possible to determine them from fundamental principles. The derivation of
empirical equations applicable to these quantities for use in the geosphere
model of the Whiteshell Research Area is described in Section 4.2.2.

4.1.6 Interface With Vault Model

The principal interface between the geosphere model and the vault model is
the passing of the time-dependent contaminant flow rates from each of the
sectors of the vault to the geosphere transport network. These time-de-
pendent flow rates are determined in the vault model and are used as conta-
minant flow rates, Ip, at the source nodes of the network, which are the
inlet nodes of each segment originating at the vault. These inlet flow
rates are used, together with the solution of the transport equations for
nuclide decay chains in each segment of the geosphere transport network as
expressed in Equation (6.2), to determine the contaminant flow rates at the
discharges to the biosphere. In addition, there are other important con-
nections between the vault and geosphere models that are described in this
section.

The geosphere model determines and passes to the vault model the specific
groundwater discharges through the buffer and backfill for each vault sec-
tor. These specific dischra-ges are determined in the geosphere model so
that consistency with specific discharges in the geosphere segments and
groundwater mass balance ca.<- be maintained. The buffer is considered im-
permeable to groundwater movement and specific discharges in the buffer are
all set to zero.

Specific discharges in the backfilled drifts of each vault sector, qB, are
related to the specific discharges in the rock of the adjacent geosphere
segment, qR. The geometry for this calculation is shown in Figure 10. The
calculation is based upon the principle of groundwater mass balance, where
the total groundwater flow across plane R must be equal to the sum of the
groundwater flows through the backfilled drift region and through the in-
tervening pillar region across plane M shown in Figure 10. The following
two approximations are made:
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FIGURE 10: Schematic illustration of the geometry on which the calculation
of specific discharge in the backfilled drifts, qB, is
determined from the specific discharge in the surrounding rock,
qR, based on groundwater mass balance. Total groundwater flow
through the pillars and backfilled drifts across the plane M is
equal to the total groundwater flow through the rock across the
plane R.
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1. The specific discharge, qR, in the rock in the geosphere is not
affected by variations in the properties of the backfill, thus
maintaining the connection with the hydraulic heads and/or
groundwater velocities used in the geosphere transport network.

2. The pillars and the drifts of the vault layout can be considered
to be parallel with one another and have essentially vertical
grou^dwater flow through them. We assume the vertical hydraulic
gradient is constant between the planes T and B in Figure 10,
both across the rock pillars between the drifts and across the
backfilled drifts themselves.

In Figure 10, the specific discharge in the pillar region of the vault is
denoted by qL, and the specific discharge in the backfilled region of
the vault is denoted by qB. With these approximations, the groundwater
mass balance condition can be used to relate the specific discharge in the
backfill, qB, to that in the adjacent rock, qR, by

QB = IE / UA + (1 - rA)rk] (6.28)

where rA is the ratio of the drift area of the vault filled by backfill to
the total area of the vault array, and rk is the ratio of the permeabili-
ties (or hydraulic conductivities) in the adjacent rock and in the
backfill.

Although Equation (6.28) is based upon approximations, it has correct
physical and asymptotic behaviour. If the permeability of the backfill is
equal to the permeability of the adjacent rock, then qB = qR. If the per-
meability of the backfill is much larger than that of the adjacent rock,
then qB = qR/rA; that is, most of the groundwater flow through the vault
array is channelled through the backfill. Conversely, if the permeability
of the backfill is much less than that of the rock, then qB becomes very
small and very little groundwater flows through the backfilled drift, i.e.,
the groundwater flow occurs through the more permeable intervening rock
pillars.

The geosphere model also passes some data associated with segments origi-
nating at each vault sector to the vault model for use in calculating mass
transfer coefficients for each vault sector. This vault-geosphere connec-
tion ensures that the nuclide mass flow coming from each vault sector can
be absorbed into the geosphere, taking into account the porosity, specific
discharge and other parameters characterizing the solute transport proper-
ties of the adjacent geosphere layer. The quantities passed for each vault
sector are obtained from the segment properties for the adjacent geosphere
transport segment, and include the following:

1. the length of the segment, assumed in the vault model to be the
distance to a location where there is increased dilution and
groundwater flow (so that effectively a zero concentration boun-
dary condition can be applied),

2. the magnitude of the specific discharge in the segment,

3. the bulk dispersion constant for the segment, obtained as the
product of the dispersion coefficient and the porosity of the
segment, and
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4. the capacity factor in the segment for each chemical element,
obtained as the product of the retardation factor for the element
in the segment and the porosity of the segment.

4.1.7 Interface With Biosphere Model

The principal interface between the geosphere and biosphere models is the
passing of the time-dependent flow rates, Oq, of contaminants, q, from the
vault at each of the discharges to the biosphere. These time-dependent
flow rates are determined in the geosphere model from the solution of the
transport equations for nuclide decay chains in each segment of the network
as expressed in Equation (6.2). In addition, there are other important
connections between the two models which are also described in this
section.

Groundwater discharge from the geosphere to the biosphere can occur at a
surface water body such as a stream or a lake, to the unsaturated zone of a
low-lying terrestrial area, or to a wetland area such as a swamp or fen.
These discharge areas are assigned layers of compacted sediment and over-
burden associated with them. These thin surface layers may not be included
in the external detailed groundwater flow calculation since they may not
affect the overall flow of groundwater from the vault to the biosphere.
However, we have added these layers to the GEONET network model describing
geosphere transport processes because they have chemical and sorption pro-
perties very different from the rest of the geosphere bedrock layers, and
they affect the transfer of contaminants from the geosphere to the bio-
sphere. In addition, volatile contaminants may be discharged from the
geosphere in gaseous form.

Each of the surface water, terrestrial and wetland discharge nodes has two
extra nodes associated with it, a sediment node and an overburden node, as
shown schematically in Figure 4. These two nodes define the positions of
the bottom of two unconsolidated layers at these discharge locations. The
positions of these extra nodes are adjusted such that they are placed di-
rectly under the discharge node giving layers of the specified thicknesses
(which may be zero if the layer is absent). These additional layers re-
place a small portion of the last bedrock segment leading to the ground-
water discharge areas.

Reference hydraulic heads for the sediment node, hss, and for the over-
burden node, hov, are determined by interpolation between the fixed head at
the groundwater discharge location, hds, and the fixed head at the bottom
of the last bedrock segment, hrk. The locations at which these hydraulic
heads are interpolated are shown schematically in Figure 11. This inter-
polation is based on both the thicknesses and permeabilities of the sedi-
ment, overburden and bedrock layers. In the interpolation, it is assumed
that the three layers are in series and that no additional groundwater
enters the flow system (so that groundwater mass balance is maintained
between all three layers). A constant common specific discharge is main-
tained in the last bedrock segment, the overburden segment and the sediment
segment. However, these interpolated heads define a new common specific
discharge that is slightly different from'the original specific discharge
calculated in the bedrock by the detailed groundwater flow model in the
absence of these layers. The interpolation yields the following:
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FIGURE 11: Illustration of the locations of interpolated hydraulic heads
associated with the insertion of sediment and overburden
layers. Compare with Figure 4. Figure A shows a transport
segment passing through a layer of bedrock leading to a
discharge. The head at the discharge, hds, and the head in the
bedrock at the inlet of this segment, hrk, are fixed at the
values determined by the external groundwater flow calculation.
Figure B shows the locations of the interpolated heads at the
introduced nodes:
overburden node.

at the sediment node and hnv at the
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nds

(6.29)

ov = î Û C T~~T û û
^ss^-rk^v ^ ^ov^rk^ss

where Lss, Lov, and Lrk are the lengths, and kss, kov, and krk are the
permeabilities of the sediment, overburden and last bedrock segments res-
pectively. Alternatively, if hydraulic conductivities instead of permea-
bilities are supplied, they can be used in place of the permeabilities in
Equation (6.29).

Overburden wells, as described in Section 4.1.5.1, obtain their water
entirely from the surface layers, and we assume the capacity of these rela-
tively shallow wells is still given approximately by Equation (6.18). The
maximum well depth for wells to be classed as overburden wells is passed
from the geosphere model to the biosphere model.

The geosphere model passes porosities, 0, and distribution coefficients,
kd, for the sediment layers, and the nuclide mass flow rates, 0 , out of
the overburden layers to the biosphere model. It also passes the retarda-
tion factors, Rq, for the last segment of the pathway leading to each
groundwater discharge area. For most aquatic discharge locations this
segment will be the sediment segment; for the situation describing dis-
charge from a groundwater supply well this segment is the last segment in
the aquifer from which the well water is drawn. These retardation factors
are used for calculations of nuclide mass flow rates of daughters in secu-
lar equilibrium with their parent nuclides. The details of these calcula-
tions are described by Davis et al. (1993).

The maximum well capacity obtained from the analytical well model
(Section 4.1.5.2) is passed to the biosphere model for use in determining
the possible well uses. Subsequently, the actual pumping demand placed on
the well is determined by the biosphere model, and the well demand is
passed back to the geosphere model for use in the AWME, as described in
Section 4.1.5. The principal biosphere parameters used in determining the
well demand are: (a) the size of the critical group, and (b) whether or not
the irrigation of their garden is done using well water. The determination
of the well demand is fully described by Davis et al. (1993). In addition,
the quantity, if any, of surface water infiltrated to the well is passed to
the biosphere model, which may consider this surface water to contain some
contaminants.

Empirical equations associated with the well model (Sections 4.1.5.6
and 4.2.2.3) may also be used to reduce the areas where the transport path-
ways emerge at the ground surface, depending upon the effects of ground-
water capture by the pumping well. The discharge areas are also modified
for any effects due to chanelling/matrix diffusion. These reduced dis-
charge areas and the resulting rate of discharge of groundwater are also
passed to the biosphere model.
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4.1.8 Matrix Diffusion

Matrix diffusion is the process whereby solutes that are being transported
in moving groundvater diffuse into adjacent stagnant water in the rock
matrix. Hence these effects can be applied when the groundwater is concep-
tually divided into a portion that moves within channels in fracture zones
or within fractures in the rock mass and a stagnant portion in an adjacent
portion of the fracture zone or rock mass. The equations we use in GEONET
to approximate the effects of diffusion into the rock matrix are based upon
modelling the groundwater flow as occurring within a set of plane parallel
fractures with constant effective aperture and constant average spacing
(Lever et al. 1982). This modelling approach is described in detail in
Section 4.3 below.

4.2. SITE-SPECIFIC MODEL OF THE GEOSPHERE
FOR THE VHITESHELL RESEARCH AREA

4.2.1 The MOTIF Flow Model

As an illustration of its approach to development of a groundwater flow and
contaminant transport model, AECL has developed a groundwater flow model
that represents site-specific geosphere conditions at the Whiteshell Re-
search Area (WRA) in southeastern Manitoba (Davison et al. 1994). The
detailed groundwater flow model covers a 9 k m x l O k m x l . 5 k m portion of
the hydrogeological model of a region of the WRA. A 3-km cross-section
through the central part of this region is illustrated in Figure 12. A
hypothetical disposal vault was located at a depth of 500 m.

0.5 1.0km

FIGURE 12: Cross-section through central portion of Whiteshell Research
Area. The arrows show the direction of groundwater flow in the
low-dipping fracture zones, labelled LDri, and the vertical
joints, labelled Vn.
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The groundwater flow information was obtained from results calculated by
the MOTIF code, described by Davison et al. (1994), which uses a three-di-
mensional finite-element mesh to describe groundwater flow in a large re-
gion surrounding the vault. This 3-D MOTIF groundwater flow model and
particle tracking was used to determine the geometry of the network of
transport pathways from the vault to the biosphere, and to determine the
hydraulic heads to be used as input to GEONET. This particular MOTIF flow
model did not include a groundwater supply well, and it simulates only
steady-state, isothermal groundwater flow using freshwater properties at
6°C (the mean groundwater temperature near surface at the WRA) and at stan-
dard atmospheric pressure. Other 3-D MOTIF flow models (Chan et al. 1991)
determined the effects of pumping from a well that intersects a low-dipping
fracture zone, labelled LD1 in Figure 12. A projection of the GEONET
transport network, on the same cross-section as shown in Figure 12, is
illustrated in Figure 13. A more complete view of the 3-D network is
illustrated in Figure 14.

These additional MOTIF models, which include the effects of pumping from
the well, have been used to determine the following:

1. the changes in the contaminant flow paths due to presence of the
well,

2. calibration factors for adjusting various quantities determined
from the analytical well model,

3. an empirical equation for estimating the hydraulic head drawdown
at the vault due to pumping from the well,

4. several empirical equations for estimating the capture of some
pathways in the groundwater flow field outside of the main aqui-
fer by the pumping well, and

5. an empirical equation relating the size and location of the dis-
charge areas, where pathways from the vault emerge at surface, to
the pumping rate of the water supply well.

4.2.2 Empirical Effects of the Veil

An analytical well model (Chan and Nakka 1995), described in Section 4.1.5,
is applied in GEONET to calculate the principal well quantities. As ex-
plained in the last paragraph of Section 4.2.1, empirical site-specific
relationships are required for four additional quantities:

1. a well scaling factor,

2. the hydraulic-head drawdowns at nodes in the vault, which are
used to determine hydraulic heads in the vault,

3. the contaminant capture fraction for pathways from the vault
leading to the well from outside the aquifer, and
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Boggy
Pinawa Creek
Channel North

Boggy
Creek
South Well

scale

FIGURE 13: Cross-section with projection of GEONET transport network for
the Whiteshell Research Area. The discharge zones are
illustrated in Figure 16.

Pinawa Channel

Boggy Creek North

Boggy Creek South

Wei!

— transport segment
• Connection nodes
o Source nodes
x Discharge nodes

FIGURE 14: A 3-diraensional view of the GEONET network for the Whiteshell
Research Area. Each source node is shown by an open circle and
originates in a distinct vault sector.
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4. a reduced groundvater discharge area and volume for the discharge
affected by pumping on the well.

These four items are discussed separately in the following sections.

4.2.2.1 Well Model Scaling Factor

GEONET applies the analytical well model (Chan and Nakka 1995) to calculate
the fraction of the contaminant pathways from the vault up fracture zone
LD1 that is captured by the well, and the hydraulic-head drawdown in frac-
ture zone LD1 caused by pumping on the well. Contaminant capture fractions
and drawdowns based on the analytical well model can differ from those
obtained from MOTIF because of the different approximations and boundary
conditions inherent in the two models. In order to more closely align
analytical predictions with MOTIF results, a "scaling factor" for capture
fraction and drawdown was introduced. In general, the "scaling factor" for
capture fraction and drawdown may be different. For the sake of simpli-
city, it has been assumed in GEONET that the same scaling factor applies to
both quantities.

The analytical well model is based on the assumption that the well aquifer,
fracture zone LD1, is confined above and below by impermeable rock (Chan
and Nakka 1995). In the real situation, the rock zones adjacent to the
fracture zone have a finite permeability and this is accounted for in the
detailed MOTIF model. In the analytical well model, the well can only draw
water from the fracture zone. In the MOTIF model, the well can also draw
some water from the adjacent rock zones of lower permeability. Hence, the
analytical well model can overpredict hydraulic-head drawdowns and ground-
water velocities in the fracture zone. In order to avoid overestimating
the effects of the well, an empirical scaling factor, Sw, (a dimensionless
number, generally greater than unity) has been introduced. GEONET replaces
the well demand, Qdem( by an effective value, Qdem/Sw, before the analyti-
cal well model equations (AWME) are applied. The rate of surface water
captured by the well, Qsur, based on the AWME is rescaled to be consistent
with the original well demand by multiplying by Sw before it is passed back
to the biosphere model. This scaling factor is not applied to the well
capacity, Qcap, because its value does not depend on the well demand.

In the GEONET model, the scaling factor Sw affects the six quantities list-
ed below:

1. the capture fractions for those flow pathways from the vault
which lead up the fracture zone, (which determine the quantity of
the contaminants from the vault entering the well),

2. the drawdowns in hydraulic heads, (from which head gradients and
groundwater flow velocities in the fracture zone are determined),

3. the drawdowns in hydraulic heads at nodes in the vault,
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4. the reduction in groundwater discharge area and volume for the
discharge affected by pumping on the well,

5. the capture fractions for pathways from the vault leading to the
well from outside the fracture zone, and

6. the amount of surface water drawn into the well.

4.2.2.2 Drawdowns in Vault

Pumping groundwater from the well causes a drawdown that reduces the hy-
draulic head in the fracture zone LD1 near the vault. The drawdown in the
fracture zone is calculated by the Analytical Well Model (Chan and Nakka
1995), incorporated into GEONET as described in Section 4.1.5.3 above.
However, in view of the proximity of the vault to LDl, pumping on the well
may also draw down the head in the vault. To estimate tsis drawdown in the
vault we have devised a series of Empirical Vault Head Equations (EVHE) by
comparing specific results from the AWME with a corresponding MOTIF finite-
element model. Heads in other regions of the network (outside of the frac-
ture zone and the vault) are not adjusted because adjusting them does not
have a significant effect on the contaminant transport results of the
GEONET Model.

Drawdowns in hydraulic head, Ahv (Ahv is the difference in head between the
no well case and a case with a pumped well), at nodes in the vault are
calculated from the drawdown, Ahr, and slope of the drawdown, 9Ahr/9£, at a
reference node at the intersection of the fracture zone and the vault hori-
zon. Here, as depicted in Figure 8, £ is the coordinate along the line of
symmetry of the flow field through the well in the AWME. The reference
node may be a node of the transport network or may be an extra unconnected
node.

There may be more than one reference node. Each is located so that a line
joining the vault node for which drawdown calculations are done and the
corresponding reference node is parallel to the x-axis in Figure 14. It
should be noted that the x-axis is parallel to the vertical projection of
the £-axis from the LDl plane onto the vault plane. Since the source nodes
at the vault for the GEONET transport network for the WRA are arranged in
rows parallel to the x-axis, we need only use x-coordinates to define loca-
tions for these empirical equations.

Drawdown calculations at the reference node are made using the analytical
well model Equation (6.19). Slopes of the drawdown at this reference node
are obtained by differentiating Equation (6.19) with respect to £. The
expression for this derivative has been given by Chan and Nakka (1995).

The EVHE consist of three equations, one for each of three regions shown in
Figure 15. The first region is to the right of the fracture zone intersec-
tion with the vault horizon. The second and third regions are to the left
up to, and beyond, distance xe, respectively. These three equations depend
on four parameters, ei to e4, determined empirically by comparison of the
calculated results with numerical results from the modelling done with
MOTIF.
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FIGURE 15:
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Regions where the three Empirical Vault Head Equations apply
are shown. The first equation applies to region 1, where the
vault is above the fracture zone. The second equation applies
to region 2, where the vault is near to, but below the fracture
zone. The third equation applies to region 3, which is further
from the fracture zone,
between regions 2 and 3.

Parameter e4 determines the boundary
is the x-coordinate of the well.

xr is the x-coordinate of the EVHE reference node at the frac-
ture zone.

Each equation is linear in the form of a first-order Taylor expansion with
a fitting parameter, es, for the slope at the intersection. The equations
are

where

Ah,,, = Ahr'vl

v3

Lv (3Ahr/3O

= Ah e2 Lv (3Ahr/3OAhv2

Ah,,, = Ah.- e,

Ahvl is the drawdown in the vault for region 1,
Ahv2 is the drawdown in the vault for region 2,
Ahv3 is the drawdown in the vault for region 3.
Ahr is the drawdown calculated by the AWME at the vault-LDl

intersection, and
(3Ahr/3£) is the slope of the drawdown at the corresponding

reference node at the vault-LDl intersection.

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

The drawdown Ahe , given by

Ah = Ah + e

is the drawdown calculated at x

xe (3Ahr/3£) (7.5)

e » the end of region 2, where xe is given by

(7.6)
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and where

xr is the x-coordinate of the corresponding reference node at
the vault-LDl intersection,

xw is the x-coordinate of the well node.

The distance Lv is given by

Lv = xv - xr (7.7)
where

xv is the x-coordinate of the vault node.

These equations, together with the appropriate parameter values described
by Davison et al. (1994), provide a good match to the drawdown at vault
nodes near fracture zone LD1.

4.2.2.3 Effects on Discharge Area

When pumping from the groundwater supply well is simulated, some of the
transport pathways from the vault up the fracture zone can be captured by
the well, whereas others can bypass the capture zone of the well and con-
tinue to discharge at the Boggy Creek South discharge area, as shown in
Figures 13 and 14. The discharge areas are shown in plan view in
Figure 16. The diversion of groundwater due to capture by the well would
reduce both the discharge area and the volumetric discharge rate relative
to natural conditions (Chan et al. 1991). This reduction depends on the
rate of pumping from the well, Qdem. In order to represent this effect in
GEONET, we define an area reduction factor, fd, to the main area where
pathways bypassing the well discharge at surface. For wells of depth less
than 30 m the size of this surface discharge area is unaffected; for wells
of depth greater than 100 m, a quadratic equation with coefficients fitted
to MOTIF simulation results is used to determine the reduced size of the
discharge area. For wells of intermediate depth a linear interpolation is
used. Thus fd is given by

f, = •

f100 , dw > 100 m

1 - (dw-30)(l-f100)/70, 100 m > dw > 30 m (7.8)

.1, 30 m > dw

where f100 is given by a fitted quadratic equation

«100 = C0 + qQa.. + C2Qlem (7.9)

and values for the coefficients in Equation (7.9) are given by Davison et
al. (1994).

4.2.2.4 Effects Outside Fracture Zone

The effects of well depth and well demand, on the amount of contaminants
from the vault captured from pathways in the rock mass outside the main
fracture zone pathway, is presented in this section. The effects on the
other discharge shown in Figures 13, 14, and 16 are also presented.
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FIGURE 16: Predicted surface discharge areas at the Whiteshell Research
Area for contaminants from the hypothetical vault at 500 m
depth. The line shows the location of the cross-section shown
in Figures 12 and 13.
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A set of empirical relationships was determined by comparing the ground-
water flow fields and particle tracks calculated by MOTIF and TRACK3D for
various well demands and well depths to the case with no well. If the
particle tracks showed the well captured particles moving along pathways
other than the main fracture zone, new GEONET segments were introduced to
reroute these pathways to the well and away from the discharge area where
they would otherwise emerge.

The transport pathway from vault sector 3 to Boggy Creek South has such a
segment, segment 62 in Figure 17, that can divert a fraction of the conta-
minant mass flow from this vault sector to the well. At the outlet node of
segment 9 the contaminant mass flow branches into two fractions.
One fraction, (1 - Vb3), migrates through segment 62 to the well; the other
fraction, Wb3, migrates through segment 51 and, subsequently, segment 52
to the Boggy Creek South discharge area. In calculating the branching
fractions it has been assumed that advective transport dominates so that
the fractional contaminant mass flow rate is proportional to the ground-
water flow rate. The fraction, Wb3> of the contaminant mass flow that
bypasses the well and continues on, through segments 51 and 52, to the
Boggy Creek South discharge area is given by

Boggy
Pinawa Creek
Channel North

Boggy
Creek
South Well

upper rock zone

FIGURE 17: Portion of the GEONET transport network for the Whiteshell
Research Area in cross-sectional view. This figure shows
branching pathways leading contaminant from outside the
fracture zone LD1, originating in vault sectors 1, 2, and 3,
either to the well along segments 64, 63, and 62, or to
discharge areas at the surface along segments 49, 50, and 51.
The amounts of contaminants that reach the well from outside
the fracture zone by these pathways are determined by empirical
equations (7.10) to (7.12).
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Wb3 = 1, any depth of veil and veil
demands less than 1500 m3/a;

Wb3 = 0.25, any depth of well and well
demand of 4000 m3/a with
linear interpolation between
1.0 and 0.25 for well demands
between 1500 and 4000 m3/a; (7.10)

Wb3 =0, any depth of well and well
demand of 6000 m3/a or more,
with linear interpolation between
0.25 and 0.0 for well demands
between 4000 and 6000 m3/a.

The discharge volume and the discharge area of contaminated groundwater at
Boggy Creek South are modified by the factor fd as determined by
Equation (7.8) already described in Section 4.2.2.3. Further discussion of
this modified discharge area is presented later in this section.

Similarly, the transport pathway from vault sector 2 to the Boggy Creek
North discharge area also has a segment that can divert a fraction of the
contaminant flow from this pathway to the water supply well. The fraction,
Wb2, of the flow in this pathway bypassing the well and continuing on to
the Boggy Creek North discharge area is given by

Vb2 = 1, depth of well less than or equal
to 100 m and all well demands;

"b2 = 1, depth of well greater than 100 m
and well demand less than
10 000 m3/a;

Wb2 = 0.9, depth of well greater than 100 m
and well demand of 30 000 m3/a
with linear interpolation between
1.0 and 0.9 for well demands
between 10 000 and 30 000 m3/a;

V,b2

(7.11)

= 0, depth of well greater than 100 m
and well demand of 60 000 m3/a or
more, with linear interpolation
between 0.9 and 0.0 for well
demands between 30 000 and
60 000 m3/a.

The fraction of the flow in this pathway that is captured by the well is
given by the complement, (1 - Wb2). To account for this, the amount of
contaminants discharging from this pathway at the Boggy Creek North dis-
charge area and the size of the discharge area are also modified by the
reduction factor Wb2, as discussed later in this section.
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The transport pathway leading from vault sector 1 to the Pinawa Channel
discharge area also has a segment that can divert a fraction of the flow to
the water supply well. The fraction, Wbl, of the flow in this pathway that
can bypass this segment and continue on to the Pinawa Channel discharge
area is given by

Wbl = 1, depth of well less than or equal
to 150 m and all well demands;

W,bl
(7.12)

= 1, depth of well greater than 150 m
and well demand less than
30 000 mVa;

= 0, depth of well greater than 150 m
and well demand of 80 000 m3/a or
more, with linear interpolation
between 1.0 and 0.0 for well
demands between 30 000 and
80 000 m3/a.

The fraction of the flow in this pathway that is captured by the well is
given by the complement, (1 - Wbl). As in the other cases, the amount of
groundwater discharging through this pathway and the area of the discharge
at the Pinawa Channel discharge area are also modified by the reduction
factor, Wbl.

In summary, some of the groundwater flow paths leading from the vault to
groundwater discharge areas at surface will be captured by the well. This
will reduce both the area and volumetric flow to these surface discharge
areas. The adjusted area of the vault pathways emerging at these surface
discharge areas, Adis, can be calculated using the following set of
equations.

Aïis = fd Adis for pathways leading to the
Boggy Creek South discharge
area,

for pathways leading to the
Boggy Creek North discharge }• (7.13)
area,

for pathways leading to the
Pinawa Channel discharge area,

where Adis is the area over which pathways from the vault would emerge in
the absence of a well.

The volumetric flow rate of groundwater emerging from these pathways at
each discharge area is determined by

(7.14)
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where U is the groundwater velocity and 9 is the porosity of the last geo-
sphere segment leading to the discharge area.

With these empirical equations, the GEONET geosphere model is able to simu-
late the effects of wells with a large range of depth and pumping rate
characteristics. The only limit is the physical limit of the well capa-
city, which is determined by the hydrogeological properties of the fracture
zone supplying the groundwater to the well. This well capacity limit is
determined by Equation (6.18) and has been described in Section 4.1.5.2.

4.2.3 Groundwater Velocity Scaling Factor

In order to account for the uncertainty in hydrogeological parameters used
in the GEONET model and uncertainty due to model approximations, all
groundwater velocities in the network of pathways are multiplied uniformly
by a scaling factor Sv, as described in Section 4.1.4.1. The Analytical
Well Model Equations (AWME) use the hydraulic conductivity of the fracture
zone, Kf, and the related quantity qf, the initial specific discharge in
the fracture zone, both of which are related to these groundwater veloci-
ties. For consistency with the scaling of all groundwater velocities by
Sv, these two quantities must also be scaled by Sv before use in the AWME.
However, the effect on well quantities due to multiplying Kf and qf by Sv
is equivalent to scaling the well demand (Chan and Nakka 1995). For most
quantities, the scaling indicates that the well demand, Qdem, can be repla-
ced by an effective value, Qdora/Sv, before the AWME are applied. The sur-
face water captured by the well, Qsur, and the well capacity, Qcac> how-
ever, are multiplied by Sv directly. Further details on the scaling laws
are provided in Appendix E of the analytical well model report (Chan and
Nakka 1995).

4.2.4 Matrix Diffusion Effects in the WRA Model

In the conceptual model of the WRA and the groundwater flow modelling done
with MOTIF (Davison et al. 1994), each region of the geosphere is treated
as a porous medium through which all the groundwater flow is moving and in
which there are no stagnant water zones. Within the framework of this
conceptual model, no matrix diffusion effects can be explicitly applied.
Section 4.3 describes how matrix diffusion effects are formally implemented
in the geosphere model, although these effects are not invoked in the model
for the WRA.

4.3 MATRIX DIFFUSION EFFECTS ON RETARDATION AND DISPERSION

4.3.1 Requirements for Application

Matrix diffusion effects can only be applied when the groundwater is con-
ceptually divided into a flowing portion in flow channels or fractures and
a stagnant portion in the rock matrix.

The equations approximating the effects of diffusion into the rock matrix
are based upon modelling the flow channels by a set of plane parallel frac-
tures with constant 4|»rture and constant spacing (Lever et al. 1982).
Under this conceptual model, if the effective aperture of these fractures
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that carry the flowing groundwater is p and the effective spacing between
them is H, the effective transport porosity of the fractures, Of , is given
by

0f = 0/E (4.1)

The transport porosity 0f is usually significantly less than the original
total porosity of 6h . The porosity of the matrix surrounding the frac-
tures, em, is given by

thus preserving the total porosity, 0h.

The groundwater velocity in the flowing zones, in this conceptual model,
will be larger than the groundwater velocity under the concept of homo-
geneous water flow with no stagnant groundwater. Hence, the groundwater
velocity under the homogenous flow concept, U, must be rescaled, by the
ratio of the original total porosity to the fracture transport porosity, to
give the groundwater velocity in the flowing zones or fractures, V. Hence
V is given by

V = U0h/0f (4.3)

This rescaling preserves the same volumetric groundwater flow rate or spe-
cific discharge in the two concepts and hence remains consistent, assuming
the permeabilities are also preserved, with the results of the detailed
numerical modelling of the groundwater flow and the head distributions.
Modified retardation factors and enhanced dispersion coefficients, due to
the diffusion of nuclides out of the flowing water zones into the stagnant
water zones, can then be applied to the transport of the nuclides.

The effective fracture aperture is used as the switch that determines
whether matrix diffusion is invoked for the segments in any physical pro-
perty class. Typical apertures of the grain boundary porosity in intact
plutonic rock are of the order of 1 IM. Hence, this fracture flow concept
is not applicable in a transport segment if the value of effective fracture
aperture, /}, is equal to or less than this value; that is, if there are no
fractures larger than the grain boundary microfractures. In practice, if
the effective fracture aperture is set to zero, then the groundwater velo-
city is not rescaled using Equations (4.1) and (4.3) and the homogenous
flow concept applies with no explicit application of retardation by matrix
diffusion. If the effective aperture is greater than 1 /jm, then the velo-
city is rescaled and matrix diffusion effects are applied.

The equations developed in the Harwell reports (Lever et al. 1982, Lever
and Bradbury 1983) for asymptotic solutions of matrix diffusion transport
equations are summarized here. These equations are used to define approxi-
mate modified dispersion coefficients and retardation factors for use in
the transport equations described in Chapter 4.2. Sorption of contaminants
in both the flowing water zones and in the stagnant water zones of the rock
matrix is incorporated through the use of constant retardation factors, Rf
and Rj, respectively, arising from assumed linear sorption isotherms.
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In the equations developed at Harwell, matrix diffusion is assumed to take
place orthogonal to the fracture plane and this approximation is shown to
be good if

« I (4.4)

where D0 is the free water diffusion constant of the contaminant and Tm is
the tortuosity of the rock matrix surrounding the fractures. In most cases
this condition is fulfilled, but for the purposes of the approximations
used here, the orthogonal diffusion approximation is accepted even if this
condition is poorly fulfilled.

However, matrix diffusion effects are not applied if the Peclet number in
the fractures is less than unity. In this case, diffusion is the dominant
transport mechanism and orthogonal matrix diffusion from flowing water is a
meaningless concept. Thus, matrix diffusion effects are not applied if

Pe = VL/Df s i (4.5)

where Df , the dispersion coefficient in the fractures, is given by

Df = aJV| + DO/T£ (4.6)

where aL is the dispersion length of the transport segment and T> is the
tortuosity in the fractures in the axial or principal transport direction
of the segment.

Contaminant transport is divided into three regimes: i) the hydrodynamic
regime where dispersion is dominated by hydrodynamic dispersion, ii) the
thick-rock regime where the effects of neighbouring fractures are not felt
and matrix diffusion can be considered to take place into semi-infinite
medium, and iii) the quasi-equilibrium regime where the rock surrounding
the fracture is equilibrated by the matrix diffusion. These regimes are
shown schematically in Figure 18.

4.3.2 Quasi-Equilibrium Regime

In the quasi-equilibrium regime, migration of contaminant is governed by an
enhanced constant retardation factor, R, and an enhanced constant Fickian
dispersion coefficient, D. The enhanced retardation factor is given by

R = Rf + R»«./«f (4.7)

where Rf is the retardation factor due to sorption in the fractures and R,,,
is the retardation factor due to sorption in the surrounding rock matrix,
The enhanced dispersion coefficient, D, given by

D = Df + - (4.8)
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4.3.3 Thick-Rock Regime

In the thick-rock regime, the error function solution to the transport
equations depends on a characteristic diffusion time constant, T(f)
by

T(f) -- (4.9)

The observed retardation factors, breakthrough times and spreading of
fronts are related to T(f). For example, the point where C/C0 = 0.5 from a
continuous injection of concentration C0 of non-sorbing vater tracer occurs
at distance f at time, t0 5 , given by

to. s = Rff/v + 4.3 T(f) (4.10)

The peak of a pulse input reaches distance f at time tp given by

tp = Rff/V + 0.67 T(f) (4.11)

Equations (4.9) and (4.11) give an expression for the retardation of the
peak of a pulse input, where R(f), the retardation factor, is a function of
distance migrated, f, given by

R(O = Rf + - (4.12)

A similar retardation factor expression can be written, for retardation of
the C/C0 = 0.5 point in a continuous input case, from Equations (4.9) and
(4.10).

The first and third quartiles of a pulse input arrive at tx and t3 given by

ti = Rff/V + 0.22 T(f) Ï
\ (4.13)

t3 = Rff/V + 3.84 T(f) J

The fronts where C/C0 =0.1 and 0.9 in a continuous input case arrive at
t0-1 and t0-9 given by

(4.14)
to. 9 = Rff/V + 120 T(O J

The widths of pulses and fronts, proportional to T(f), can be approximately
related to effective dispersion coefficients, but the large values of t3
and t0 9 clearly show the unsymmetric nature of the dispersion caused by
matrix diffusion. This unsymmetric dispersion cannot be accurately des-
cribed by an effective Fickian dispersion coefficient. However, for the
purposes of the approximations used here, an interpolation is made between
the enhanced value of the Fickian dispersion coefficient in the quasi-equi-
librium regime, given by Equation (4.8), and the value for the Fickian
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dispersion coefficient in thé hydrodynamic régime, D = Df. The true dis-
persion in the thick- rock regime is larger and unsymmetric.

4.3.4 Hvdrodvnamic Regime

In the hydrodynamic regime, dispersion is dominated by hydrodynamic disper-
sion so that D = Df. The retardation factor, R, is given by
Equation (4.12), since the diffusion is into thick rock where the presence
of neighbouring fractures is not felt.

4.3.5 Transitions Between the Regimes

Close to the source; the contaminant transport is in the hydrodynamic re-
gime. The transition between the hydrodynamic regime and the thick-rock
regime occurs at a distance Ldt from the source given by

Ldt = 3

1/3

(4.15)

where R(Ldt) is taken as the smaller of the two values given by Equations
(4.12) and (4.7). Thus, in general, Equation (4.15) is a cubic equation in
Ldt. If the second term in Equation (4.12), the retardation factor due to
the matrix diffusion, is much greater than Rf, Equation (4.15) simplifies
to

(4.16)

The influence of neighbouring fractures is felt, and the thick-rock regime
equations are no longer strictly valid, at a distance Ltq from the source
given by

Ltq = (4.17)

There is a fairly long transition between the thick-rock and quasi-equili-
brium regimes. The thick-rock retardation factor asymptote does not inter-
sect the quasi-equilibrium asymptote until ~ 7.5Ltq and quasi-equilibrium
is not fully observed until ~ 10Ltq from the source. For the approxima-
tions used here, the thick-rock retardation factor from Equation (4.12) is
used for L ̂  7.5Ltq and the quasi-equilibrium retardation factor from
Equation (4.7) is used for L £ 7.5Ltq. Similarly, the quasi-equilibrium
dispersion coefficient from Equation (4.8) is used for L £ 7.5Ltq. The
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, Df, is used for L ̂  Ldt and, as an
approximation giving a continuous transition, linear interpolation is used
for Ldt < L < 7.5Ltq.

These retardation factor asymptotes and the different migration regimes are
shown schematically in Figure 18. Also shown is a curve showing a typical
behaviour in the transition between these regimes. Note that in the thick-
rock regime, the retardation factor is larger than the thick-rock
asymptote.
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FIGURE 18: Schematic illustration of the magnitude of the effective retardation factor, R, as a result

of matrix diffusion effects as a function of travel distance, L, showing the three regimes:
hydrodynamic, thick rock and quasi-equilibrium. There is a long transition region between
the thick rock and the quasi-equilibrium regimes (after Lever et al. 1982).
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In some cases Ltq < Lat and there is a transition directly from the hydro-
dynamic regime to the quasi-equilibrium regime. These cases often occur
when Ltq is small and, for most transport calculations, quasi-equilibrium
can be assumed throughout most of the migration path. This condition can
occur, for example, with a closely spaced network of fine fractures. In
this case the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, Df, is used for L ̂  Lt ;
the diffusion into the rock matrix begins to enhance the dispersion coeffi-
cient beyond this point. The quasi-equilibrium dispersion coefficient from
Equation (4.8) is used for L £ Ldt, with linear interpolation, as an appro-
ximation giving a continuous transition, used for Ltq < L < Ldt. The tran-
sition for the retardation factor remains unchanged at 7.5Ltq.

5. INDEX OF SPECIFICATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains page and cross-reference indices to the individual
modules of the specification (data flow diagrams and minispecs). The in-
dices are supplied to facilitate locating the individual modules within
this document. Modules that are data flow diagrams are indicted by the
word "Dataflow:" before the diagram number; modules that are minispecs are
indicated by the word "Hinispec:" before the diagram number. In some pla-
ces in these indices, the words "Calculate", "Determine", "Fraction",
"Groundwater", "Reference", and "Central Flow" in the diagram names have
been abbreviated to "Calc", "Detn", "Fract", "GW", "Ref", and "CF", respec-
tively, and long diagram names are sometimes truncated. Section 5.2 shows
the hierarchy of the diagrams. Section 5.3 organizes the diagrams alphabe-
tically by diagram name. Section 5.4 gives an alphabetical index of all
calculated parameters, giving both the data flow short name, as it appears
on the data flow diagrams, and the data flow long name, which is more des-
criptive. This calculated parameter index includes only those data flows
whose calculation is described in a minispec and gives the corresponding
minispec number. Once the minispec number for a desired calculated para-
meter is located from Section 5.4, the page number on which the minispec is
located can be found from the hierarchical index shown on Figure 19.

5.2 HIERARCHICAL INDEX

Figure 19 shows a hierarchical and structural expansion of Diagram 2: Model
the Geosphere. The two parent data flow diagrams (Diagram -1: Context
Diagram, found on page 69, and Diagram 0: Model Nuclear Waste Disposal
System, found on page 71) are not shown in the structure. Data flow dia-
grams are expanded in the structure by the diagrams to the right and below
and, in turn, are expansions of diagrams to the left and above. Minispecs
do not further expand. Each diagram number is followed by the page number
from this document on which the diagram is found.
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Figure 19 Hierarchical and Structural Index and Expansion of Diagram 2: Model the Geosphere
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Figure 19 Hierarchical and Structural Index and Expansion of Diagram 2: Model the Geosphere (contini:
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5.3 ALPHABETICAL INDEX

Diagram Name

Add Surface Layers and Well to Network

Apply Effect of Well

Calculate Amount of Surface Water Infiltrated

Calculate Effective Dispersion Coefficient
Calculate Effective Retardation Factor

Calculate Flow of Precursor at Segment Inlet

Calculate Segment Response Function from Precursor

Compute Consequences for Geosphere
Context Diagram

Determine Capture Fractions in Aquifer

Determine Coordinates of Well Nodes
Determine Drawdowns at Aquifer Nodes

Determine Halfwidth of GW Flow Divide
Determine Heads and Temps at Overburden and Sed... .

Determine Segment Lengths
Détermina Vector Properties of Central Flow Line . . .
Determine Well Capacity

Identify Overburden and Sediment Nodes and Segments

Interpolate Initial Heads and Temperatures

Locate Vault Node Relative to Vault Ref Node

Model Nuclear Waste Disposal System
Model the Geosphere
Modify Discharge Areas

Renormalize Mineralogical Compositions
Reposition Overburden and Sediment Nodes
Reposition Well Nodes

Scale Well Demand
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Select Flows at Discharges Dataflow:
Select Flows at Final Discharges Minispec:
Select Flows into Sediment Layers Minispec:
Select Properties of First Segments Minispec:
Select Retardation Factors for Last Segments Minispec:
Select Sediment Porosities Minispec:
Store Initial Node Data Minispec :
Store Initial Segment Data Minispec :

2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4.2
2.4.2
2.4.2
2.2..
2.1

Sum Contributions from Precursors at Outlet Minispec: 2.4

3..
3.1
3.2

117
253
254

2.3.1.1...212
2.3.3.4...235

2.2.3.3.3...233
121
119

2.3.4 249
Sum Segment Contributions at Network Node Minispec: 2.4.2.4 251

5.4 CALCULATED PARAMETER INDEX

Dataflow
Short Name

BLOC
CAPRKV-nuc-sec
CQGCNT
DARBV-sec
DARKV-sec
DARRKV-sec
DARVAQ
DF-seg-nuc
DISPCH-seg-nuc
DISPHY-seg-nuc
DISPRV-nuc-sec
DISTAQ
DISTRN
DISTST
DISTUL
DISTWL
DISTWR
DM-seg-nuc
DRAWDN-nod
DRAWDN-nod
DRAWRV-nod
DRSLRV-nod
EF-seg
EM-sag
EVHEDM
GFLOW-bloc-nuc
GHITIM-nod-nuc
GIFERR-nod-nuc
GIFLOW-nod-nuc
GLOTIM-nod-nuc
GMFLOW-nod-nuc
GTMAXF-nod-nuc
GWDPTH
GWVEL-seg
HYCOAQ
IFLOW-seg-nucp
LABEL-nod-nuc
LASRCT-bloc-nuc
LDT-seg-nuc
LENRKV-sec
LOCTYP-bloc
LOCWBP
LTQ-seg-nuc
MAREAD-bloc
MNHEAD-nod
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
MNTEMP-nod
MSMNRL-min-seg
MVDISC-bloc
NBLOC
NFLOW-nodo-nuc
NFLOW-nods-nuc
NODD1
NODD2

Dataflow
Long Name

Calculated in
Minispec Number

bio discharge location index 2
capacity factor in rock 2
number of stored consequences 2
darcy velocity in buffer 2
darcy velocity in backfill 2
darcy velocity in rock 2
aquifer Darcy velocity 2
fracture hydrodynamic dispersion coeff 2
effective dispersion coefficient 2
hydrodynamic dispersion coeff 2
bulk dispersion coeff in rock 2
aquifer node to aquifer end distance 2
vault node to ref node dist 2
stagnation point to aquifer end distance 2
well reference node separation 2
well to aquifer end distance 2
lower node to aquifer end distance 2
matrix diffusion dispersion enhancement 2
hydraulic head drawdown . - 2
hydraulic head drawdown 2
head drawdown at ref node 2
head drawdown slope at ref node 2
porosity due to fractures/channels 2
porosity of rock matrix 2
distance divide for EVHE 2
geosphere discharge flow rate 2
time of peak departure 2
integrated flow error 2
total integrated flow 2
time of peak arrival 2
peak or maximum flow rate 2
time of max flow rate 2
well depth in calculation 2
groundwater transport velocity 2
aquifer hydraulic conductivity 2
precursor input flow rate 2
geo consequence label 2
last geo seg ret fact 2
distance of hydrodynamic regime 2
distance to zero BC in rock 2
discharge location type 2
well bypass location index 2
distance of thick rock regime 2
final modified discharge area 2
modified hydraulic head 2
modified node x-coordinate 2
modified node y-coordinate 2
modified node z-coordinate 2
modified temperature 2
renormalized frac mineral content 2
modified annual discharge volume 2
number of discharge locations 2
geosphere nodal flow rate 2
geosphere nodal flow rate 2
first drawdown node index 2
second drawdown node index 2
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NODDS
NDDOV
NODRK
NODSS
NODTW
NODWA
NODWC
NODWD
NUMSEC
OFLOW-seg-nuc-nucp
OVWDPT
PE-seg-nuc
QAWHE
QWCAP
QWCRT
QWSUR
RAREAD-bloc
RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp
RETCEM-seg-nuc
RETRDF-seg-nuc
SEDFLO-bloc-nuc
SEDKD-bloc-nuc
SEDPR-bloc
SEGOV
SEGRK
SEGSS
SEGTW
SEGWA
SFLOW-seg-nuc
SGGWVH-seg
SGLNTH-seg
SGSFRA-seg
SGSFRA-seg
WB1
WB2
WPLMC
XUL
YAQ
YCRT
YGWD
YST
YUL
YWC
ZUL

discharge node index 2.3.1.1.2.1
overburden node index 2.3.1.1.2.1
last rock node index 2.3.1.1.2.1
sediment node index 2.3.1.1.2.1
index of node leading to well 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
well aquifer node index : 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
well capture node index 2.3.1.3.3.2.3
well discharge node index 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
number of vault 2.3.2
output flow rate 2.4.2.3.3
overburden well maximum depth 2.3.1.1.1.3
peclet number for segment 2.4.2.2.3.2.1
well demand used in equations 2.3.1.3.2
volumetric well capacity 2.3.1.3.1
critical well deaand 2.3.1.3.3.2.1
surface water flow into well 2.3.1.3.3.3.1
reduced discharge area 2.3.1.3.3.3.2
response function 2. .2.3.2
chemical retardation factor 2. .2.2.1
effective retardation factor 2. .2.2.3.2.2
nuclide flow rat* into sediment 2. .3.2
deep sediment kd 2. .2.2.1
sediment porosity 2.4.2.2.3.3.3
overburden segment index 2.3.1.1.2.1
last rock segment index 2.3.1.1.2.1
sediment segment index 2.3.1.1.2.1
index of segment leading to well 2.3.1.3.3.2.3
well aquifer segment index 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
segment outlet flow rate 2.4.2.3.4
linear gw velocity 2.4.2.1
segment length 2.3.1.2
segment source fraction 2.3.1.3.3.2.5
segment source fraction 2.3.1.3.3.2.6
well bypass flow fraction 1 2.3.1.3.3.2.6
well bypass flow fraction 2 2.3.1.3.3.2.6
well plume capture fraction 2.3.1.3.3.2.5
vector x-component 2.3.1.1.1.2.2
distance to node in well aquifer 2.3.1.3.3.1.1.1
surface water capture distance 2.3.1.3.3.2.1
distance to groundwater divide 2.3.1.3.3.2.2
coordinate of stagnation point 2.3.1.3.3.2.1
vector y-component 2.3.1.1.1.2.2
dictance to well captura node 2.3.1.3.3.2.4
vector z - component 2.3.1.1.1.2.2

6. DICTIONARY OF DATA STORES. COMPOSITE FLOWS. AND QUALIFIERS

6.1 DATA STORES

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc (NFLOW-nodb-nuc)
(NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
(NFLOW-nods-nuc)
(NFLOtf-nodi-nucp)

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod
+ MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod
+ (node-coord)

MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg
+ SGPERM-seg + SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg
+ SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg + SGFSPA-seg
+ SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg + (sp-segs)
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6.2 COMPOSITE FLOWS

consequences = cqbio + cqgeo + cqvlt

cqbio = "All consequences generated in the biosphere model"

cqgeo = CQGCNT + LABEL-nod-nuc + GHITIH-nod-nuc + GIFERR-nod-nuc
+ GIFLOW-nod-nuc + GLOTIM-nod-nuc + GMFLOW-nod-nuc
+ GTMAXF-nod-nuc

cqvlt = "All consequences generated in the vault model"

dependent-parameters = dpbio + dpgeo + dpvlt

distul = DISTUL + XUL + YUL + ZUL

dpbio = "All dependent parameters defined in the biosphere model"

dpgeo = "All dependent parameters defined in the geosphere model"
"Not shown or expanded below Diagram 0"

dplbg = QWDEM

dplgb = dplngb + dplsgb + dplwgb

dplgv = dplngv + dplvgv + dplsgv

dplngb = NBLOC + LOCTYP-bloc

dplngv = NUMSEC

dplsgb = dplsrt + dpsdkd + dpsurf

dplsgv = CAPRKV-nuc-sec + DARRKV-sec + DISPRV-nuc-sec + LENRKV-sec

dplsrt = LASRET-bloc-nuc

dplvgv = DARBV-sec + DARKV-sec

dplwgb = OVWDPT + QWCAP + QWSUR

dpsdkd = SEDKD-bloc-nuc

dpsurf = MAREAD-bloc + MVDISC-bloc + SEDPR-bloc

dpvlt = "All dependent parameters defined in the vault model"

drdn-nodes = NODD1 + NODD2

flow-fract = WB1 + WB2

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

transport-parameters = DISPCN-seg-nuc + GWVEL-seg + RETRDF-seg-nuc
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oss-net = BLOC + NODDS + NODOV + NODRK + NODSS
+ SEGOV + SEGRK + SEGSS

sampled-parameters = spbio + spgeo + spvlt

sordat = SORCOO-min-ox-nuc + SORCOl-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC02-min-ox-nuc + SORC03-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC04-min-ox-nuc + SORC05-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC06-min-ox-nuc + SORCll-min-ox-nuc
+ SORCl2-min-ox-nuc + SORC22-min-ox-nuc

sp-aread = AREAD-bloc

sp-back = BKFRAR + BKPERM

sp-brnch = SGTFRL-seg + SGSFRA-seg

sp-chem = CNRAER-min-nuc + KDRAER-min-nuc
+ SGSALN-seg + ELOXDV + sordat

sp-con = GFRACM + NODEC-nod + NUCCON-nuc

sp-gw = sp-gwvel + sp-water

sp-gwel = GWVFID + VSCALE

sp-matdiff = SGFAPT-seg + SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg

sp-min = SGMNRL-min-seg

sp-nods = NDHEAD-nod + NDTEHP-nod
+ NDPOSX-nod + NDPOSY-nod + NODPOSZ-nod

sp-nuc = DECAY-nuc + DIFFN-nuc

sp-segs = sp-trans + sp-brnch + sp-matdiff

sp-thik = THIKOV-bloc + THIKSS-bloc

sp-trans = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGRFID-seg + SGTORA-seg

sp-water = DENREF + GRAVAC + SINY + VISREF

sp-vell = spw-loc + spw-oth + DPTHWL

spbio = "All sampled parameters used by the biosphere model"

spgeo = sp-aread + sp-back + sp-chem + sp-con + sp-gw + sp-min
+ sp-nods + sp-nuc + sp-segs + sp-thik + sp-well

spvlt = "All sampled parameters used by the vault model"

spw-aqf = QSCALE + RADWEL + THIKAQ
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spw-dis = DISCCO + DISCC1 + DISCC2

spw-loc = DISTD1 + DISTD2 + MWDPTH

spw-oth = spw-aqf + spw-dis + spw-vlt

spw-vlt = EVHEF1 + EVHEF2 + EVHEF3 + EVHEF4

time-series = tsbio + tsgeo + tsvlt

tsbio = "All time series generated in the biosphere model"

tsgeo = "All time series generated in the geosphere model"
"Not shown or expanded below Diagram 0"

tslgb = GFLOW-bloc-nuc + SEDFLO-bloc-nuc

tslvg = VFLOW-sec-nuc

tsvlt = "All time series generated in the vault model"

well-dist = distul + DISTWL + DISTWR

welpar = DARVAQ + GWDPTH + HYCOAQ + LOCtfBP
+ NODTW + NODWA + well-dist

6.3 QUALIFIERS

bloc = "index for discharge locations to biosphere"

rain = "index for minerals"

nod = "index for nodes"

nodb = "index for discharge nodes to biosphere"

nodi = "index for inlet node of a segment"

nodo = "index for outlet node of a segment"

nods = "index for source node from vault"

nuc = "index for nuclides"

nucp = "index of chain precursor nuclides"

sec = "index for vault sectors"

seg = "index for segments"
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7. DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS

The data flow diagrams are arranged one per page (on the right-hand page)
with an attachment containing explanatory information for each diagram on
the facing page (left-hand page). The data flow diagrams are arranged in
hierarchical order according to the index given in Section 5.2. The
minispecs are separated out and collected together into a separate group in
Chapter 8.

The following legend illustrates the notation used in the data flow
diagrams. It applies to all the data flow diagrams in this chapter.
Chapters 2 and 3 give a more complete description of the conventions and
notation used in the data flow diagrams.

LEGEND -

time series
variable

time-independent

parameter

O
process n, /*
expands at ((
lower level \

DATA-STORE

"̂"̂  process n,
H Minispec at

^Jr lower level

Terminator

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
ts... time series
cq... consequence
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Diagram -1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Context Diagram
1993 August 04
Version 021
GRS/TWM/DML/JGS/THA/LCW

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

none

Notes

1) These specifications cover a single simulation for which the defining
parameter values are known. The method of input of the sampled
parameters and the method of output of the dependent parameters, the
consequences and the time series are not specified here. Some
additional code, specified elsewhere, must be used to provide these
functions.

2) In these specifications, variables that are functions of time, referred
to as time series, are manipulated. The details of operations
involving time series are not specified here, but these functions (e.g.
creation, addition, multiplication, division, convolution, finding
maxima, etc.) must be provided. In addition, the solutions to some
differential equations are referred to and these solutions must also be
provided.

3) For the purposes of environmental assessment in the context of the
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program, the input and output
functions are provided by SYVAC3, the third generation of the SYVAC
code. In this SYVAC3 implementation, time series are created,
manipulated, stored, and sent to output using SYVAC3 time series
management routines. Solutions to differential transport equations are
provided by an associated mathematical library package (ML3). The
assessment analyst provides sampled parameter data to the model through
SYVAC3, either by providing values for the sampled parameters or by
providing probability distributions for the sampled parameters, which
are then sampled by SYVAC3 to provide values, for one or more
simulations. The assessment analyst accesses the simulation results
from SYVAC3 output files.
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Context-Diagram
93-Aug-04
Version-021

GRS/TWM/DML/JGS/THA/LCW

dependent-parameters

Model
Nuclear
Waste

Disposal
System

0

time-series

sampled-narameters

Assessment
Analyst

Context Diagram : Diagram -1
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Diagram 0, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Model Nuclear Waste Disposal System
1993 August 04
Version 02H
GRS/TWM/DML/JGS/THA/LCW

Expansion of Composite Flows

consequences = cqvlt + cqgeo + cqbio

dependent-parameters = dpvlt + dpgeo + dpbio

sampled-parameters = spvlt + spgeo + spbio

time-series = tsvlt + tsgeo + tsbio

Contents of Data Stores

none

Notes

1. Composite data flows dpvlt, dpgeo, and dpbio are not always shown or
expanded on lower level diagrams. These composite data flows contain
all dependent parameters.

2. Composite data flows tsvlt, tsgeo, and tsbio are not always shown or
expanded on lower level diagrams. These composite data flows contain
all time series.

3. The nuclear waste disposal system is modelled as a function of time,
one nuclide at a time. When radionuclide chains are modelled, the
nuclides are modelled in order from first precursor to last progeny.
It is assumed that throughout each simulation, the current time and the
time of the end of the simulation are available, in addition to the
number and identities of the chain precursor nuclides.
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Diagram-0
Model-Nuclear

Waste-Disposal-System
93-Aug-04

Version-02H
GRSmVM/DML/JGS/THA/LCW

dplgb

spgeo

spvlt

Model Nuclear Waste Disposal System : Diagram O
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Diagram 2.0, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Model the Geosphere
1994 September 29
Version 07A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

dpgeo is dropped from the diagram

dplgb = dplngb + dplsgb + dplwgb

dplgv = dplngv + dplvgv + dplsgv

spgeo = sp-aread + sp-back + sp-chem + sp-con + sp-gw + sp-min + sp-nods
+ sp-nuc + sp-segs + sp-thik + sp-well

tsgeo is dropped from the diagram

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA SGDSVY-seg +
SGPROS-seg +
SGFSPA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg +

SGGWVH-seg
SGTORA-seg
SGRETM-seg
SGRFID-seg

SGHYCO-seg +
SGTFRL-seg +
SGTORM-seg +

SGPERM-seg +
SGFAPT-seg +
SGSFRA-seg +

Notes

1. Nuclide transport in the geosphere model is done from node to node of a
network of geosphere transport segments. This network is defined by
the connectivities of nodes in pairs to form segments. It is assumed
that this connectivity information is available during the simulation.
It is also assumed that the nodes at the inlets or sources of the
network, the nodes at the outlets or exits or discharges of the
network, and other special sets of nodes are identified.

2. Properties of the network fall into two classes - properties associated
with the nodes of the network and properties associated with the
segments, or the material in between the nodes, of the network. These
properties are stored in the two data stores, NODE-DATA and
SEGMENT-DATA, for access during the simulation.

3. Composite data flows dpgeo and tsgeo from the parent diagram are
dropped from this diagram and are not tracked further. See notes on
Diagram "Model Nuclear Waste Disposal System" and the data dictionary
entries for additional explanation.
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Diagram-2.0
Model-the-Geosphere

94-Sep-29
Version-07A

T-Melnyk

tslvg

Model the Geosphere : Diagram 2
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Diagram 2.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Prepare Network
1994 September 29
Version 03A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

dplngb = NBLOC + LOCTYP-bloc

dplngv = NUMSEC

sp-min = SGMNRL-min-seg

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1. Outputs from Process "Determine Number of Vault Sectors" and Process
"Determine Number and Type of Discharges" are determined from the
network connectivity information assumed to be available.
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Diagram-2.3
Prépare-Network

94-Sep-29
Version-OSA

T-Melnyk
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Prepare Network : Diagram 2.3
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Diagram 2.3.1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Add Surface Layers and Well to Network
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

dplbg = QWDEM

dplwgb = OVWDPT + QUCAP + QWSUR

sp-gw = sp-gwvel + sp-water

sp-gwvel = VSCALE + GWVFID

sp-well = spw-loc + spw-oth + DPTHWL

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = HNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1) Process "Determine Segment Lengths" can proceed when all coordinates
have been modified and stored in data store NODE-DATA by Process
"Adjust Node Coordinates".

2) Process "Adjust Node Coordinates" uses a different subset of SGSFRA-seg
passed from data store SEGMENT-DATA (shown explicitly in child Process
"Reposition Well Nodes") than the subset provided by Process "Do Well
Model Calculations".
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Diagram-2.3.1
Add-Surface-Layers
and-Well-to-Network

94-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk

- G

SEGWA—>
sp-

water

Add Surface Layers and Well to Network : Diagram 2.3.1
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Diagram 2.3.1.1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Adjust Node Coordinates
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +

!̂ -seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGRFID-seg

SGFSPA-seg
SGLNTH-seg

Notes

1. Process "Position Well in Network" and Process "Add Overburden and
Sediment Layers" modify or reassign values for nodal properties in data
store NODE-DATA at different subsets of nodes. These nodes are
associated with the well position and the thicknesses of the surface
layers.
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Diagram-2.3.1.1
Adjust-Node-Coordinates

94-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk

Add
Overburden

and
Sediment

Layers
2

Adjust Node Coordinates : Diagram 2.3.1.1
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Position Well in Network
1994 October 21
Version 03A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

spw-loc = DISTD1 + DISTD2 + MWDPTH

welpar = DARVAQ + GWDPTH + HYCOAQ + LOCWBP + NODTW + NODWA + well-dist

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + HNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

none
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Diagram-2.3.1.1.1
Position-Well-in-Network

94-Oct-21
Version-OSA

T-Melnyk

OVWDPT->
Détermine
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Well

Depth

3
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Position Well in Network : Diagram 2.3.1.1.1
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Reposition Well Nodes
1994 September 29
Version 03A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

well-dist = distul + DISTWL + DISTWR

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + HNTEMP-nod + HNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1) Only modified coordinates associated with the well nodes are passed out
of Process "Determine Coordinates of Well Nodes". The remaining node
coordinates are determined and stored by other processes shown on
Diagram "Adjust Node Coordinates".

2) New node coordinates must be determined and stored in data store
NODE-DATA by Process "Determine Coordinates of Well Nodes" before heads
and temperatures are interpolated by Process "Interpolate Initial Heads
and Temperatures at New Positions".
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Diagram-2.3.1.1.1.2
Reposition-Well-Nodes

94-Sep-29
Version-CBA

T-Melnyk
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Reposition Well Nodes : Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.2, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Add Overburden and Sediment Layers
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

sp-thik = THIKOV-bloc + THIKSS-bloc

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORH-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1) All processes are repeated for each discharge location.

2) Outputs from Process "Identify Overburden and Sediment Nodes and
Segments" are determined from the network connectivity information
assumed to be available.

3) Only modified coordinates associated with the overburden and sediment
nodes are passed out of Process "Reposition Overburden and Sediment
Nodes". The remaining node coordinates are determined and stored by
other processes shown on Diagram "Adjust Node Coordinates".

4) New node coordinates must be determined and stored in data store
NODE-DATA by Process "Reposition Overburden and Sediment Nodes" before
heads and temperatures are determined by Process "Determine Heads and
Temps at Overburden and Sediment Nodes".
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Diagram-2.3.1.1.2
Add-Overburden-and-Sediment-Layers

Q4-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Add Overburden and Sediment Layers : Diagram 2.3.1.1.2
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Diagram-2.3.1.3
Do-Well-Model-Calculations

94-Oct-04
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Do Well Model Calculations : Diagram 2.3.1.3
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Apply Effect of Well
1994 October 31
Version 03A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEHP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + HNPOSY-nod + HNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

none
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Diagram-2.3.1.3.3
Apply-Effect-of-WeU

94-Oct-31
Version-OSA

T-Melnyk
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Apply Effect of Well : Diagram 2.3.1.3.3
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Determine Effect of Well on Heads
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + HNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Notes

1) Process "Determine Drawdowns at Aquifer Nodes" and Process "Determine
Drawdowns at Vault Nodes" determine drawdowns at different subsets of
nodes. These drawdowns are combined into a single set for input to
Process "Assign New Hydraulic Heads".
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Diagram-2.3.1.3.3.1
Determine-Effect-of-Well-on-Heads

94-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Determine Effect of Well on Heads : Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Determine Drawdowns at Aquifer Nodes
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Notes

1) Process "Locate Aquifer Node Relative to Central Flow Line" and Process
"Calculate Drawdown at Aquifer Node" are repeated for each node
indicated by the connectivity information to be located in the well
aquifer and requiring a drawdown calculation. Not all aquifer nodes in
the network may require drawdown determinations.

2) Some of the aquifer nodes are also designated by the connectivity
information to be reference nodes for the vault drawdown calculations.
Process "Calculate Vault Reference Node Information" is repeated for
each such reference node.
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Diagram-2.3.1.3.3.1.1
Detennine-Drawdowns-at-Aquifer-Nodes

94-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Determine Drawdowns at Aquifer Nodes : Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.1
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.2, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Determine Drawdowns at Vault Nodes
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

spw-vlt = EVHEF1 + EVHEF2 + EVHEF3 + EVHEF4

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Notes

1) Both Process "Locate Node Relative to Vault Reference Node" and Process
"Calculate Drawdown at Vault Node" are repeated for each node indicated
by the connectivity information to be located at the vault and
requiring a drawdown calculation. Not all nodes located at the vault
in the network may require drawdown determinations.

2) The connectivity information must indicate which reference node,
located in the well aquifer, is to be associated with each vault node
for which drawdown calculations are to be done.
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Diagram-2.3.1.3.3.1.2
Detcnnine-Drawdowns-at-Vault-Nodes

94-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Determine Drawdowns at Vault Nodes : Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.2
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2, Attachment, Page 1 of
Determine Effect of Well on Plume
1994 September 29
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg
SGPROS-seg
SGFSPA-seg

SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
Sfil.NTH-Beo- 4. RCBVTn-HPcr

Notes

1) Process "Determine Capture Fractions in Aquifer" and Process "Determine
Capture Fractions Outside Aquifer" determine new values for SGSFRA-seg
for different subsets of segments.

2) Process "Find Segment Leading to Well Collection Node" is repeated for
all segments found leading to node NODTW and one of either Process
"Determine Capture Fractions in Aquifer" or Process "Determine Capture
Fractions Outside Aquifer" is repeated for each such segment found.
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Diagram-2.3.1.3.3.2
Determine-Effect-of-Well-on-Plume

94-Sep-29
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Determine Effect of Well on Plume : Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Determine Effect of Well on Discharges
1994 October 31
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flovs

none

Contents of Data Stores

none

Notes

1) Process "Modify Discharge Areas" is repeated for each discharge
location.
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Diagrara-2.3.1.3.3.3
Determine-Effect-of-Well-on-Discharges

94-Oct-31
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Determine Effect of Well on Discharges : Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.3
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Diagram 2.4, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Determine Nuclide Flows
1993 Octo!:er 01
Version C-'*fl
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

tslgb = GFLOW-bloc-nuc + SEDFLO-bloc-nuc

tslvg = VFLOW-sec-nuc

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + HNTEMP-nod + HNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1. Process "Assign Flow at Source Node" is repeated for each node that is
a source node.

2. Process "Calculate Flow at Network Node" is repeated for each node that
is not a source node in the order such that all required flows at inlet
nodes are completed first and are available in the data store FLOWS-AT-
NODES.

3. Process "Select Flows at Discharges" is repeated for each node that is
an outlet or discharge node to the biosphere.

4. All processes are repeated for each nuclide. For nuclides in decay
chains, precursor nuclides must be simulated first so the required
flows are available in the data store Fl.OWS-AT-NODES.

5. The sets of nodes "nods" (source nodes at the vault), "nodi" (inlet
nodes), and "nodo" (outlet nodes) are subsets of the set "nod" (all
nodes). These sets are not mutually exclusive. For example, source
nodes are also inlet nodes and some inlet nodes are also outlet nodes
for other segments. It is assumed these subsets of nodes are
Identified and the information is available as part of the connectivity
information.

6. Similarly, the set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a
radioactive decay chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc" (all
the nuclides). It is assumed the numbers and identities of chain
precursor nuclides are available.
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Diagram-2.4
Determine-Nuclide-Rows

93-Oct-Ol
Version-02E

T-Melnyk
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Determine Nuclide Rows : Diagram 2.4
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Diagram 2.4.2, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Calculate Flow at Network Node
1994 September 29
Version 03A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Plows

sp-nuc = DECAY-nuc + DIFFN-nuc

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod * MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + HNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg
SGPROS-seg
SGFSPA-seg
SGLNTH-seg

SGGWVH-seg +
SGTORA-seg +
SGRETM-seg +
SGRFID-seg

SGHYCO-seg +
SGTFRL-seg +
SGTORM-seg +

SGPERM-seg +
SGFAPT-seg +
SGSFRA-seg +

Notes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Process "Calculate Groundwater Velocities from Heads" is repeated for
each required segment and the values for groundwater velocities are
stored in data store SEGMENT-DATA before they are needed by Process
"Calculate Transport Equation Parameters". The calculation is
eventually done for each segment of the network.

Process "Calculate Transport Equation Parameters" is repeated for each
nuclide and for each segment leading to the network node.

Process "Calculate Flow at Segment Outlet" is repeated for each chain
precursor nuclide for each segment leading to the network node. For
nuclides in decay chains, precursor nuclides must be simulated first so
the required flows are available in the data store FLOWS-AT-NODES.

The sets of nodes "nodi" (inlet nodes), and "nodo" (outlet nodes) are
subsets of the set "nod" (all nodes). These sets are not mutually
exclusive; some inlet nodes are also outlet nodes for other segments.

Similarly, the set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a
radioactive decay chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc"
the nuclides). It is assumed the numbers and identities of chain
precursor nuclides are available.

(all
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Diagram-2.4.2
Calculate-Flow-at-Network-Node

94-Sep-29
Version-OSA

T-Melnyk
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Calculate Row at Network Node : Diagram 2.4.2
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Diagram 2.4.2.2, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Calculate Transport Equation .Parameters
1994 October 24
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

dplsgb = dplsrt + dpsdkd + dpsurf

dpsdkd = SEDKD-bloc-nuc

sp-thik = THIKOV-bloc* + THIKSS-bloc

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORH-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

none
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Diagram-2.4.2.2
Calculate-Transport-Equation-Parameters

94-Oct-24
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Calculate Transport Equation Parameters : Diagram 2.4.2.2
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Manipulate Transport Parameters
1994 October 24
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Plows

transport-parameters = DISPCN-seg-nuc + GWVEL-seg + RETRDF-seg-nuc

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

none
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Diagram-2.4.2.2,3
Manipulate-Transpo it-Parameters

94-Oct-24
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Manipulate Transport Parameters : Diagram 2.4.2.2.3
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Calculate Vault Interface Params
1994 November 17
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

dplvgv = DARBV-sec + DARKV-sec

dplsgv = CAPRKV-nuc-sec + DARRKV-sec + DISPRV-sec + LENRKV-sec

sp-back = BKFRAR + BKPERM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SCT.MTH-cotr 4. SHRlfTO-cocrSGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1) All processes are repeated for each vault sector.
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Diagrara-2.4.2.2.3.1
Calculate-Vault-Interface-Params

94-Nov-l?
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Calculate Vault Interface Params : Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Apply Matrix Diffusion Effects
1994 October 24
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Plows

none

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1. All processes are repeated for each segment. Matrix diffusion effects
are applied only when indicated by the value of SGFAPT-seg.
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Diagratn-2.4.2.2.3.2
Apply-Matrix-Diffusion-Effects

94-Oct-24
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Calculate Biosphere Interface Params
1994 October 24
Version 02A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

dplsrt = LASRET-bloc-nuc

dplbg = QWDEM

dpsurf = MAREAD-bloc + MVDISC-bloc + SEDPR-bloc

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1. All processes are repeated for each discharge location.
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Diagram-2.4.2.2.3.3
Calculate-Biosphere-Interface-Params

94-Oct-24
Version-02A

T-Melnyk
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Calculate Biosphere Interface Params : Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.3
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Diagram 2.4.2.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Calculate Flow at Segment Outlet
1994 October 24
Version 03A
T. Melnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES

SEGMENT-DATA =

NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc)

(NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
(NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg +
SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg +
SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Notes

1. All processes are repeated for each segment.

2. Process "Calculate Flow of Precursor at Segment Inlet", Process
"Calculate Segment Response Function from Precursor" and Process
"Calculate Flow at Outlet due to Precursor" are repeated for each
precursor nuclide.

3. For nuclides in decay chains, precursor nuclides must be simulated
first so the required flows are available in the data store
FLOWS-AT-NODES.

4. The sets of nodes "nodi" (inlet nodes), and "nodo" (outlet nodes) are
subsets of the set "nod" (all nodes). These sets are not mutually
exclusive; some inlet nodes are also outlet nodes for other segments.

5. Similarly, the set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a
radioactive decay chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc" (all
the nuclides). It is assumed the numbers and identities of chain
precursor nuclides are available.

6. In a SYVAC3 implementation of the model, the loop over precursors and
Process "Calculate Flow at Outlet due to Precursor" and Process "Sum
Contributions from Precursors at Outlet" are all handled together in
time series package module CONVOL.
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Calculate Flow at Segment Outlet : Diagram 2.4.2.3
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Diagram 2.4.3, Attachment, Page 1 of 1
Select Flows at Discharges
1993 September 13
Version 01B
T. Helnyk

Expansion of Composite Flows

none

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

Notes

1) Both processes are repeated for each discharge location.

2) The set of nodes "nodb" (discharge nodes to the biosphere) is a subset
of the set "nod" (all nodes).
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Diagram-2.4.3
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93-Sep-13
Version-OlB

T-Melnyk
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S. MINISPECS

The minispecs are arranged in hierarchical order according to the index
given in Section 5.2. The data flow diagrams are separated out and
collected together into a separate group in Chapter 7. Each minispec
begins on a new page.

The contents of a minispec is shown schematically in Figure 20. Each page
of each minispec is identified with a header, enclosed in a box, giving the
minispec diagram number, the number of pages used by the minispec, the
minispec name, and version information. The data flows calculated in each
minispec are given, together with the long name, units, mathematical symbol
and complete definition in a box to start the minispec. This box is
followed by an expansion of any composite data flows used in the minispec
and the contents of any data stores accessed by the minispec. Following
these expansions is a table enclosed in a box indicating the data
dependency. In a column in the centre are the calculated parameters. In a
column on the left, with a dashed arrow pointing to the centre, are all the
time-independent data flows that are input to the minispec. A column on
the right, with a solid arrow pointing to the centre, similarly indicates
the time-dependent data flows input to the minispec. Next follows a table
indicating, for each data flow, either input or output, and for all
subscripts or indices of these data flows, the long name, mathematical
symbol, and units for the data flow. The mathematical symbols are used in
the text and equations of the minispec which follows next. The units are
used in a formal presentation of a units check for each mathematical
equation presented. The minispec finishes with any additional explanatory
notes and a list of any references used. Additional explanation of the
contents of a minispec is given in Section 2.2 and Section 3.5.

Calculated dataflow name and definition

Expansion of Composite Dataflows

Contents of Data Stores

| Diagram header [

Input dataflow — ** Output dataflow -< — Input dataflow
(time independent) (tune dependent)

Dataflows Dataflow long names Math Symbols [units]

Text and equations of Minispec with reference to

Unit Checks

Notes

References

Synopsis and literature

FIGURE 20: Schematic Diagram of the Contents of a Minispec
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No new output parameters from this Minispec Diagram 2.1
Page 1 of 2

Store Initial Segment
Data

1994 September 29
Version 03A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

sp-segs = sp-trans + sp-brnch + sp-matdiff

sp-trans = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGRFID-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg

sp-brnch = SGTFRL-seg + SGSFRA-seg

sp-matdiff = SGFAPT-seg + SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID^seg

SGDSVY-seg > sampled input
SGFAPT-seg parameters
SGFSPA-seg stored
SGGWVH-seg without
SGHYCO-seg change
SGPERM-seg
SGPROS-seg
SGRETM-seg
SGRFID-seg
SGSFRA-seg
SGTFRL-seg
SGTORA-seg
SGTORM-seg
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Short Name

seg

SGDSVY-seg

SGFAPT-seg

SGFSPA-seg

SGGWVH-seg

SGHYCO-seg

SGPERM-seg

SGPROS-seg

SGRETM-seg

SGRFID-seg

SGSFRA-sag

SGTFRL-seg

SGTORA-seg

SGTORH-seg

Diagram 2.1
Page 2 of 2

Store Initial Segment
Data

1994 September 29
Version 03A TWM

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

geosphere segment index s

segment dispersion length a L,<s>

off aperture of fractures P<s>

eff spacing of fractures H<s>

avg linear gw velocity u<s>

segment

segment

hydraulic conductivity K>- < B >

permeability k>- < s >

[ -1
[m]

[m]

[m]

[m/aj

[m/a]

[m2]

total porosity $n , . [-]

matrix

segment

segment

segment

segment

ret scaling factor F m,<s>

response func identifier IG <s>

source fraction f < s >

transfer length Lfc < s >

axial tortuosity '''f^s)
matrix diff tortuosity 7m <s>

[ -1

[ - ]

[ - 1

[m]

[ -1

[ - J

This Minispec contains no operations. It is present to formally initialize
the 13 variables in composite flow sp-segs into data store SEGMENT-DATA.
The sampled data are formally placed in the data store without change.

Notes:

1. The additional parameter SGLNTH-seg in the data store is calculated
elsewhere in the simulation under Diagram "Prepare Network" and
placed in data store SEGMENT-DATA.

2. Some elements of the variable SGSFRA-seg are calculated elsewhere in
the simulation under Diagram "Prepare Network" and the new values are
placed in data store SEGMENT-DATA.
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MNHEAD-nod modified hydraulic head h<i7> [m]
Heads are modified for drawdown due to
well, from original sampled hydraulic
heads, NDHBAD. The modified heads are
used to calculate groundwater velocities
when GWFID = 2 or 3.

MNPOSX-nod modified node x-coordinate x<J> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Host
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSX-nod.

MNPOSY-nod modified node y-coordinate y<a> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSY-nod.

MNPOSZ-nod modified node z-coordinate z<a> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSZ-nod.

MNTEMP-nod modified temperature f<3> [Cel]
Temperatures at some nodes are modified
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. The
modified temperatures are assigned,
assuming a uniform gradient between
adjacent nodes, by linear interpolation.
Most nodes retain the originally sampled
temperatures in NDTEMP-nod.

Diagram 2.2
Page 1 of 2

Store Initial Node Data
1994 September 29
Version 03A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

sp-nods = NDHEAD-nod + NDTEMP-nod
+ NDPOSX-nod + NDPOSY-nod + NDPOSZ-nod

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod
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Diagram 2.2
Page 2 of 2

Store Initial Node Data
1994 September 29
Version 03A TWM

NDHEAD-
NDPOSX-
NDPOSY-
NDPOSZ-
NDTEMP-

Short Name

MNHEAD-nod

MNPOSX-nod

MNPOSY-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

MNTEMP-nod

NDHEAD-nod

NDPOSX-nod

NDPOSY-nod

NDPOSZ-nod

NDTEMP-nod

nod

nod HNPOSX-nod
•nod MNPOSY-nod
•nod MNPOSZ-nod
•nod MNTEMP-nod

Long Name

modified hydraulic head

modified node x-coordinate

modified node y-coordinate

modified node z-coordinate

modified temperature

node ref hydraulic head

node x-coordinate

node y-coordinate

node E-coordinate

node temperature

geosphere node index

Mathematical Units
Symbol

h< j> (ml

x< j> [ml

V<j> [m]

z < j > [m]

T<j> [Cell

"<j> [ml

X < J > [m]

V<j> [m]

Z <J> I1"!
T<j> [Cel]

J [-]

The variables for the nodal properties of hydraulic head, temperature and
Cartesian positional coordinates are initialized into data store NODE-DATA
by direct transfer of the corresponding sampled data without change.

Notes:

1. Some of these data, initialized here, will be subsequently modified
in other parts of the simulation under Diagram "Prepare Network" to
account for the presence of the well and of surface layers.

2. The same mathematical symbol is used for both the original sampled
variables and the modified variables. This is the only location the
original sampled variables are used; when the symbols are used in
mathematical expressions, they refer to the modified variables.
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GWDPTH well depth in calculation d; [m] Well
depth used in calculations with well model
equations. This depth must be greater
than or equal to the minimum well depth
MWDFTH.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.1
Page 1 of 1

Determine Well Depth
for Calculation

1994 October 03
Version 02A TWM

DPTHWL
MWDPTH

-> GWDPTH

Short Name

DPTHWL

GWDPTH

MWDPTH

Long Name

depth of well

well depth in calculation

minimum geosphere wall depth

Mathematical
Symbol

dw
«w
dmin

Units

[m]

[m]

[m]

The well depth used in the well model equations must be set greater than or
equal to the minimum well depth:

dw = max(dw,dmin)

Unit Checks:

[m] = max([m],[m])

Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.5.1

Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1) The Synopsis, Section 4.1.5, uses the symbol dw to indicate the depth
of the well in the well model equations. These specifications use
symbol dw to refer to the originally sampled well depth. The depth
of the well used in the well model equations is given symbol dw.
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LOCWBP well bypass location index bp [-]
Index number of discharge location to the
biosphere to which nuclides discharge if
they are not captured in the well aquifer
by the well. This is one of the locations
indexed by bloc.

NODD1 first drawdown node index dl [-] Index
of first (closest to well) drawdown node.
If GWVFID = 1 this node is not present in
the network. This node is located at
distance DISTD1 from the well aquifer
node, NODWA, along the central flow line
of the well.

NODD2 second drawdown node index d2 [-] Index
of second drawdown node. If GWVFID = 1
this node is not present in the network.
This node is located at distance DISTD2
from the well aquifer node, NODWA, along
the central flow line of the well.

NODTW index of node leading to well tw [-]
Index of well collection node leading
nuclides to the well. If GWVFID = 1 this
node is the well node in the aquifer,
NODWA. If GWVFID = 2 or 3, this node is
the second drawdown node, NODD2.

NODWA well aquifer node index wa [-] Index of
well node in the well aquifer. This node
is directly below the well node at the
ground surface NODWD and the distance
between these two nodes is the well depth
DPTHWL.

NODWD well discharge node index wd [-] Index
of well node at the ground surface. This
node is directly above the well node in
the aquifer NODWA and the distance between
these two nodes is the well depth DPTHWL.

SEGWA well aquifer segment index wa [-] Index
of the last segment in the well aquifer
leading nuclides to the well node NODWA.
Properties of the well aquifer are taken
from this segment for use in the well
model.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
Page 1 of 3

Identify Well Nodes and
Segments

1994 October 07
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Comporite Flows

drdn-nodes = NODDl + NODD2

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

SGHYCO-seg +
SGTFRL-seg +
SGTORM-seg +

SGPERM-seg
SGFAPT-seg
SGSFRA-seg
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
Page 2 of 3

Identify Well Nodes and
Segments

1994 October 07
Version 02A TWM

GWVFID
SGSFRA-seg
connectivity
data

-> LOCWBP
NODD1
NODD2
NODTW
NODWA
NODWD
SEGWA

Short Name

GWVFID

LOCWBP

NODD1

NODD2

NODTW

NODWA

NODWD

Beg

SEGWA

SGSFRA-sag

Long Name

gw velocity function indicator

well bypass location index

first drawdown node index

second drawdown node index

index of node leading to well

well aquifer node index

well discharge node index

geosphere segment index

well aquifer segment index

segment source fraction

Mathematical I
Symbol

XU
bp

dl

d2

• tw

wa

wd

s

wa ''

£<s>

Jnits

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
-

-

•

From the connectivity data, find a discharge that is identified as a WELL
discharge; identify the node corresponding to this discharge, the well node
at the ground surface, and set NODWD to the index number of this node.

Search the transport network to find the segment with outlet node NODWD.
The inlet node for this segment is the well node in the aquifer; set NODWA
to the index of this inlet node.
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.1
Page 3 of 3

Identify Well Nodes and
Segments

1994 October 07
Version 02A TWM

Search the transport network again to find a segment in the well aquifer
with outlet node NODWA. This segment is the last aquifer segment leading
to the well and the SEGWA is set to the index of this segment.

If !„ is 1, then groundwater velocities are supplied as input parameters,
there are no drawdown nodes, and the node well collection node is the well
aquifer node itself; set NODTW to be equal to NODWA. The node indices
NODD1 and NODD2 remain undefined and unused.

If !„ is 2 or 3, then groundwater velocities are calculated from
hydraulic heads and the network contains drawdown nodes. The inlet node
for SEGWA is the first drawdown node; set NODD1 to the index of this inlet
node. Search the transport network again to find the segment with outlet
node NODD1. The inlet node for this segment is the second drawdown node;
set NODD2 to the index of this inlet node. This inlet node is also the
well collection node; set NODTW to be equal to NODD2.

Now find the well bypass discharge location. Search the transport network
to find a segment with outlet node NODTW. Search forward from the inlet
node of this segment successively from inlet node to outlet node in turn,
avoiding any segments that lead back to node NODTW, until no more inlet
nodes in the sequence can be found. If the path of segments leads only
back to NODTW, then start with a different segment leading to NODTW. At
least one of these segments must have its inlet node at a divergence point
from which contaminants can bypass NODTW. If the network diverges along
the sequence of segments leading towards the discharge and more than one
segment leads from an inlet node, use the information in f<s> to follow the
pathway carrying the largest portion of the flow. The last outlet node
found must be a discharge node to the biosphere that is not the well.
Identify the discharge location index corresponding to this last outlet
node and set LOCWBP to this discharge location index.

Unit Checks:

All indices have no dimensions.

Notes:

1) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.

2) The connectivity information must include a record of the nodes
discharging to the biosphere and the discharge type for each.
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DISTUL well reference node separation Lul [m]
Distance between well upper and lower
reference nodes.

XUL vector x-component xul [m] Cartesian
x-component of vector between upper and
lower well reference nodes, NODWU and
NODWL.

YUL vector y-component yul [m] Cartesian
y-coraponent of vector between upper and
lower well reference nodes, NODWU and
NODWL.

ZUL vector 2-component zul [m] Cartesian
z-component of vector between upper and
lower well reference nodes, NODWU and
NODWL.

Diagram 2.3.1,1.1.2.2
Page 1 of 2

Determine Vector
Properties of
Central Flow Line

1993 September 13
Version 01A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

distul = DISTUL + XUL + YUL + ZUL

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
NODWL
NODWU

-> DISTUL
XUL
YUL
ZUL
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.2
Page 2 of 2

Determine Vector
Properties of
Central Flow Line

1993 September 13
Version 01A TWH

Short Mane

DISTUL

MHPOSX-nod

MNPOSY-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

nod

NODWL

NODWU

XUL

YUL

ZUL

Long Name

well reference node separation

modified node x-coordinate

modified node y-coordinate

modified node z-coordinate

geosphere node index

well lower reference node index

well upper reference node index

' vector x- component

vector y-component

vector z-component

Mathematical
Symbol

Lul
X<J>

y<j>
z<j>
j
wl

wu

xul
vul
zul

Units

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[-]

[-]

[-1
[m]

[m]

[m]

From the Cartesian coordinates of the well reference nodes, NODWL and
NODWU, the components of the vector between these nodes are found from:

xul ~ x < w l > ~ x < w u > > vul ~ v < w l > "•

and the distance between these nodes is given by

zul - z < w l > ~ 2 < w u > Eqn. (1)

LUI = + (2ui)
2' Eqn. (2)

Section 4.1.4.1

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] - [m]

[m] = ([m2] + [m2] + [m2])*

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1) The values for NODWL and NODWU, the upper and lower well reference
node indices, are obtained from the network connectivity information.
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DARVAQ initial aquifer darcy velocity qf [m/a]
Initial darcy velocity in well aquifer in
absence of well.

HYCOAQ aquifer hydraulic conductivity Kf [ra/a]
Reference hydraulic conductivity of
aquifer for the well.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.3
Page 1 of 3

Determine Aquifer
Properties

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

distul = DISTUL + XUL + YUL + ZUL

sp-water = DENREF + GRAVAC + SINY + VISREF

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + HNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERH-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
-i- SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

DENREF
DISTUL
GRAVAC
GWVFID
MNHEAD-nod
MNTEMP-nod
NODWL
NODWU
SEGWA
SGGWVH-seg
SGHYCO-seg
SGPERM-seg
SGPROS-seg
SINY
VISREF

-> DARVAQ
HYCOAQ
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Short Name

DARVAQ

DEHRBF

DISTUL

GRAVAC

GWVFID

HYCOAQ

MNHEAD-nod

MHTEMP-nod

nod

NODWL

NODWU

seg

SEGWA

SGGWVH-seg

SGHYCO-seg

SGPERM-seg

SGPROS-seg

SINY

VISREF

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.3
Page 2 of 3

Determine Aquifer
Properties

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

initial aquifer darcy velocity qf [m/a]

ref density of water at 6 Cel PQ [kg/m3]

well reference node separation Lul [in]

acceleration due to gravity g [m/s ]

gw velocity function indicator ly [-]

aquifer hydraulic conductivity Kf [ro/aj

modified hydraulic head n<j> [ml

modified temperature T<J> ICel)

geosphero node index J

well lower reference node index wl

well upper reference node index wu

geosphere segment index s

well aquifer segment index wa

avg linear gw velocity u<s> m/al

segment hydraulic conductivity Kf- <s) [ni/a]

segment permeability kf- <s> [m ]

total porosity 5h,<s> t'l
number of seconds in a year Y [s/&]

ref viscosity of water u0 [kg.m" .s ]

If Iu = 1 or 2, then get aquifer hydraulic conductivity from supplied input
values of hydraulic conductivity for the aquifer segment, SEGWA

< w a > Eqn. (1)

If Iu = 1, then calculate the initial aquifer Darcy velocity from
supplied input groundwater velocity for the aquifer segment, SEGWA

< w a > Eqn. (2)
SEqn.(6.6)

If Ij, = 2, then calculate the initial aquifer Darcy velocity from
Darcy's law using supplied hydraulic heads for the upper and lower
well reference nodes:

- h<wu> )/Lul Eqn.(3)
SEqn. (6.7)
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.3
Page 3 of 3

Determine Aquifer
Properties

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

If TU = 3, then first calculate aquifer hydraulic conductivity, Kf, from
the properties (density and viscosity) of water and the supplied input
permeability for the aquifer segment, SEGWA. Then, calculate the initial
aquifer Darcy velocity from Darcy's law using Eqn. (3) and the supplied
hydraulic heads for the upper and lower well reference nodes.

The properties of water can be obtained from equations of state giving
density and viscosity as a function of temperature and pressure, where
pressure can be obtained from elevation and hydraulic head. However, for
this version of the model, a set of constant properties of water, p0 and
u0, are used and the temperature data are not used. Hence, the aquifer
hydraulic conductivity is obtained from:

Kf = P0gkfr<wa>Y//j0 Eqn. (4)
SEqn. (6.8)

where the factor Y is present only to make a conversion in time units from
seconds to years.

Unit Checks:

[m/a] = [m/a] Eqn. (1)

[m/aj = [m/aJ[-J Eqn. (2)

[m/a] = [m/a]([m] - [m])/[m] Eqn. (3)

[m/a] = [kg/m^tm/s^fm^ls/al/fkg.m^.s-1] Eqn. (4)

Notes:

1) The values for NODWL and NODWU, the upper and lower well reference
node indices, are obtained from the network connectivity information.

2) We have assumed, in Eqn. (3), that the groundwater initially flows
from the lower well reference node to the upper well reference node.
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DISTWL well to aquifer end distance Lw [m]
Distance of well node in aquifer, NODWA,
from extrapolated end of aquifer at ground
surface.

DISTWR lower node to aquifer end distance Lwr
[m] Distance of well lower reference
node, NODWL, from extrapolated end of
aquifer at ground surface. This distance
is also assumed to be the distance to the
capture line in the well aquifer on which
the well capture nodes are located.

MNPOSX-nod modified node x-coordinate x<J> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSX-nod.

MNPOSY-nod modified node y-coordinate y<a> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSY-nod.

MNPOSZ-nod modified node z-coordinate z<J> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSZ-nod.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.4
Page 1 of 5

Determine Coordinates
of Well Nodes

1994 September 29
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

drdn-nodes = NODD1 + NODD2

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod
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DISTD1
DISTD2
GWDPTH
GWVFID
MNPOSX-i
MNPOSY-i
MNPOSZ-]
NODD1
NODD2
NODWA
NODWD
NODWL
NODWU

Short Name

DISTD1

DISTD2

DISTHL

DISTWR

GWDPTH

GWVFID

MNFOSX-nod

MNPOSY-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

nod

NODD1

NODD2

NODWA

NODWD

NODWL

NODWU

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.4
Page 2 of 5

Determine Coordinates
of Well Nodes

1994 September 29
Version 02A TWM

S TYTCTUT

DISTWR
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod

lod MNPOSZ-nod
lod
nod

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

distance to 1st Drawdown node Ldl [m]

distance to 2nd drawdown node Ld2 [m]

well to aquifer end distance LW [m]

lower node to aquifer end distance Lur [m]

well depth in calculation d^ [m]

gu velocity function indicator Iy [ - ]

modified node x-coordinate X <J> t m l

modified node y-coordinate V<J> t m l

modified node z-coordinate Z <J> I1")

geosphere node index J [ - ]

first drawdown node index dl [ - ]

second drawdown node index d2 [ - ]

well aquifer node index wa [-]

well discharge node index wd [ - ]

well lower reference node index " wl [ - ]

well upper reference node index wu [-]
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.4
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Determine Coordinates
of Well Nodes

1994 September 29
Version 02A TWM

Only new coordinates for the four nodes defining the well position (NODWD,
NODVA, NODD1, and NODD2) are defined here. All other coordinates remain
unchanged.

From the coordinates of the well reference nodes, NODWL and NODWU, the dip
slope in the x-direction, 3x/3z, of the central flow line, (CFL), of the
well is given by:

av fv - v "\0 V < w u > A < w l > /

= Tz z •> (Eqn' V>CFL V < W U > < w l > /

and the dip slope in the y-direction, dy/dz, of the central flow line of
the well is similarly given by:

ay

32 CFL

Define a directed distance scaling factor in the direction of the central
flow line of the well, SCFL, by:

(su1 *
Using this scaling factor, the directed distance between any two points, in
a direction parallel to the central flow line of the well, can be obtained
from the differences in elevation of the points only.

Assume the extrapolated position of the end of the aquifer is at the same
elevation as that of the well discharge node at the ground surface, z<wd>.
Hence, the distance between the lower well reference node and the
extrapolated end of the aquifer is given by:

kr = S C F L ( z < w d > - z < w l > ) Eqn. (4)

The well aquifer node is repositioned to elevation difference d^ below the
well discharge node:

Z<wa> = Z<wd> - dW E9n- (5>
Section 4.1.2
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Diagram 2.3.1,1.1.2.4
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Determine Coordinates
of Well Nodes

1994 September 29
Version 02A TWM

and the distance between the well aquifer node and the extrapolated end of
the aquifer is given by:

Lw = SCFIA Eqn. (6)

The x and y coordinates of the well aquifer node are adjusted to reposition
the node along the central flow line of the well:

x<wa> = x<wu> ~ ( z<wu> ~ z<wa> )(9x'9z)cFL
Eqn. (7)

y<«a> = y<wu> - (z<wu> - z<wa>X9y/3z)cFL . Section 4.1.2

The elevation of the well discharge node, z<wd> f is not changed, but the
node is repositioned to lie directly above the new position of the well
aquifer node which has been posi 'cloned along the central flow line of the
well:

X<wd> = x<wa>
Eqn. (8)

y<wd> = y<wa> Section 4.1.2

If lu = 1, then there are no drawdown nodes to reposition. If !„ = 2 or 3,
then reposition the drawdown nodes along the central flow line of the well
at distances Ldl and Ld2 from the well aquifer node. For the first
drawdown node, NODD1, first set the new elevation:

2<di> = z<wa> - WSCFL . Eqn. (9)
Section 4.1.2

then, position the node along the central flow line of the well, using
similar equations to Equation (7):

*<dl> = X<wa> - ( z<wa> - 2<dl>X9x/9z)cFL
Eqn. (10)

y<di> = y<«a> - (z<wa> - z<di>X3y/9z>cFL Section 4.1.2

The second drawdown node is similarly repositioned at distance Ld2 from the
well aquifer node using Equations (9) and (10) with dl replaced by d2.
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.4
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Determine Coordinates
of Well Nodes
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Version 02A TWM

Unit Checks:

[-] - <[m] - [m])/([m] - [m])

[-1 = ([-] + H2 + M2)*

[m] = [-]([">] - I»])

[m] = [m] - [m]

[m] = [-][m]

[m] = [m] - ([m] - [ra])[-]

[m] = [m]

[m] = [m] - [m]/[-]

Notes:

Eqn. (1), Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

Eqn. (5)

Eqn. (6)

Eqn. (7), Eqn. (10)

Eqn. (8)

Eqn. (9)

1) The values for NODWL and NODWU, the upper and lower well reference
node indices, are obtained from the network connectivity information.

2) The lower well reference node, NODWL, is assumed to be the central
well capture node located at the intersection of the central flow
line of the well and the well capture line. See Hinispec "Determine
Halfwidth of GW Flow Divide".
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MNHBAD-nod oodified hydraulic head h<a> [si]
Heads are modified for drawdown due to
well, from original sampled hydraulic
heads, NDHEAD. The modified heads are
used to calculate groundwater velocities
when GWVFID = 2 or 3.

MNTEHP-nod modified temperature T<J> [Gel]
Temperatures at some nodes are modified
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. The
modified temperatures are assigned,
assuming a uniform gradient between
adjacent nodes, by linear interpolation.
Most nodes retain the originally sampled
temperatures in NDTEMP-nod.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.5
Page 1 of 3

Interpolate Initial
Heads and
Temperatures at New
Positions

1993 July 27
Version 01A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

drdn-nodes = NODD1 + NODD2

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

GWVFID
MNHEAD-nod
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
MNTEMP-nod
NODD1
NODD2
NODWA

-> MNHEAD-nod
MNTEMP-nod
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.2.5
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Interpolate Initial
Heads and
Temperatures at New
Positions

1993 July 27
Version 01A TWM

Short Name

GWVFID

MNHEAD-nod

MNPOSX-nod

MNPOSV-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

MNTEMP-nod

nod

NODDl

NODD2

NODWA

NODWL

NODWU

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

gw velocity function indicator lu [-]

modified hydraulic head n<j> tml

modified node x-coordinate X<J> 'ml

modified node y-coordinate ¥<J> Im)

modified node z-coordinate Z<J> 'ml

modified temperature T<J> (Cel)

geosphere node index J [-'.

first drawdown node index dl [-]

second drawdown node index d2 [ - ]

well aquifer node index wa [-;

well lower reference node index wl [-;

well upper reference node index wu [-;

1

1

1

1

1

1

Hydraulic heads and temperatures for the repositioned nodes NODWA, NODD1,
and NODD2, are found by linear interpolation from the hydraulic heads and
temperatures of the well upper and lower reference nodes, NODWU and NODWA.
Only the z-coordinates of the nodes are used for the interpolation.

If Iv = 1, then neither hydraulic heads nor temperatures are supplied or
used and no interpolations are done.

If Iw = 2, then hydraulic heads are used and supplied but temperatures are
not used or supplied and no temperature interpolations are done. The
hydraulic heads are interpolated using, for NODWA,

•<wa> = h<wi> + (h<wu> - h '<wa> - Z '<wu> (1)
Section 4.1.5.3

with similar expressions for NODD1 and NODD2.
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Interpolate Initial
Heads and
Temperatures at New
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Version 01A TWM

If Iv = 3, then both hydraulic heads and temperatures are used and supplied
and interpolations are done for both quantities. The hydraulic heads are
interpolated as described above. The temperatures are interpolated for the
three nodes using a similar expression to Eqn. (1) with h replaced by T.

Unit Checks:

For hydraulic head interpolations:

[m] = [m] + ([m] - [m])([m] - [m])/([m] - [m]) Eqn. (1)

For temperature interpolations:

[Cel] = [Cel] + ([Cel] - [Cel])([m] - [m))/([m] - [m]) Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1) The values for NODtfL and NODIKJ, the upper and lower well reference
node indices, are obtained from the network connectivity information.
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OVtfDFT overburden veil maximum depth d,w, ov fmj
Maximum depth of well that lies in the
overburden and hence draws only meteoric
water and not deep groundwater from the
plume.

Expansion of Composite Flows

sp-thik = THIKOV-bloc + THIKSS-bloc

Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.3
Page 1 of 2

Determine Overburden
Well Depth

1993 July 27
Version 01A TWM

LOCWBP
THIKOV-bloc
THIKSS-bloc

-> OVWDPT

Short Name

bloc

LOCWBP

OWTOPT

THIKOV-bloc

THIKSS-bloc

Long Name

bio discharge location index

well bypass location index

overburden well maximum depth

thickness of overburden

thickness of sediment

Mathematical
Symbol

b

bp

dW,ov
Lov,<b>
Lss.<b>

Units

(-]

[-1

[m]

[m]

[m]

Using the surface layer thicknesses for the discharge location to which
nuclides flow if they are not captured from the fracture zone by the well,
identified by index LOCWBP, (see Synopsis section 6.7)

Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.5.1

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] + [m] Eqn. (1)
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.1.3
Page 2 of 2

Determine Overburden
Well Depth

1993 July 27
Version 01A TWM

Notes:

1) Wells whose depth is less than the depth to the bottom of the
overburden layer are assumed to draw their water from the surface
layers. They do not intersect the nuclide plume in the fracture zone
and draw no groundwater from the fracture zone. The overburden depth
is different at each discharge to the biosphere; the depth at the
discharge to which nuclides flow if they bypass any well in the
fracture zone is used for the determination of the maximum depth for
wells to be considered to be overburden wells.
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BLOC bio discharge location index b [-]
Identifying integer and ordinal counter
for discharge locations to the biosphere
from the geosphere.

NODDS discharge node index ds [-] Index of
node indicating a discharge location where
groundwater and contaminants leave the
geosphere and enter the biosphere.

NODOV overburden node index ov [-] Index of
overburden node that is the inlet node to
the overburden layer located at a
discharge that is designated either
aquatic, terrestrial or wetland. This
node is positioned directly below the
corresponding sediment node, NODSS, and
the discharge node at the ground surface,
NODDS. The distance between NODOV and
NODSS is the overburden thickness given by
THIKOV-bloc.

NODRK last rock node index rk [-] Index of
node that is the inlet node to the last
bedrock segment leading to a discharge
that is designated either aquatic,
terrestrial or wetland. Properties at
this node are used for determining
properties at the corresponding overburden
and sediment nodes, NODOV and NODSS.

NODSS sediment node index ss [-] Index of
sediment node that is the inlet node to
the sediment layer located at a discharge
that is designated either aquatic,
terrestrial or wetland. This node is
positioned directly below the
corresponding discharge node at the ground
surface, NODDS. The distance between
NODSS and NODDS is the sediment thickness
given by THIKSS-bloc.

SEGOV overburden segment index ov [-] Index
identifying segment representing the
overburden layer located at a discharge
that is designated either aquatic,
terrestrial or wetland. The length of
this segment is the overburden thickness
given by THIKOV-bloc.

SEGRK last rock segment index rk [-] Index
identifying the last bedrock segment
leading to a discharge that is designated
either aquatic, terrestrial or wetland.

SEGSS sediment segment index ss [-] Index
identifying segment representing the
sediment layer located at a discharge that
is designated either aquatic, terrestrial
or wetland. The length of this segment is
the sediment thickness given by
THIKSS-bloc.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.1
Page 1 of 3

Identify Overburden and
Sediment Nodes and
Segments

1994 October 10
Version 02A TWM
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.1
Page 2 of 3

Identify Overburden and
Sediment Nodes and
Segments

1994 October 10
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

oss-net = BLOC + NODDS + NODOV + NODRK + NODSS + SEGOV + SEGRK + SEGSS

Sho

data

rt Name Long Name

s RI or
NODDS
NODOV
NODRK
NODSS
SEGOV
SEGRK
SEGSS

Mathematical Units
Symbol

BLOC bio discharge location index b [-]

NODDS discharge node index ds [ - ]

NODOV overburden node index ov { - ]

NODRK last rock node index rk [-]

NODSS sediment node index ss [-]

SEGOV overburden segment index ov [ - ]

SEGRK last rock segment index rk [-]

SEGSS sediment segment index ss [-]

From the connectivity data, find each discharge in turn that is identified
as an aquatic, terrestrial, or wetland discharge. For each such discharge
set BLOC to the index number for the discharge and then identify the node
corresponding to the discharge, the discharge node at the ground surface.
Set NODDS to the index number of this node and then find the associated
surface layer nodes as follows:
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.1-
Page 3 of 3

Identify Overburden and
Sediment Nodes and
Segments

1994 October 10
Version 02A TWM

Search the transport network connectivity data to find the segment with
outlet node NODDS. This segment is the sediment segment for this
discharge; set SEGSS to the index number for this segment. The inlet node
for this segment is the sediment node for this discharge; set NODSS to the
index of this inlet node.

Search the transport network connectivity data to find the segment with
outlet node NODSS. This segment is the overburden segment for this
discharge; set SEGOV to the index number for this segment. The inlet node
for this segment is the overburden node for this discharge; set NODOV to
the index of this inlet node.

Search the transport network connectivity data again to find the segment
with outlet node NODOV. This segment is the last bedrock segment leading
to this discharge; set SEGRK to the index number for this segment. The
inlet node for this segment is the last bedrock node for this discharge;
set NODRK to the index of this inlet node.

Unit Checks:

All indices have no dimensions.

Notes:

1) This Minispec (and Minispecs that use the output data flows from this
Minispec) is repeated for each discharge location that is identified
as an aquatic, terrestrial, or wetland discharge.

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.
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MNPOSX-nod modified node x-coordinate x<a> [ra]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSX-nod.

MNPOSY-nod modified node y-coordinate y<a> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSY-nod.

MNPOSZ-nod modified node z-coordinate z<3> [m]
Coordinates of some nodes are calculated
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. Most
nodes retain the originally sampled
coordinates in NDPOSZ-nod.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.2
Page 1 of 3

Reposition Overburden
and Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

oss-net = BLOC + NODDS + NODOV + NODRK + NODSS + SEGOV + SEGRK + SEGSS

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

BLOC
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
NODDS
NODOV
NODRK
NODSS
SEGOV
SEGRK
SEGSS
THIKOV-bloc
THIKSS-bloc

-> MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
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Short Name

bloc, BLOC

MNPOSX-nod

HNPOSV-nod

MNFOSZ-nod

nod

NODDS

NODOV

NODRK

NODSS

SEGOV

SEGRK

SEGSS

THIKOV-bloc

THIKSS-bloc

Long Name Mathema
Symbol

bio discharge location index b

modified

modified

modified

geosphere

discharge

node x-coordinate X <J>

node y-coordinate V<J>

node z-coordinate z<j>

node index J

node index ds

Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.2
Page 2 of 3

Reposition Overburden
and Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

tical Units

[-1
[ml

[m]

[m]

-

overburden node index ov

last rock

sediment

node index rk

node index ss

-

-

overburden segment index ov

last rock segment index rk -]

sediment

thickness

thickness

segment index ss -]

of overburden Lov <b> [m]

of sediment L ss ,<b> 'ml

Only new coordinates for the two nodes defining the thicknesses of the
overburden and sediment layers (NODOV, and NODSS) at one discharge
location, with index BLOC, identified as an aquatic, terrestrial, or
wetland discharge, are defined here. All other coordinates remain
unchanged. The overburden and sediment layers replace a portion of the
last rock segment.

The sediment node is repositioned to elevation difference L,SS(<b> below the
discharge node:

Z < s s > ~ 2<ds> Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.2

and the node is repositioned to lie directly under the position of the
discharge node:
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.2
Page 3 of 3

Reposition Overburden
and Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

Eqn. (2)
y<**> = y<ds> Section 4.1.2

The overburden node is repositioned to elevation difference Lov <b> below
the sediment node:

z < o v > = Z < s s > - L o v , < b > Etln- (3)
Section 4.1.2

and the node is repositioned to also lie directly under the position of the
discharge node:

X < o v > = X<ds>
Eqn. (4)

y<ov> = y<ds> Section 4.1.2

These new positions cannot be at lower elevations than the last rock node.

If z<ov> < z<rk>, then adjust the position of NODOV to coincide with the
position of NODRK, thus replacing the last rock segment completely by
overburden and sediment.

If z<8S> < z<rk>, then adjust the position of NODSS to coincide with the
position of NODRK, thus replacing the last rock segment completely by
sediment.

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] - [m] Eqn. (1), Eqn. (3)

[m] = [m] Eqn. (2), Eqn. (4)

Notes:

1) This Hinispec is repeated for each discharge location that is
identified as an aquatic, terrestrial, or wetland discharge.
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MNHEAD-nod modified hydraulic head h<JX [m]
Heads are modified for drawdown due to
well, from original sampled hydraulic
heads, NDHEAD. The modified heads are
used to calculate groundwater velocities
vhen GWVFID = 2 or 3.

MNTEMP-nod modified temperature T<a> [Gel]
Temperatures at some nodes are modified
due to repositioning of the nodes
associated with the well and with the
sediment and overburden layers. The
modified temperatures are assigned,
assuming a uniform gradient between
adjacent nodes, by linear interpolation.
Host nodes retain the originally sampled
temperatures in NDTEMP-nod.

Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.3
Page 1 of 4

Determine Heads and
Temperatures at
Overburden and
Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

oss-net = BLOC + NODDS + NODOV + NODRK + NODSS + SEGOV + SEGRK + SEGSS

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

GWVFID
MNHEAD-nod
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
MNTEMP-nod
NODDS
NODOV
NODRK
NODSS
SEGOV
SEGRK
SEGSS
SGHYCO-seg
SGPERM-seg

-> MNHEAD-nod
MNTEMP-nod
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Short Name

GWVFID

HNHEAD-nod

HNPOSX-nod

HNPOSY-nod

HNPOSZ-nod

HNTEMP-nod

nod

NODDS

NODOV

NODRK

NODSS

Beg

SEGOV

SEGRK

SEGSS

SGHYCO-seg

SGPERM-seg

Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.3
Page 2 of A

Determine Heads and
Temperatures at
Overburden and
Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

Long Hame Mathematical Units
Symbol

gw velocity function indicator ly [ - )
modified hydraulic head h< J > [m]

modified node x-coordinate x<j> 'm'
modified node y-coordinate V<j> I m l

modified node z-coordinate Z <J> I m l

modified temperature T<J> [Cell

geosphere node index J - ]

discharge node index ds - ]
overburden node index ov - ]

last rock node index rk - 1
sediment node index ss - ]
geosphere segment index s - ]
overburden segment index ov - ]
last rock segment index rk - ]
sediment segment index ss -]
segment hydraulic conductivity K/- < s > [m/a]

segment permeability k f " , < s > ' '

Hydraulic heads and temperatures for the repositioned nodes NODOV and NODSS
are found by interpolation from the hydraulic heads and temperatures at the
discharge node at the ground surface, NODDS, and the last rock node, NODRK.

If lu = 1, then neither hydraulic heads nor temperatures are used or
supplied and no interpolations are done.
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.3
Page 3 of 4

Determine Heads and
Temperatures at
Overburden and
Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

If !„ = 2, then hydraulic heads are used and supplied and hydraulic
conductivities are supplied. Temperatures are not used or supplied and no
temperature interpolations are done. The hydraulic heads are interpolated,
using hydraulic conductivities as weighting factors:

h<rk>LssK^',<rk>Kf ,<ov> + **<ds> (LovKf, <rk>K$", <ss> + LrkKf, <ov>K$", <ss> )
h<ss> = L_ v,

Kf,<rk>Kf,<ov> + LovKf,<rk>Kf ,<S B > > * h<ds>LrkKj',<ov>Kg',<ss>

<OV> LssKf,<rk>Kf,<ov> + LovKf,<rk>Kf,<ss> + LrkKf,<ov>Kf,<ss>
' Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.29)

where Lss, Lov, and Lrk are the lengths, and Kf><ss>, K f < < o v >, and Kf/<rk>
are the hydraulic conductivities of the sediment, overburden and last
bedrock segments respectively. The segment lengths are obtained from the
Cartesian coordinates of the nodes, as described in Minispec "Determine
Segment Lengths", using:

T. — / f v — v ^2 j. /v _ v ^2 j. (<y _ 17 \2 P!nn (*)\
^ss — ^ A <ds> A < s s > ^ * V J ' < d s > J < s s > / * \ - 5 < d s > ^ < s s > / 0411. \f-)

with a similar expression for Lov, using coordinates for nodes NODSS and
NODOV, and for Lrk using coordinates for nodes NODOV and NODRK.

If lu = 3, then both hydraulic heads and temperatures are used and
supplied, permeabilities are supplied, and interpolations are done for both
quantities. The hydraulic heads are interpolated as described above, using
Eqn. (1), with the hydraulic conductivities Kf (J> replaced by the
permeabilities kj-/<J>. The temperatures are interpolated linearly, as
described in Minispec "Interpolate Initial Heads and Temperatures at New
Positions", using:

T<ss> = T<rk> + (T<ds> - T<rk>)(z<ss> - z<rk>)/(z<ds> - z<rk>) Eqn. (3)

with a similar expression for T<ov>, where z<ss> is replaced by z<ov>.
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Diagram 2.3.1.1.2.3
Page 4 of 4

Determine Heads and
Temperatures at
Overburden and
Sediment Nodes

1993 August 10
Version 01A TWM

Unit Checks:

For hydraulic head interpolations with hydraulic conductivities:

[mHmlfm/alfm/al + fmKtm] [m/a]fm/a1 + fm] [m/a] [m/a])
[m][m/a][m/a] + [m][m/a][m/a] + [m][m/a] [m/a]

For hydraulic head interpolations with permeabilities:

rmi _1 J ~
] [m2 ] +

q

[m][m2][m2] + [m][m2][m2] + [m][m2][m2]

For segment lengths:

[m] = ([m2] + [m2] + [m2])1/2

For temperature interpolations:

[Gel] = [Cel] + ([Cel] - [Cel])([m] - [m])/([m] - [m])

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for each discharge location that is
identified as an aquatic, terrestrial, or wetland discharge.

,n( '

Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)
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SGLNTH-seg segment length L<8> [raj Linear
geometric distance from inlet to where the
flow rates are to be evaluated at the
outlet of a segment. Calculated from the
Cartesian coordinates of the nodes at the
inlet and outlet of the segment.

Diagram 2.3.1.2
Page 1 of 2

Determine Segment
Lengths

1994 October 11
Version 03A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + HNPOSZ-nod

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + HNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

MNPn^Y-nnH

MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod

S QPT NTH-QPtr

Short Name

MNPOSX-nod

MNPOSY-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

nod

seg

SGLNTH-seg

Long Name

modified node x-coordinate

modified node y-coordinate

modified node z-coordinate

geoephere node index

geosphere segment index

segment length

Mathematical Units
Symbol

x<j> I»!

y<j> [«"]

2<j> t»l

I,J [-1
s [ - ]
L<s> '""
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Diagram 2.3.1.2
Page 2 of 2

Determine Segment
Lengths

1994 October 11
Version 03A TWM

For each segment, s, the inlet and outlet pair of nodes, J and I, are found
from the node connectivity information. Then the segment length is
calculated from the Cartesian coordinates of the nodes (Synopsis Section
6.4.1):

L<s> = A*<i> - x<a>)
2 + (y<1> - y<J>)2 + (2<I> - Z<J>)

2 (Eqn. 1)
Section 4.1.4.1

Unit Checks:

[m] = ( [m 2 } + [m2] + [m2])1 /2 (Eqn. 1)

Notes:

1) The modified coordinates, after the well position has been adjusted
in Minispec "Determine Coordinates of Well Nodes" and the overburden
and sediment layers have been added in Minispec "Reposition
Overburden and Sediment Nodes", are used for the calculations here.

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.
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QWCAP volumetric well capacity Qcap [ra3/aj
The maximum annual capacity or the well to
supply water. Calculated, as a function
of the well location in the well aquifer,
in the geosphere model and passed to the
biosphere model.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.1
Page 1 of 2

Determine Well Capacity
1994 October 03
Version 02A TWM

DARVAQ
DISTWL
GWDPTH
HYCOAQ
RADWEL
THIKAQ
VSCALE

-> QWCAP

Short Name

DARVAQ

DISTWL

GWDPTH

HYCOAQ

QWCAP

RADWEL

THIKAQ

VSCALE

Long Name

initial aquifer darcy velocity

well to aquifer end distance

well depth in calculation

aquifer hydraulic conductivity

volumetric well capacity

well casing radius

well aquifer thickness

gw velocity scaling factor

Mathematical
Symbol

Sf
Lw

*W
Kf

°cap
rw

Pt
sv

Units

[m/a]

[ml

[m]

[m/a]

[m3/»]

[m]

[m]

[-]

The preliminary well capacity is determined from the well location in the
aquifer and the aquifer properties using:

i; + q fLw /K f

ln(rw/2Lw) Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.18)
REqn. (37)

must beFor consistency with the groundwater velocity scaling, Qcap __
multiplied by Sv (Section 4.2.3) to give the final well capacity, Qcip«
However, Qcap is not affected by the well scaling factor, Sw,
(Section 4.2.2.1).
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Diagram 2.3.1.3.1
Page 2 of 2

Determine Well Capacity
1994 October 03
Version 02A TWM

Eqn. (2)
REqn. (E.12)

Section 4.2.2.1
Section 4.2.3

Unit Checks:

[m3/a] = [-][m/a][m] {[m] + [m/a][m]/[m/a] / [-]} Eqn. (1)

[m3/a] = [-][m3/a] Eqn. (2)

Notes:

none

References:

T. Chan and B.U. Nakka, 1995, "A Two-Dimensional Analytical Well Model
with Application to Groundwater Flow and Convective Transport
Modelling in the Geosphere", AECL-10880, COG-93-215, in
preparation.
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QAWME well demand used in equations
[m3/a] Annual volume of water demanded of
and supplied by well from the well
aquifer, as used in the analytical well
model equations. This quantity is
obtained from QWDEM after scaling by both
QSCALE and VSCÂLE, but is zero for
overburden wells.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.2
Page 1 of 1

Scale Well Demand
1994 October 03
Version 02A TWM

DPTHWI ^ OAWMF
OVWDPT
QSCALE
QWDEM
VSCALE

Short Name Long Name

DPTHWL depth of well

OVWDPT overburden well maximum depth

QAWME well demand used in equations

QSCALE well demand scaling fctr

QWDEM volumetric demand on well

VSCALE gw velocity scaling factor

Mathematical Units
Symbol

dw [m]

dW,ov ""I

Qdem I1"3/8*

Sw [-]

Qdem I1"3/8!

Sv [-]

If dw £ dW(OV, then the well demand is scaled by both Sv and Sw:

Q-de» = Qde»/(SvSw) Eqn. (1)
Section 4.2.2.1, Section 4.2.3

If dw < dw ov, then the well does not intersect the fracture zone
(Section 4'. 1.5.1) and

Qdem = 0

Unit Checks:

[m3/a] = [m3

Notes:

Eqn. (2)
Section 4.1.5.1

Eqn. (1)

none
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DISTAQ aquifer node to aquifer end distance
Lat€a tml Distance of a node in the well
aquifer from the extrapolated end of the
aquifer at the ground surface. Used to
calculate drawdown at the node in the
aquifer.

YAQ distance to node in well aquifer rça [m]
Orthogonal distance from central flow line
of well to a node in the well aquifer.
Used to calculate drawdown at the node in
the aquifer.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.1.1
Page 1 of 4

Locate Aquifer Node
Relative to Central
Flow Line

1994 October 04
Version 02A TWH

Expansion of Composite Flqws

distul = DISTUL + XUL + YUL + ZUL

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

DISTUL
DISTWL
GWVFID
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
NODWA
RADWEL
XUL
YUL
ZUL

-> DISTAQ
YAQ
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Short Name

DISTAQ

DISTUL

DISTWL

GWVFID

HNPOSX-nod

MNPOSY-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

nod

NODHA

RADWEL

XUL

YAQ

ÏUL

ZUL

Long Name

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.1.1
Page 2 of 4

Locate Aquifer Node
Relative to Central
Plow Line

1994 October 04
Version 02A TWM

Mathematical Units
Symbol

aquifer node to aquifer end distance La'fa

well reference node

well to aquifer end

gw velocity function

separation Lul

distance Ly

indicator Iy

modified node x-coordinate X <J>

modified node y-coordinate Y<J>

modified node z-coordinate Z <J>

geosphera node index J

well aquifer node index wa

well casing radius

vector x- component

distance to node in

vector y-component
vector z- component

rw
xul

well aquifer J7a

Vul
zul

[ m j

[m]

[m]

[ - )
[m]

[m]

[m]

[ - ]

t - 1

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

If !„ = 1, this Minispec is not processed. If !„ = 2 or 3, this Minispec
is repeated for each node, called here NODAQ, in the well aquifer that the
connectivity information indicates will have a drawdown determined.

If NODAQ is the well aquifer node itself, NODWA, then the location is
assigned at the edge of the well casing for the purposes of determination
of drawdown:

Y Eqn. (1)
£a = LM J Section 4.1.5.3

Another choice for the location of the edge of the well casing is at
1* = 0» £a = Lw - rw. Both choices give the same result for the drawdown
at the well aquifer node, Bqn. (1) in Minispec "Calculate Drawdown at
Aquifer Node" and are consistent with the formula for well capacity,
Eqn. (1) in Minispec "Determine Well Capacity", when the radius of the well
casing is much less than the distance of the well from the boundary,
rw « Lw, which is the usual condition.
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If NODAQ is not the well aquifer node, NODWA, then find the orthogonal
distance of node NODAQ from the central flow line of the well, using the
.Cartesian coordinates of node NODAQ and a reference node located on the
central flow line. The well aquifer node, NODWA, is used for this
reference node. The following diagram shows the geometric relationships
important to this Minispec.

To ground surface

NODWA

NODAQ

A unit vector in the direction of the central flow line of the well is

£CFL = (ixui + iyui + fezui)/kui Eqn. (2)

The vector from node NODWA to node NODAQ is given by

£wn = ixwn

where the vector components are given by

X < a q > ~ X < w a > r < a q > - y< w n > zwn - z < a q > ~ z < w a >

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

and subscript "aq" refers to the coordinates of NODAQ. The length of this
vector, L̂ ,n, is given by

L' = (x2"wn VA v2•/wn Eqn. (5)

The dot product of rwn with rCFL gives the directed length of the
projection of rwn onto the central flow line of the well and hence gives
the directed distance, Lwn, from the well aquifer node to NODAQ in a
direction parallel to the central flow line

= (xulxu l w n vulvw Eqn. (6)
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Using the right triangle formed with rwn as hypotenuse, the orthogonal
distance between node NODAQ and the central flow lino, r?a is given by the
Pythagorean Theorem:

1. = (Lia - LSn)k Eqn. (7)

The distance, parallel to the central flow line of the well, between node
NODAQ and the end of the aquifer at the ground surface is given by

£a = Lwn + Lw Eqn. (8)

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] Eqn. (1)

[-] = ([m] + [m] + [m])/[m] Eqn. (2)

[m] = [m] + [m] + [m] Eqn. (3)

[m] = [m] - [m] Eqn. (4)

[m] = ([m]2 + [m]2 + [m)2)* Eqn. (5)

[m] = ([m][m] + [m][m] + [m][m])/[ra] Eqn. (6)

[m] = ([m]2 - [m]2)1* Eqn. (7)

[m] = (m] + [m] Eqn. (8)

Notes:

1) This Minispec and the succeeding Minispec "Calculate Drawdown at
Aquifer Node" are repeated for all aquifer nodes indicated from the
connectivity information as having a drawdown applied.

2) The algorithm used in this Minispec is similar to that used in
Minispec "Find Distance of Capture Node from Central Flow Line"

3) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes in the well
aquifer have a drawdown applied. Not all nodes in the well aquifer
may require drawdown determinations.
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DRAWDN-nod hydraulic head drawdown Ah,a. [mj
The drawdown in the reference hydraulic
head at node nod caused by the operation
of the well.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.1.2
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Calculate Drawdown at
Aquifer Node

1994 October 06
Version 02A TWM

DISTWL
GWVFID
HYCOAQ
QAWME
THIKAQ
YAQ

Short Name

DISTAQ

DISTWL

DRAWDN-nod

GWVFID

HYCOAQ

nod

QAWME

THIKAQ

YAQ

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

aquifer node to aquifer end distance La-£a lml

well to aquifer end distance LW [m]

hydraulic head drawdown Àhj <J:> [m]

gw velocity function indicator Iy [-]

aquifer hydraulic conductivity Kj [m/a]

geosphere node index J [-]

well demand used in equations Qdem I™3/»]

well aquifer thickness ftf [m]

distance to node in well aquifer T?a [m]

If Iv = 1, this Minispec is not processed. If !„ = 2 or 3, this
Minispec is repeated for each node, called here NODAQ, in the well
aquifer that the connectivity information indicates will have a
drawdown determined. This drawdown is given by:

ln Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.19)
REqn. (28)
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Unit Checks:

[-] = {{[»] - [mJJ2 + [m]2}/{{[mj + [m]P + [m]'}

argument of the natural logarithm in Eqn. (1)

[m] '.-. [m3/a][-]/{[m/a][m]} Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for all aquifer nodes indicated from the
connectivity information as having a drawdown applied.

2) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes in the well
aquifer have a drawdown applied. Not all nodes in the well aquifer
may require drawdown determinations.

References:

T. Chan and B.W. Nakka, 1995, "A Two-Dimensional Analytical Well Model
with Application to Groundwater Flow and Convective Transport
Modelling in the Geosphere", AECL-10880, COG-93-215, in
preparation.
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'r , < J >DRAWRV-nod head dravdovn at ref node Ah,
[m] The drawdown in the reference
hydraulic head at node nod, located in the
well aquifer, that is a reference node for
determining drawdowns at nodes in the
vault caused by the operation of the well.

DRSLRV-nod head drawdown slope at ref node
aAhr.<j>/9£ ["] Tne slope in the
drawdown in the reference hydraulic head
at node nod, located in the well aquifer,
that is a reference node for determining
drawdowns at nodes in the vault caused by
the operation of the well.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.1.3
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Vault
Reference Node
Information

1994 October 06
Version 02A TWM

DISTWL

S nRAlTRV-nnH

DRSLRV-nod
DRAWDN-nod
GWVFID
HYCOAQ
QAWHE
THIKAQ
YAQ

Short Name

DISTAQ

DISTWL

DRAWDN-nod

DRAWRV-nod

DRSLRV-nod

GWVFID

HYCOAQ

nod

QAWME

THIKAQ

YAQ

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

aquifer node to aquifer end distance La'£a 'm '

well to aquifer end distance LW [m]

hydraulic head drawdown Ah^ < J> [m]

head drawdown at ref node Ahr <J> [m]

head drawdown slope at ref node 9Ahr <j>/9£ ["]

gw velocity function indicator ly [-]

aquifer hydraulic conductivity K f [n/a]

geosphere node index J [ - ]

well demand used in equations ^dem 'm /a'

well aquifer thickness f i f t m l

distance to node in well aquifer T)& [m]
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If !„ = 1, this Minispec is not processed. If !„ = 2 or 3, this
Minispec is repeated for each node in the well aquifer that the
connectivity information indicates is also a reference node for
calculation of drawdowns in the vault. This node has a drawdown
determined in Minispec "Calculate Drawdown at Aquifer Node". For
each reference node the drawdown is given by:

Ahr = Ahd

and the slope of the drawdown is given by:

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

This equation is the derivative of SEqn. (6.19); see Synopsis Section
4.2.2.2. It is also equivalent to REqn. (38), with a different
collection of the terms.

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] Eqn. (1)

[-1 =
fm3/a][m]{[m12 - [m]2 - [m]2}

[m/a][m]{[m] - [m]}2 + [m]2}{[m] + [m]}2 + [m]2} Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for all nodes that are reference nodes for
the calculation of drawdowns in the vault.

2) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes in the well
aquifer are also reference nodes for the calculation of drawdowns at
nodes in the vault.

References :

T. Chan and B.W. Nakka, 1995, "A Two-Dimensional Analytical Well Model
with Application to Groundwater Flow and Convective Transport
Modelling in the Geosphere", AECL-10880, COG-93-215, in
preparation.
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DISTRN vault node to ref node dist xv [m]
Directed distance between position of a
vault node at which drawdowns are to be
applied and its corresponding reference
node in the well aquifer. Distance is
positive to one side of the aquifer and
negative to the other side.

EVHEDM distance divide for EVHE xe [m]
Directed distance to divide separating
application of second and third equations
of the EVHE used to calculate drawdowns in
the vault due to the well operation. The
second equation applies to a region of the
vault lying near the reference node in the
well aquifer. The third equation applies
to a region of the vault lying further
from the reference node than distance
EVHEDM.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.2.1
Page 1 of 2

Locate Vault Node
Relative to Vault
Reference Node

1994 October 05
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod ••- MNPOSZ-nod

EVHEF4
GWVFID
MNPOSX-nod
NODWA

-> DISTRN
EVHEDM

Short Name. Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

DISTRN vault node to ref node dist

EVHEDM distance divide for EVHE

EVHEF4 EVHE distance scaling fctr

GWVFID gw velocity function indicator

HNPOSX-nod modified node x-coordinate

nod geosphere node index

NODWA well aquifer node index

"e

«4

*U

x<J

J

wa

[m]

[m]

t-J

t - 1

(m]

t - 1
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If lu = 1, this Minispec is not processed. If !„ = 2 or 3, this
Hinispec is repeated for each node in the vault, called here NODVT, that
the connectivity information indicates will have a drawdown determined.
For each node NODVT, find the corresponding reference node in the well
aquifer, called here NODREF, from the connectivity information.

The directed distance from node NODVT to node NODREF is given by

xv = xvt - xr£ Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (7.7)

where the subscripts "vt" and "rf" refer to nodes NODVT and NODREF,
respectively.

The distance divide for the change between application of the second
and third equations of the EVHE is determined as a fraction of the distance
between the location of the well, indicated by NODVA, and the reference
node, NODREF.

xe = e4<xwa - *rf) E(ln-
SEqn. (7.6)

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] - [m] Eqn. (1)

[m] = [-]{[m] - [m]} Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1) This Minispec and the succeeding Minispec "Calculate Drawdown at
Vault Node" are repeated for all vault nodes that are to have
drawdowns applied.

2) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes in the vault
are to have drawdowns applied and, for each such node, the identities
of the corresponding reference node in the well aquifer for the
calculation of drawdowns in the vault. Not all nodes in the vault
may require drawdown determinations.
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DRAWDN-nod hydraulic head drawdown Aha, < j > [m]
The drawdown in the reference hydraulic
head at node nod caused by the operation
of the well.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.2.2
Page 1 of 3

Calculate Drawdown at
Vault Node

1994 October 05
Version 02A TWM

DISTRN
DRAWRV-nod
DRSLRV-nod
EVHEDM
EVHEF1
EVHEF2
EVHEF3
GWVFID

-> DRAWDN-nod

Short Name

DISTRN

DRAWDN-nod

DRAWRV-nod

DRSLRV-nod

EVHEDM

EVHEF1

EVHEF2

EVHEF3

GWVFID

nod

Long Name

vault node to ref node dist

hydraulic head drawdown

head drawdown at ref node

head drawdown slope at ref node

distance divide for EVHE

factor in 1st EVHE

factor in 2nd EVHE

factor in 3rd EVHE

gw velocity function indicator

geosphere node index

Mathematical Units
Symbol

xv [m]

Ahd,<J> I"1!
Ahr,<J> I»)

>S [m]

el

"2
83
ZU
J

If I0 = 1, this Minispec is not processed. If !„ = 2 or 3, this Minispec
is repeated for each node in the vault, called here NODVT, that the
connectivity information indicates will have a drawdown determined. The
corresponding reference node, called here NODREF, is denoted by
subscript "rf".

The effects of well depth and demand on the drawdown at nodes outside of
the well aquifer are determined from a set of empirical relationships,
obtained in a site and model-specific context. The equations of this
Minispec apply to the WRA conceptual geosphere model and the associated
transport network, only.
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The Empirical Vault Head Equations (EVHE) consist of 3 equations, one for
each of 3 regions shown in Figure 15 in the Synopsis. The first region is
on the opposite side of the well aquifer intersection with the vault
horizon than the side on which the well itself is located. The second and
third regions are on the same side of this intersection as the well is
located extending up to, and beyond, distance xe , respectively.

These 3 equations depend on 4 empirically determined parameters, e± to
e4 . Parameter e4 was used to determine parameter xe . Each equation is
linear in the form of a first-order Taylor expansion with scaling
parameters ex , e2 , and e3 for the slope at the intersection. The directed
distances xv and xe are positive in region 1 and negative in regions 2
and 3. The 3 equations are given below.

If xv £ 0.0, then the node NODVT lies in the first region and

Ahd = Ahrf + 6l xv (3Ahr£/3O

If 0.0 > xv £ xe, then the node NODVT lies in the second region and

Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (7.2)

Ahd = Ahr£ + e2 xv Eqn. (2)
SEqn. (7.3)

If xe > xv, then the node NODVT lies in the third region and

Ah Ahe - e3 (xv - xe)(3Ah r£/aO Eqn. (3)
SEqn. (7.4)

where Ahe is the drawdown calculated at x = xe, the boundary between the
second and the third regions, given from Eqn. (2) by

Ahe = Ah r f e2 xe Eqn. (4)
SEqn. (7.5)
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Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] + i-][m][-]

[m] = [m] + t-][m]t-]

[m] = [m] + [-]{[m] - [m]}[-]

[m] = [m] + [-][m][-]

Notes:

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

1) This Minispec is repeated for all vault nodes that are to have
drawdowns applied.

2) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes in the vault
are to have drawdowns applied and, for each such node, the identities
of the corresponding reference node in the well aquifer for the
calculation of drawdowns in the vault. Not all nodes in the vault
may require drawdown determinations.
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MNHEAD-ncd modified hydraulic head h<iT> [m]
Heads are modified for drawdown due to
well, from original sampled hydraulic
heads, NDHEAD. The modified heads are
used to calculate groundwater velocities
when GWVFID = 2 or 3.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.1.3
Page 1 of 1

Assign New Hydraulic
Heads

1993 August 31
Version 01A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

DRAWDN-nod
MNHEAD-nod

-> MNHEAD-nod

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

DRAWDN-nod hydraulic head drawdown

MNHEAD-nod modified hydraulic head

nod geosphere node index
<J>'h<J>

[m]

[m]

The hydraulic heads are modified for the influence of the well by
subtraction of the hydraulic head drawdown at each node for which a
drawdown is determined. The resulting hydraulic heads, used for the
determination of groundwater velocities, are denoted here by h<j>.

= h

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] - [m]

< j> - Ah,d , < J > Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.5.3

Eqn. (1)

Notes

1) The same Short Name "MNHEAD-nod" and Long Name "modified hydraulic
head" refer to both h^1s and h<J>. The initial hydraulic heads
NDHEAD-nod were initialized into MNHEAD-nod in preparation for this
modification in Minispec "Store Initial Node Data".
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DISTST stagnation point to aquifer end distance
I's'ts Iml Distance along central flow
line of well to groundwater flow
stagnation point. Has value zero when
well demand is sufficiently large for a
given well depth to have two stagnation
points at ground surface and value less
than DISTWL otherwise when a single
stagnation point exists on the central
flow line.

QWCRT critical well demand Qcrt [m3/a] Well
demand at which the stagnation point
reaches the constant head boundary at the
surface. At larger well demands the
stagnation point separates into two
stagnation points and capture of
infiltrated water from the surface begins.

YCRT surface water capture distance r?c [m]
Orthogonal distance from central flow line
of well to groundwater divide at the
ground surface within which well captures
surface water by infiltration when well
demand is sufficiently large for a given
well depth.

YST coordinate of stagnation point r?s [m]
Orthogonal distance from central flow line
of well to groundwater flow stagnation
point. Has value YCRT when well demand is
sufficiently large for a given well depth
to have two stagnation points at ground
surface and value zero otherwise when a
single stagnation point exists on the
central flow line.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2.1
Page 1 of 3

Locate Stagnation Point
1994 October 03
Version 02A TWM

DARVAQ
DISTWL
QAWME
THIKAQ

-> DISTST
QWCRT
YCRT
YST
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Short Hame

DARVAQ

DISTST

DISTWL

QAWME

QWCRT

THIKAQ

ÏCRT

YST

Long Name

initial aquifer darcy velocity

stagnation point to aquifer end distance

well to aquifer end distance

well demand used in equations

critical well demand

well aquifer thickness

surface water capture distance

coordinate of stagnation point

Mathematical
Symbol

<3f
Ls'£s
Lw

Qdem

Qcrt

Pf

Tic

vs

Units

[»/a]
[m]

In]

[m3/»]

[m]

[m]

[m]

The stagnation points are locations in the groundwater flow field of the
well aquifer where the groundwater velocity becomes zero as a result of the
pumping on the well and the withdrawal of groundwater from the aquifer.
There are two cases separated by a critical well demand Qcrt, given by

crt = Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.20)
REqn. (46)

It Qden £ Qcrt» tnen there exists one stagnation point on the central
flow line of the well between the well and the constant head boundary. It
has coordinates (£s,r?s) given by

es = Ml -

r?s = r?c = 0

Eqn. (2)
SEqn. (6.23)
REqn. (42)

If Odea > QCrt»
 tnen there are two stagnation points, on thé constant

head boundary, symmetrically placed about the central flow line. In this
case surface water is captured by the well. The coordinates of one of
these stagnation points are

es = o
V, = flc

Eqn. (3)
SEqn. (6.24)
REqn. (43)
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(with the other one symmetrically placed at rj8 = -rjc), where the critical
surface water capture distance TJC is given by:

. (4)

SEqn. (6.22)
REqn. (43)

Unit Checks:

[m3/a] = [-][m][m/a][m] Eqn. (1)

[m] = [m]{(-] - FrnVaJ/frnVa]}1* Eqn. (2)

[m] = [m] Eqn. (3)

[m] = [m]{[m3/a]/[m3/a] - [-]}% Eqn. (4)

Notes:

1) The reference uses symbol R,, in place of symbol 77,..

References:

T. Chan and B.tf. Nakka, 1995, "A Two-Dimensional Analytical Well Model
with Application to Groundwater Flow and Convective Transport
Modelling in the Geosphere", AECL-10880, COG-93-215, in
preparation.
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YGWD distance to groundwater divide Tjr [m]
Orthogonal distance from central flow line
of well to groundwater divide at the level
of the well capture nodes. Used to
calculate the capture fractions.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2.2
Page 1 of 3

Determine Halfwidth of
GW Flow Divide
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DARVAQ
DISTST
DISTWL
DISTWR
QAWHE
THIKAQ
YST

-> YGWD

Short Name

DARVAQ

DISTST

DISTWL

DISTWR

QAWHE

THIKAQ

YGWD

YST

Long Naae

initial aquifer darcy velocity

stagnation point to aquifer end distance

well to aquifer end distance

lower node to aquifer end distance

well demand used in equations

well aquifer thickness

distance to groundwater divide

coordinate of stagnation point

Mathematical
Symbol

If
Ls'£S
Lw
Lwr

Qdem

PC
»7r

«s

Units

[m/a]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m3/»]

[m]

[m]

[mj

= 0> then the well draws no water from the aquifer and there is
no groundwater flow divide and

= 0 Eqn. (1)

If QJidem 0, then the geometry of the groundwater flow divide must be
determined. The stream function expression is used to determine the
equation of the dividing streamline, i.e., the stream line that passes
through the stagnation point resulting from the pumping on the well.
Groundwater in the aquifer inside this divide travels to the well;
groundwater outside this divide bypasses the well and discharges from the
aquifer at the ground surface.
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The stream function *(£,rj) is given by:

= c + q£rj + tan- Eqn. (2)
SEqn. (6.26)
REqn. (21)

where c is an arbitrary constant that determines a particular streamline.
The dividing streamline is the streamline that passes through the
stagnation point(s). The stream function is constant along a streamline,
so the equation of the dividing streamline is

(3)
SEqn. (6.25)

REqn. (48), REqn. (49)

The width of the groundwater divide at the well lower reference node,
assumed to also define the position of the well capture line, is obtained
by setting £ = £r = LMC in Eqn. (3), and then finding 77 = r?r , to give the
location of the point on the groundwater divide streamline at distance Lwr
from the end of the aquifer. Hence the transcendental equation

*(£r,r?r) = *(£S,77S) Eqn. (4)
SEqn. (6.27)

REqn. (50), REqn. (51)

must be solved for r?r .

Dividing streamlines, stagnation points, and the well capture line are
illustrated in Figure 8.

Unit Checks:

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

[m/a][m] + [m3/a] [- Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)
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Notes:

1) A stable numerical algorithm must be used to solve the transcendental
expression, Eqn. (4), for rjr. Care must be taken to use the
appropriate branch of the inverse tangent function to give the
physically reasonable result.

References :

T. Chan and B.tf. Nakka, 1995, "A Two-Dimensional Analytical Well Model
with Application to Groundwater Flow and Convective Transport
Modelling in the Geosphere", AECL-10880, COG-93-215, in
preparation.
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NODWC well capture node index we [-J Index of
node in the well nquifer to which network
converges, leading to the well, and from
which contaminants are captured by the
well. Contaminants not captured by the
well follow other segments from NODWC to
discharge at the ground surface through
another part of the transport network.
There may be more than one well capture
node.

SEGTW index of segment leading to well tw [-]
Index identifying a segment leading from a
well capture node to the well collection
node NODTW. There may be more than one
well capture node and hence more than one
possible segment identified by SEGTW.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2.3
Page 1 of 2

Find Segment Leading to
Well Collection Node

1994 November 02
Version 02A TWM

NODTW
connectivity
data

-> SEGTW
NODWC

Short Name

NODTW

NODWC

SEGTW

Long Name

index of node leading to well

well capture node index

index of segment leading to well

Mathematical
Symbol

tw

we

tw

Units

[-1

[-)

[-]

Search the connectivity data for the transport network to find a segment
leading to the well collection node, with outlet node NODTW. Set SEGTW to
the index of this segment leading to the well. Then find the inlet node
for SEGTW and set NODWC to the index for this node, which is one of the
well capture nodes.

Unit Checks:

All indices have no dimensions.
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Notes:

1) There may be more than one well capture node and hence more than one
segment leading to NODTW. This Minispec is repeated until all such
segments are found.

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.
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distance to well capture node r?uc [m]
Orthogonal distance from central flow line
of well to well capture node NODWC. Used
to calculate capture fractions.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2.4
Page 1 of 4

Find Distance of
Capture Node from
Central Flow Line

1994 November 02
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

distul = DISTUL + XUL + YUL + ZUL

node-coord = MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

nicTin s vur
MNPOSX-nod
MNPOSY-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
NODUA
NODWC
SEGTW
XUL
YUL
ZUL

Short Name

DISTUL

MNPOSX-nod

MNPOSY-nod

MNPOSZ-nod

nod

NODWA

NODWC

SEGTW

XUL

YWC

YUL

ZUL

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

well reference node separation Lul [m]

modified node x-coordinate x <j> 'ml

modified node y-coordinate v<j> f m J

modified node z-coordinate z < j > l m l

geosphere node index J [ - ]

well aquifer node index wa [-]

well capture node index we [ - ]

index of segment leading to well tu [-]

vector x-component xul [m]

distance to well capture node T]vc [m]

vector y-component yu^ [m]

vector z-component zul [m]
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This Minispec need be processed only if the connectivity information
indicates that node NODVC is a node in the well aquifer. If node NODVC is
not a node in the well aquifer, then the Minispec "Determine Capture
Fractions Outside Aquifer" is processed instead.

If NODWC is the central well capture node lying on the central flow line
of the well, then the distance to the central flow line is zero.

= 0 Eqn. (1)

If NODWC is not the central well capture node, then find the orthogonal
distance of node NODWC from the central flow line of the well, using the
Cartesian coordinates of node NODWC and a reference node located on the
central flow line. The well aquifer node. NODWA, is used for this
reference node. The following diagram shows the geometric relationships
important to this Minispec.

NODWU

NODWA

NODWC

NODWC (central)

NODWL

A unit vector in the direction of the central flow line of the well is

The vector from node NODWA to node NODWC is given by

Eqn. (3)' a c —
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where the vector components are given by

xac = x<wc> - x < w a > » <wc >

and the length of this vector, Lac, is given by

~ 2 < w a >

. (5)

The dot product of r,,,. with £CFL gives the directed length of the
projection of r,,. onto the central flow line of the well and hence gives
the directed distance, Lac, from the well aquifer node of NODWC in a
direction parallel to the central flow line:

= <xulxac fulYac + Zul zac) / Lul Ecln- (6)

Using the right triangle formed with rac as hypotenuse, the orthogonal
distance between node NODWC and the central flow line, ?7WC, is given by the
Pythagorean Theorem:

^wc = (Lal ~ ̂ c)1* Ecln- (7)

Unit Checks:

[-] = ([m] + [œ] + [m])/[m]

[m] = [m] + [m] + [m]

[m] = [m] - [m]

[m] = ([m]2 + [m]2 + [m]2)*

[m] = <[m][m] + [m][m] + [m][m])/[m]

[m] = ([m]2 - [m]2)1*

Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

Eqn. (5)

Eqn. (6)

Eqn. (7)
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Notes:

1) This Minispec, and the succeeding Minispec "Determine Capture
Fractions in Aquifer" are repeated for all well capture nodes found,
from the connectivity information, to be located in the well aquifer.

2) The algorithm used in this Minispec is similar to that used in
Minispec "Locate Aquifer Node Relative to Central Flow Line".

3) The connectivity information must indicate the set of nodes that are
in the well aquifer have a drawdown applied. The well capture nodes
must be part of this set of nodes. Not all nodes in the well aquifer
may require drawdown determinations.
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SGSFRA-seg segment source fraction f<s> [-]
Fraction of nuclide flow at the inlet node
of segment seg that flows into the
segment. If less than unity, the nuclide
flow diverges and the remainder of the
nuclide flow normally flows into another
segment sharing the same inlet node.
Modified for the presence of the well and
associated plume capture fractions before
use in the model.

WPLMC well plume capture fraction fp [-]
Overall fraction of contaminant plume in
well aquifer that is captured by the well.
If there is more than one well capture
node in the well aquifer, each with a
segment leading to the well collection
node, then individual capture fractions
are applied for each such segment. This
overall capture fraction is an overall
summation of these individual capture
fractions.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2.5
Page 1 of 3

Determine Capture
Fractions in Aquifer

1994 November 01
Version 02A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
j_ Cr!T?CDA_c./=f» i Of'Bl?TM_c.an- _L CrVPfYDM- cm™ i CfOPD A _<-.»«•SGFSPA-seg +
SGLNTH-seg +

SGRETM-seg +
SGRFID-seg

SGTFRL-seg
SEGTW
YGWD
YWC

-> SGSFRA-seg

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

seg geosphere segment index

SGSFRA-seg segment source fraction

SGTFRL-seg segment transfer length

SEGTW index of segment leading to well

YWC distance to wall capture node

YGWD distance to groundwater divide

s

f<s>
Lt,<s>
tw

[m]

[-J

[m]

[m]
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The geometrical calculations in this algorithm are described in
Section 4.1.5.5 and illustrated in Figure 9.

If r;wc = 0, then segment SEGTW is symmetrically placed with respect to
the central flow line of the well. Compare the half width of the segment,
%Lt(<tw>, to the half width of the groundwater divide, rir, to determine the
capture fraction for SEGTW.

If »?r £ %Lt(<tw>, all the segment width is enclosed by the groundwater
divide streamline and

f<tw> = 1 Eqn. (1)

If T}t < %Lt/<tw>, not all the segment width is enclosed by the
groundwater'divide streamline and the fraction captured is the
fraction of the segment width enclosed,

f<tw> = flr / %Lt,<tw> Eqn. (2)

If 77WC > 0, then segment SEGTW is not symmetrically placed with respect
to the central flow line of the well. Segment SEGTW thus has width
extending from r7wc ± %Lt(<tw> and both these distances are assumed to be
positive; that is, it is'assumed that rjwc > %Lt|<tw> and the segment width
lies completely on one side of the central flow'line of the well. These
distances are compared to rjr to find the capture fraction for SEGTW.

If T]r Z T]VC + %Lt(<tw>, then the segment width lies completely within
the groundwater divide and

f<tw> = 1 Eqn. (3)

If rjt z rjwc - %Lt/<tw>, then the segment width lies completely outside
the groundwater divide and

f<tw> = 0 Eqn. (4)

If 77WC - %Lt(<tw> < rçr < TJWC + %Lt(<tw>, then the segment width lies
partially within the groundwater divide and the capture fraction is
given by the fraction that lies within the divide; that is,

f<tw> = {*7r - (f/wc - ^Lt,<tw>)}/Lt,<tw> Eqn. (5)

Once the capture fraction for SEGTW is assigned, from the network
connectivity data, find all segments with the inlet node NODWC, excluding
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segment SEGTtf, which leads back to the well. These segments bypass the
well and lead contaminants from node NODWC to a discharge at the ground
surface through another part of transport network. Refer to these segments
with index name SEGPS and symbol "ps". If there were N of these bypass
segments found leading from node NODWC, divide the remaining contaminant
flow among these Nps segments. By default, in the absence of any
additional information for dividing the contaminant flow, divide the flow
up equally between these segments. For each bypass segment, set

f< p s> = (1 - f < t w > ) / Nps Eqn. (6)

The overall plume capture fraction, fp, is determined by comparison of
the total width of the plume at the capture line, (the accumulation of the
widths of each segment leading from a well capture node in the aquifer to
the well collection node, 2twLt(<tw>), to the width of the groundwater
divide at the capture line, 2rjr', but cannot be greater than unity:

f = min(l,2iïr/2twLt<<tw>) Eqn. (7)
Section 4.1.5.5.

Unit Checks:

[-] = [m]/[m] Eqn. (2)

[-] = <[*] - Um] - [m]))/[m] Eqn, (5)

[-1 = ([-] - [-])/[-] Eqn. (6)

[-] = min([-],[m]/2[m]) Eqn. (7)

Notes:

1) This Hinispec is repeated for all segments, SEGTW, found leading to
the well collection node from within the well aquifer. For segments
found leading to the well collection node from outside the well
aquifer, the Hinispec "Determine Capture Fractions Outside Aquifer"
is processed instead.

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.

3) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes are in the
well aquifer, and have a drawdown applied.
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SGSFRA-seg segment source fraction f<s> [-]
Fraction of nuclide flov at the inlet node
of segment seg that flows into the
segment. If less than unity, the nuclide
flow diverges and the remainder of the
nuclide flow normally flows into another
segment sharing the same inlet node.
Modified for the presence of the well and
associated plume capture fractions before
use in the model.

WB1 well bypass flow fraction 1 Wbl [-]
Fraction of both groundwater and
contaminant flows bypassing the well and
proceeding to a discharge at the ground
surface from regions outside of the well
aquifer.

WB2 well bypass flow fraction 2 Wb2 [-]
Fraction of both groundwater and
contaminant flows bypassing the well and
proceeding to a discharge at the ground
surface from regions outside of the well
aquifer.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.2.6
Page 1 of 5

Determine Capture
Fractions Outside
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Expansion of Composite Flows

flow-fract = WB1 + WB2

Contents of Data Stores

= SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg

SEGMENT-DATA
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg +
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg +
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

SGSFRA-seg

GWDPTH
NODWC
QAWME
SEGTW

-> SGSFRA-seg
WB1
WB2
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Short Mama

GWDPTH

NODWC

QAWME

sag

SGSFRA-seg

SEGTW

WBl

WB2

Long Name

well depth in calculation

well capture node index

well demand used in equations

geosphere segment index

segraont source fraction

index of segment leading to well

well bypass flow fraction 1

well bypass flow fraction 2

Mathematical I
Symbol

dw
we

Qdem
s

f<s>
tw

»bl
»b2

Inits

m]

-1
m3/a]

-]

-]

-]

-]

-]

This Minispec need be processed only if the connectivity information
indicates that node NODWC is a node not in the well aquifer. If node NODWC
is a node in the well aquifer, then the Minispec "Determine Capture
Fractions in Aquifer" and its precursor are processed instead.

The effects of well depth and demand on the amount of contaminants
captured by a well from the rock mass outside the fracture zone are
determined from a set of empirical relationships, obtained in a site- and
model-specific context. The equations of this Minispec apply to the WRA
conceptual geosphere model and the associated transport network only.
Figure 17 illustrates this transport network for the WRA, with the relevant
segment numbers for this Minispec.

If SEGTW = 62 (and/or NODWC = 18), then the fraction, Wb3, of
contaminants, originating from vault sector 3, that bypass segment SEGTW
and continue on to the Boggy Creek South discharge area is given by
SEqn. (7.10):

If Q;eœ z 1500 m
3 /a, then

Vb3 = 1

If 1500 m3/a < Q4em <, 4000 m3/a, then

Eqn. (1)

Wb3 = - 4000)/2500 Eqn. (2)
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If 4000 m3/a < Q'Aom <, 6000 m3/a, then

Wb3 = 0.25 - 0.25(Q4en - 4000)/2000 Eqn. (3)

If 6000 mVa < Q^em> then

Wb3 = 0 Eqn. (4)

The fraction of contaminants captured by the well along SEGTW = 62 is

f<62> = O - Wb3) Eqn. (5)

The bypass segment has index number 51 and the fraction of contaminants
continuing on to the Boggy Creek South discharge is

f<5i> = Wb3 Eqn. (6)

If SEGTW = 63 (and/or NODWC = 16), then the fraction, Wb2, of
contaminants, originating from vault sector 2, that bypass segment SEGTW
and continue on to the Boggy Creek North discharge area is given by
SEqn. (7.11):

If d^ <, 100 m, then

Wb2 = 1 Eqn. (7)

If d; > 100 m, then

If Q;en <. 10000 mVa, then

Wb2 = 1 Eqn. (8)

If 10000 m3/a < Qaem <; 30000 m3/a, then

Wb2 = 1 - 0.10(Q;em - 10000)/20000 Eqn. (9)

If 30000 m3/a < Q'aom z 60000 m
3/a, then

Wb2 = 0.90 - 0.90(Qaera - 30000)730000 Eqn. (10)

If 60000 mVa < Q4en, then

Wb2 = 0 Eqn. (11)
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The fraction of contaminants captured by the well along SEGTW = 63 is

f<63> = (1 - Wb2) Eqn. (12)

The bypass segment has index number 50 and the fraction of contaminants
continuing on to the Boggy Creek North discharge is

f<so> = Vb2 Eqn. (13)

If SEGTW = 64 (and/or NODWC = 14), then the fraction, Wbl> of
contaminants, originating from vault sector 1, that bypass segment SEGTW
and continue on to the Pinawa Channel discharge area is given by
SEqn. (7.12):

If d; <, 150 m, then

Wbl = 1 Eqn. (14)

If a» > 150 m, then

If Qâam s 30000 m
3 /a, then

Wbl = 1 Eqn. (15)

If 30000 m3/a < Q'âem z 80000 m
3/a, then

Wbi = 1 - (Qaen, - 30000)750000 Eqn. (16)

If 80000 m3/a < Q^n, then

Wbl = 0 Eqn. (17)

The fraction of contaminants captured by the well along SEGTW = 64 is

The bypass segment has index number 49 and the fraction of contaminants
continuing on to the Pinawa Channel discharge is

f<49> = Wbl Eqn. (19)
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Unit Checks:

[-] = [-1 - [-

[-Î = [-1 - [-

[-1 = M

- [m3/a])/[m3/a] Eqn. (2,3,9,10,16)

Eqn. (5,12,18)

Eqn. (6,13,19)

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for all segments, SEGTW, found leading to
the well collection node from a well capture node, NODWC, outside the
well aquifer.

2) The connectivity information must indicate which nodes are in the
well aquifer and have a drawdown applied. If NODWC is not part of
this set of aquifer nodes, it is assumed to lie outside the well
aquifer.
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QWSUR surface water flow into well Qsur [m3/a]
Annual volume of surface water captured by
the well from the constant head boundary
which mixes with and dilutes deep
groundwater captured by well. This
surface water may itself be contaminated
but to a different extent than the deep
groundwater. Passed to the biosphere
model from geosphere model.

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.3.1
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Amount of
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Infiltrated to Well
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DARVAOL/£U\VclV/

DISTWL
QAWME
QSCALE
QWCRT
THIKAQ
VSCALE
YCRT

Short Name Long

<> OUÇirR

Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

DARVAQ initial aquifer darcy velocity qf [m/a]

DISTWL well

QAWME well

QSCALE well

to aquifar end distance LW [m]

demand used in equations ^dem Im /al

demand scaling fctr Sw [-]

QWCRT critical well damand Qcrt [m3/*]

QWSUR surface water flow into well Qsur [i"3/al

THIKAQ well aquifer thickness f)f [m]

VSCALE gw velocity scaling factor Sy (-]

Y.CRT surface water capture distance T)c [m]

'crt » then the well captures no surface water and

= 0 Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.5.4
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Qcrt» tnen tne wel1 captures, from a distance rjc on either side
of the centre line of the well at the ground surface, an amount of surface
water consistent with Q4ein given by:

tan-i[r?c/LJ - 2/)fqfr)c Eqn. (2)
SEqn. (6.21)

REqn. (55)

But Qaen was scaled from the original well demand of Qdera using the
scaling factors Sv and Sw. The amount of surface water captured is
correspondingly rescaled back to be consistent with the original well
demand .

Qsur = Q;urSvSw Eqn. (3)
REqn. (E.44)

Section 4.2.2.1
Section 4.2.3

Unit Checks:

[-] = [m]/[m] argument of the tan*1 function in Eqn. (2)

[m3/a] = [m3/a][-] - [m][m/a][m] Eqn. (2)

Im3/a] = [m3/a]f-][-] Eqn. (3)

Notes:

none

References:

T. Chan and B.W. Nakka, 1995, "A Two-Dimensional Analytical Well Model
with Application to Groundwater Flow and Convective Transport
Modelling in the Geosphere", AECL-10880, COG-93-215, in
preparation.
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RAREAD-bloc reduced discharge area Ajis <b>
[m2] Discharge area at discharge bloc
after modification for influences of the
well.

Expansion of Composite Flows

flow-fract = WB1 + WB2

spw-dis = DISCCO + DISCC1 + DISCC2

Diagram 2.3.1.3.3.3.2
Page 1 of 3

Modify Discharge Areas
1994 November 01
Version 02A TWM

ART? AD— HI nr» _., — ___«.S P APT? API— HI r\fAIVunL/ UXUf_ — •. — — — . _yr xv/vi\ĵ /nj — UJ.UI-

DISCCO
DISCC1
DISCC2
GWDPTH
LOCWBP
QAWHE
WB1
WB2
WPLMC

Short Name

AREAD-bloc

bloc, BLOC

DISCCO

DISCC1

DISCC2

GWDPTH

LOCWBP

QAWHE

RAREAD-bloc

WB1

WB2

WPLMC

Long Name

discharge area

bio discharge location index

well bypass discharge eqn CO

well bypass discharge eqn Cl

well bypass discharge eqn C2

well depth in calculation

well bypass location index

well demand used in equations

reduced discharge area

well bypass flow fraction 1

well bypass flow fraction 2

well plume capture fraction

Mathematical Units
Symbol

Adis,<b> tm 1
b [-]

c0 [-1
Ci [a/m3]

C2 [a2/ra6]
1

dw [m]

bp [-]

Qdem Im3/a]
Adis,<b> tm2'
"bl I")
Wb2 ''I
fn ('I
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The effects of well depth and demand on the area of discharge zones is
determined from empirical relationships, obtained in a site- and model-
specific context. The equations of this Minispec apply to the WRA
conceptual geosphere model and the associated transport network only.

If BLOC = LOCWBP (BLOC=2 in the WRA model), then the discharge is the
principal discharge associated with the well aquifer and the effect on the
area of the discharge is determined from a different (empirical)
relationship than that (from the analytical well model equations) used to
determine the capture of contaminants. We define a reduction factor, fd,
for the area of this discharge. For wells of depth less than 30 m, the
size of this discharge area is unaffected; for wells of depth greater than
100 m, a fitted quadratic equation is used to determine the reduced size of
the discharge area. For wells of intermediate depth a linear interpolation
is used. Thus fd is given as:

Lioo 100 m

1 - (dû - 30)(1 - f100)/70, 100 m > dû > 30 m

,1, 30 m £ dû

where f100 is given by a fitted quadratic equation:

and

A' -ndis,<bp> ~ ,<bp>

Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (7.8)

Eqn. (2)
SEqn. (7.9)

Eqn. (3)
SEqn. (7.13)

The reduction factor for groundwater flow at this discharge, fd, should be
less than the overall factor for reduction of the plume by capture by the
well, fd < (1 - fp).

If BLOC ?t LOCWBP, then the discharge is not the principal discharge
associated with the well aquifer and the effect on the area of the
discharge is determined from the same empirical equation as that used to
determine the well capture fraction for contaminants normally entering the
biosphere through this discharge.

If BLOC is the well discharge (BLOC=3 in the WRA model), since no area is
associated with the well discharge, no area modification is made.
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If BLOC = 1, indicating the Boggy Creek North discharge, then a search of
the connectivity information shows that the transport segments leading to
this discharge come via segment 50, from node 16, from where some
contaminants may be diverted to the well. For this case Minispec
"Determine Capture Fractions Outside Aquifer" indicates the bypass flow
fraction is Wb2. Hence,

Adis,<i> = Wb2Adis,<i> Eqn.
SEqn. (7.13)

If BLOC = 4, indicating the Pinawa Channel discharge, then a search of
the connectivity information shows that the transport segments leading to
this discharge come via segment 49, from node 14, from where some
contaminants may be diverted to the well. For this case Minispec "Determine
Capture Fractions Outside Aquifer" indicates the bypass flow fraction is
Wbl. Hence,

Adis,<4> = ^biAdis,<4> Eqn. (5)
SEqn. (7.13)

Unit Checks:

[-] = [-] Eqn. (1), 1st line

[-1 = f-1 - U«n] - tm]}{[-] - f-]}/[m] Eqn. (1), 2"* line

[-] = [-] + [a/m3][m3/a] + [a2/m6][m3/a]2 Eqn. (2)

(m2] = [-][m2] Eqn. (3)

[m2] = [-][m2] Eqn. (4)

[m2] = (-][m2l Eqn. (5)

Notes:

1) This Minispec is applied to each of the four discharge locations of
the WRA model. The connectivity information must include a record of
the nodes discharging to the biosphere and the discharge type for
each.

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.
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NUMSEC number of vault sectors [-] The number
of unique vault sectors passing nuclides
from the vault to the geosphere transport
network. NUMSEC is calculated in the
geosphere model from network connectivity
data. It is not used in geosphere
calculations but is passed to the vault
model.

Diagram 2.3.2
Page 1 of 1

Determine Number of
Vault Sectors

1992 August 06
Version 01A TWM

input from
connectivity
data

-> NUMSEC

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

NUMSEC number of vault sectors

From the connectivity information for the source nodes at the vault, count
the number of unique vault sectors and return the result as NUMSEC.

Unit Checks:

Count of sectors is unitless.

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of which vault
sector each source node is connected to. This information is used to
determine the number of unique vault sectors.
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LOCTYP-bloc discharge location type [-]
Alphabetic indicator of the type of the
discharge flow from the geosphere to the
biosphere at discharge location <bloc.
Can have values 'AQUA' for discharge to an
aquatic body such as a stream or a lake,
'WELL' for discharge through a well,
'TERR' for discharge to the unsaturated
zone of terrestrial area, or 'BOG ' for
discharge to a wetland area such as a
swamp, bog, fen, etc.

NBLOC number of discharge locations [-] The
number of discharge locations from the
geosphere to the biosphere. The type of
each discharge location (aquatic, well,
terrestrial, wetland) is indicated by
LOCTYP-bloc. NBLOC is calculated in the
geosphere model. It is not used in
geosphere calculations but is passed to
the biosphere model.

Diagram 2.3.3
Page 1 of 2

Determine Number and
Type of Discharges

1992 August 06
Version 01A TWM

input from
connectivity
data

-> LOCTYP-bloc
NBLOC

Short Naae Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

bloc bio discharge location index

LOCTYP-bloc discharge location type

NBLOC number of discharge locations

b

no-symbol

no-symbol

[-1
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From the connectivity information for the discharge nodes to the biosphere,
count the number of discharges and return the result as NBLOC. In
addition, for each discharge, bloc, assign an alphabetic indicator of its
type (see Section 4.1.2), returned in LOCTYP-bloc, from one of the
following choices:

"AQUA"
"WELL"
"TERR"
"BOG "
"GAS "
"TOTL"
M »

for discharges to aquatic bodies, such as lakes and rivers,
for discharges through a water supply well,
for discharges to terrestrial zones,
for discharges to a wetland area, such as swamp, bog, fen, etc.,
for discharge as a gaseous species,
for discharges that are the sum of several other discharges,
for null cases where no identifier is assigned.

Unit Checks:

Number and type of discharges are both unitless.

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of which type of
discharge each discharge location is. This information is used to
determine the number of discharges to the biosphere and to assign
each discharge an alphabetic type indicator.
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MSMNRL-min-seg
f

renormalized frac mineral content
<m,s> l~l Fractional content of

mineral min in segment seg after
renormalization of the sampled values in
SGMNRL-min-seg to ensure the total mineral
content of segment seg adds up to unity.

Diagram 2.3.4
Page 1 of 1

Renormalize
Mineralogical
Compositions

1993 October 08
Version 01A TWH

SGMNRL-min-seg -> MSMNRL-min-seg

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

min mineral index

MSMNRL-min-seg renormalized frac mineral content

seg geosphere segment index

SGMNRL-min-seg frac mineral content <m,s>

[-1

[-1

[-1

The input fractional mineral contents for each segment, in general, may not
add up to unity (because of random sampling, for example). They are summed
over all the minerals present and then each individual mineral fraction is
divided by the sum. Hence, the resulting renormalized fractional mineral
contents will sum to unity, preserving the relative proportions of each
mineral as it was in the original input data.

<ra , s > = f<m . s > I •<m, s > Eqn. (1)

Unit Checks:

[-] = [-1 / 2 [-] Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1. This renormalization is repeated for each segment.
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NFLOW-nods-nuc geosphere nodal flow rate F^j,q>
[mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide nuc at
geosphere inlet node nods that is a source
node located at the vault. Stored in data
store FLOWS-AT-NODES.

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc (NFLOW-nodb-nuc)
(NFLOW-nods-nuc)

Diagram 2.4.1
Page 1 of 1

Assign Flow at Source
Node

1993 July 27
Version 01B TWM

+ (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

Short Name Long Name

NFLOW-nods-nuc geosphere nodal flow rate

nods geosphere source node index

nuc nuclide index

sec vault sector index

VFLOW-sec-nuc vault output flow rate

Mathematical Units
Symbol

F<j,q> [mol/a]

J [-]

q [-1
* [-1
F<k,q> t mol/a]

From the connectivity information, for each source node, nods, find the
corresponding vault sector, sec, from which to receive the nuclide flows.
Then, for each nuclide, directly assign:

FN - Fv,r < J , q > ~ r < k , q > Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.2

Unit Checks:

[mol/a] = [mol/a] Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of which vault
sector each source node is connected to.
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SGGWVH-seg avg linear gw velocity U<s> [m/a]
Average linear groundwater velocity across
segment under a homogeneous porous medium
concept. The suffix "H" on the short name
emphasizes the homogeneous concept that
this water velocity is based upon.

Diagram 2.4.2.1
Page 1 of 4

Calculate Groundwater
Velocities from
Heads

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

sp-gw = sp-gwvel + sp-water

sp-gwvel = GWVFID + VSCALE

sp-water = DENREF + GRAVAC + SINY + VISREF

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + HNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

DENREF
GRAVAC
GWVFID
MNHEAD-nod
MNPOSZ-nod
MNTEMP-nod
SGGWVH-seg
SGHYCO-seg
SGLNTH-seg
SGPERM-seg
SGPROS-seg
SGRFID-seg
SINY
VISREF
VSCALE

-> SGGWVH-seg
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Short Name

DENREF

GRAVAC

GWVFID

HNHEAD-nod

HNPOSZ-nod

HNTEMP-nod

nod

seg

SGGWVH-seg

SGHYCO-seg

SGLNTH-seg

SGPERM-seg

SGPROS-seg

SGRFID-seg

SINY

VISREF

VSCALE

Long Name

ref density of water at 6 Cel
acceleration due to gravity
gw velocity function indicator
modified hydraulic head
modified node z-coordinate
modified temperature
geosphere node index
geosphere segment index
avg linear gw velocity
segment hydraulic conductivity
segment length
segment permeability
total porosity
segment response func identifier
number of seconds in a year
ref viscosity of water
gw velocity scaling factor

Diagram 2.4.2.1
Page 2 of 4

Calculate Groundwater
Velocities from
Heads

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Mathematical Units
Symbol

Po Ik9/n>3l
g Im/s2]

*u M
h<j> [*>1

*<j> I*1)

*<j> Icell
I.J l - l

s [ - ]

U< s > [m/a]
K f , < s > tm/al
L<s> [m]
k r , < s > i*-2]
SG.<.> M
Y [s/aj

sv [-1

If L<s> =0, then the segment doesn't physically exist and its groundwater
velocity is not needed; the groundwater velocity is set to a dummy value of
zero:

s> = 0 Eqn. (1)

-Q,<s> 4, then no transport calculations are done across the segment
and its groundwater velocity is not needed; again the groundwater velocity
is set to a dummy value of zero:

If IG,<s>

If L<s>
segment.

= 0 Eqn. (2)

0 and IG/<S> #4, then a groundwater velocity is needed for the
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Diagram 2.4.2.1
Page 3 of 4

Calculate Groundwater
Velocities from
Heads

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

If !„ = 1, then the average linear groundwater velocity was input
(Section 4.1.4.1) from external sources and stored as U<s> in data store
SEGMENT-DATA in Minispec "Store Initial Segment Data". The preliminary
average linear groundwater velocities are set to these stored values,
u<s> = u<s>- New values for U<s> will be set below in Eqn. (5).

If !„ ? 1, then the preliminary average linear groundwater velocity is
calculated from hydraulic head data. From the connectivity information
identify the inlet node, denoted by subscript "J", and the outlet node,
denoted by subscript "I", for the segment.

If !„ =2, then calculate the preliminary average linear groundwater
velocity from Darcy's law using hydraulic heads and hydraulic
conductivities:

csAo) Eqn.(3)
SEqn. (6.6), SEqn. (6.7)

If Iv = 3, then calculate the preliminary average linear groundwater
velocity from Darcy's law using hydraulic heads and permeabilities. First,
calculate hydraulic conductivity from the properties (density and
viscosity) of water and the permeability for the segment.

The properties of water can be obtained from equations of state giving
density and viscosity as a function of temperature and pressure. The
average pressure for the segment can be obtained from the elevation and
hydraulic head of the segment midpoint, obtained using the elevation
coordinates, z<J>, of the nodes at the ends of the segment. The hydraulic
heads and temperatures can be linearly interpolated at the midpoint of the
segment. However, for this version of the model, a set of constant
properties of water, pa and u0 , are used and the temperature, T<J>? and
segment elevation, z<a>, data are not used. Hence, the segment hydraulic
conductivity is obtained from:

Eqn. (4)
SEqn. (6.8)

where the factor Y is present only to make a conversion in time units from
seconds to years. Subsequently, calculate the preliminary average linear
groundwater velocity for the segment from Darcy's law using Eqn. (3).
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Diagram 2.4.2.1
Page 4 of 4

Calculate Groundwater
Velocities from
Heads

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Finally, for all values of Iu, the preliminary groundwater velocity is
scaled by the groundwater velocity scaling factor to give the final average
linear groundwater velocity for the segment:

U<6> = U;S>SV Eqn. (5)
Section 4.1.4.1

Unit Checks:

[m/a] = [m/a]([m] - [m])/[m] Eqn. (3)

[m/a] = [kg/m3](m/s2](m*](s/a]/(ks.m-i.s-i] Eqn. (4)

[m/a] = [m/a][-] Eqn. (5)

Notes:

1) When !„ = 1, the groundwater velocities U<s> stored in data store
SEGMENT-DATA in Minispec "Store Initial Segment Data" are replaced by
new values scaled according to Eqn. (5).

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.
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chemical retardation factor
[-] Calculated retardation

factor for segment seg and nuclide nuc due
to chemical sorption effects. May be
further modified before use in the
transport equations as RETRDF-seg-nuc.

SEDKD-bloc-nuc deep sediment kd USED
Kd,<b,q>* t N *"* f *i '

[L/kg] Sorption coefficient kd for deep
sediments at discharge location bloc for
nuclide nuc. The deep sediment layer is
the last layer of the geosphere model
before aquatic, "AQUA", discharges.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.1
Page 1 of 5

Calculate Sorption
Retardation Factor

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Plows

sp-chem = CNRAER-min-nuc + KDRAER-min-nuc + SGSALN-seg + ELOXDV + sordat

sordat = SORCOO-min-ox-nuc + SORCOl-min-ox-nuc + SORC02-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC03-min-ox-nuc + SORC04-min-ox-nuc + SORC05-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC06-min-ox-nuc + SORCll-min-ox-nuc + SORC12-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC22-min-ox-nuc

Contents of Data Stores

NODE-DATA = MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

ELOXDV
KDRAER-min-nuc
MNPOSZ-nod
MSMNRL-min-seg
SGSALN-seg
SORCOO-min-ox-nuc
SORCOl-min-ox-nuc
SORC02-min-ox-nuc
SORC03-min-ox-nuc
SORC04-min-ox-nuc
SORC05-min-ox-nuc
SORC06-min-ox-nuc
SORCll-min-ox-nuc
SORC12-min-ox-nuc
SORC22-min-ox-nuc
THIKSS-bloc

> PPTPFM— c*ser — mir»

SEDKD-bloc-nuc
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Short Name

bloc

CHRAER-min-nuc

ELOXDV

KDRAER- nin - nuc

nin

MNPOSZ-nod

MSKNRL-min-seg

nod

nuc

ox

RETCEM- seg-nuc

SEDKD-bloc-nuc

sag

SGSALN-seg

SORCOO-ain-ox-nuc

SORCOl-min-ox-nuc

SORC02-min-ox-nuc

SORC03-min-ox-nuc

SORC04-min-ox-nuc

SORGO 5 -min- ox -nuc

SORC06-min-ox-nuc

SORCll-min-ox-nuc

SORC12-nin-ox-nuc

SORC22-min-ox-nuc

THIKSS-bloc

Long Name

bio discharge location index

cone random factor

elevation of redox divide

kd random factor

mineral index

modified node z-coordinate

renormalized frac minorai content

geosphere node index

nuclide index

redox state index

chemical retardation factor

deep sediment kd

geosphere segment index

salinity of groundwater

coeff for const kd term

linear coeff in salinity

linear coeff in nuc cone

magnitude of kd variation

mean nuclide cone

magnitude of nuc cone variation

normalization factor for kd

quadratic coeff in salinity

cross coeff in salinity and nuc cone

quadratic coeff in nuc cone

thickness of sediment

Diagram 2.4.2.2.1
Page 2 of 5

Calculate Sorption
Retardation Factor

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Mathematical Units
Symbol

b

r2
zox
rl
m

Z <J>
f ' < m , s >
J

q
ox
R c ,<s ,q>
VSEDk d ,<b ,q>
s

TDS

bo
bl
b2
b3
b4
bs
b6
bll
b!2
b22
Lss ,<b>

[-1
[-1
[m]

[ -1
I - ]
[m]

[ - 1

[-1

1-1

[-]

[-1

[L/kg]

I - ]

[kg/ra3]

[L/kg]

{L/kg]

[L/kg]

[ - 1
[mol/L]

l - l
[kg/L]

[L/kg]

[L/kg]
IVkgl
[m]

First determine the redox condition for segment s. The elevation of the
midpoint of the segment, zs , found from the mean of the elevations of the
nodes, z3 , at the inlet and outlet of the segment, is compared to the
elevation of the redox divide, zox (Section 4.1.4.3).

If zs > zox, then the segment lies mostly above the redox divide and the
redox state index, "ox", is set to denote oxidizing conditions.

If z- then the segment lies mostly below the redox divide and the
redox state index, is set to denote reducing conditions.
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.1
Page 3 of 5

Calculate Sorption
Retardation Factor

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Define independent variables Xx and X2 by

Xx = log (TDS) Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.11)

X2 = log (Cq) Eqn. (2)
SEqn. (6.12)

where Cq is selected randomly from a range defined by parameters b4 and b5
using the expression

Cq = b4(r2)
bs Eqn. (3)

SEqn. (6.14)
REqn. (5)

where r2 is a logarithmically distributed random number, with geometric
mean 1.0, lying in the range between 0.1 and 10.0.

The sorption coefficient in this segment, ka,<m,q>> f°r tne nuclide q with
each mineral m, for the redox state condition determined above, is given by
a quadratic expression:

kd , < n . q > = t fao + Mi + b2X2 +

b t lX2 + b 2 2X2 + D!2X^2 Mr^) Eqn. (4)
SEqn. (6.10)

REqn. (3), REqn. (4)

The function n(r1,b3) applies a variation to the calculated value of
kd,<n,q> • This function is

n(ri,b3) = (ri)
b3 Eqn. (5)

Seqn. (6.13)
REqn. (4)

where rĵ  is a logarithmically distributed random number, with geometric
mean 1.0, lying in the range between 0.1 and 10.0.

To be physically reasonable, kd values must be £ 0; if the quadratic
expression of Eqn. (4) inadvertently yields a value < 0, then the value for
kd,<n,q>

 is set to zero-

A value for fcd <m q> is obtained in this manner, using Equations (1)
to (5), for thé nuclide q with each mineral, m, present in the transport
segment. These values are then combined, weighted by the fractional
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.1
Page 4 of 5

Calculate Sorption
Retardation Factor

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

abundance, f r < n , s > » of each mineral, to give a total sorption retardation
factor, R e,<B,q>» f°

r t^e nuclide q in the segment s:

Rc,<s,q> = 1 + £
 f'<m.sAka,<m,q> Eqn. (6)
m SEqn. (6.16)

If the connectivity information indicates that segment s is a sediment
segment that leads to discharge, b, to the biosphere and if the thickness
of this sediment layer (or length of the segment) is nonzero, then an
overall kd value, k| b̂(q>, for nuclide q in the sediment at discharge b is
assembled and passed to the biosphere model.

If LS6(<b> > 0, then

. (7)
m Section 4.1.7

In most cases, the sediment is composed of only organic material, denoted
"org", with f r<org,6> = !• I" these cases, Eqn. (7) will reduce to

k|f?b,,> = ka,<org,q> Eqn. (8)

Unit Checks:

Equations (1) and (2) involve logarithms of apparently dimensioned
quantities. The logarithm itself is dimensionless. The arguments of the
logarithms must be assumed to be normalized by unit quantities with the
same units that are not explicitly shown, or the coefficients of the
quadratic expression of Eqn. (4) implicitly contain the corresponding
units.

.[-] = [-] Eqn. (1), Eqn. (2)

[mol/L] = [mol/L] [-][-) Eqn. (3)

[L/kg] = {[L/kgJ + [L/kg] [-] + [L/kg][-]
+ [L/kg][-]2+ [L/kg][-]2+ [L/kg][-][-]}[-] Eqn. (4)

[-] = [-]'"1 Eqn. (5)

[-] = [_j + {[-][kg/L][L/kg]} Eqn. (6)

[L/kg] = {[-][L/kg]} Eqn. (7)

[L/kg] = [-] [L/kg] Eqn. (8)
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.1
Page 5 of 5

Calculate Sorption
Retardation Factor

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Notes:

1) The subscripts "rain", "ox", and "nuc" denoting the particular
mineral, redox state, and nuclide are dropped from the symbols for
the coefficients in the quadratic sorption equation (e.g. b0) and the
associated random numbers, ri and r2. The appropriate subscripts are
indicated by the mnemonic subscripts included as part of the "Short
Name" of the data flow.

2) The reference uses the symbol n for "specific surface area" and does
not use a symbol for the error factor shown in Eqn. (4).

3) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network. The connectivity information must also include a record of
the nodes discharging to the biosphere and the discharge type for
each. Sediment layers may be associated with aquatic, terrestrial or
wetland discharges.

References :

T.T Vandergraaf, K.V. Ticknor, and T.tf. Melnyk, 1993, "The Selection of a
Sorption Data Base for the Geosphere Model in the Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste Management Program", J. Contaminant Hydrology, 13,
327-345.
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DISPHY-seg-nuc hydrodynamic dispersion coeff
^h,<s,q> [ro2/a] Hydrodynamic dispersion
coefficient for segment seg and nuclide
nuc, including both the mechanical
dispersion and the effective diffusion
terms. May be further modified before use
in the transport equations as
DISPCN-seg-nuc.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.2
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Dispersion
Coefficient

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
_L Cm MTH_ooo. i Cf^'OffTn-c.^erSGRFID-seg

DIFFN-nuc
SGDSVY-seg
SGGWVB-seg
SGTORA-seg

-> DISPHY-seg-nuc

Short Name

DIFFN-nuc

DISPHY-seg-nuc

nuc

seg

SGDSVY-seg

SGGWVH-seg

SGTORA-sog

Long Name

free water diffusion const

hydrodynamic dispersion coeff

nuclide index

geosphere segment index

segment dispersion length

avg linear gw velocity

segment axial tortuosity

Mathematical
Symbol

D0,<q>
Dh,<s,q>

q
s

aL,<s>

U<s>

Tf,<s>

Units

[m2/a]

[m2/a]

[-]

[-1
[m]

[m/a]

[-1

For each segment and each nuclide, the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient
is determined from the sum of a m-ïchanical dispersion term and an effective
diffusion term:

= a L , < s > | U < s > l : s> Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.9)
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.2
Page 2 of 2

Calculate Dispersion
Coefficient

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Unit Checks:

[m2/a] = [m][m/a] + [m2/a]/[-]2 Eqn. (1)

Notes:

none
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CAPRKV-nuc-sec capacity factor in rock rR/<qjk>
[-] Capacity factor for nuclide nuc in'
the rock adjacent to vault sector sec.

DARRKV-sec darcy velocity in rock qR(<k> (m/a]
Darcy velocity in the rock adjacent to
vault sector sec.

DISPRV-nuc-sec bulk dispersion coeff in rock
^R,<q,k> [m2/a] Bulk dispersion
coefficient for nuclide nuc in the rock
adjacent to vault sector sec.

LENRKV-sec distance to zero BC in rock LR <k>
[m] Distance from vault sector sec to
nearest location with zero concentration
boundary condition, taken to be the length
of the geosphere transport segment across
the rock adjacent to vault sector sec.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1.1
Page 1 of 2

Select Properties of
First Segments

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg +
+ SGPROS-seg +
+ SGFSPA-seg +
+ SGLNTH-seg +

PHY
RETCEM-seg-nuc
SGGWVH-seg
SGLNTH-seg
SGPROS-seg

SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg +
SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg +
SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg +
SGRFID-seg

> CAPRKV-nuc-sec
DARRKV-sec
DISPRV-nuc-sec
LENRKV-sec

SGPERM-seg
SGFAPT-seg
SGSFRA-seg

Short Name

CAPRKV-nuc-sec

DARRKV-sec

DISPHY-seg-nuc

DISPRV-nuc-sec

LENRKV-sec

nuc

RETCEM-seg-nuc

sec

seg

SGGWVH-seg

SGLHTH-seg

SGPROS-seg

Long Name

capacity factor in rock

darcy velocity in rock

hydrodynamic dispersion coeff

bulk dispersion coeff in rock

distance to zero BC in rock

nuclide index

chemical retardation factor

vault sector index

geosphere segment index

avg linear gw velocity

segment length

total porosity

Mathematical
Symbol

rR,<q,k>
qR,<k>
Dh,<s,q>
DR,<q,k>
LR,<k>

q
Rc,<s,q>
k

s

u<s>
L<s>
0h . .

Units

[m/a]

[m2/a]

[m]

[-1

1-]

[-1

(-1

[m/a]

[m]

[-]
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1.1
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Select Properties of
First Segments
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Version 02A TWH

For each vault sector k, the segment s leading from the source node
corresponding to this sector is found from the connectivity information.
Some properties related to the geosphere transport segment s are calculated
and provided to the vault model (Section 4.1.6).

For each vault sector k,

= L<s> Eqn. (1)

and for each nuclide q and each vault sector k,

D R . < q , k > = V < s > D h , < s , q > Eqn. (3)

rR,<q,k> = * h , < s > R c , < S , q >

Unit Checks:

[m] = [m] Eqn. (1)

[m/a] = [-][m/a] Eqn. (2)

[m2/a] = [-][m2/a] Eqn. (3)

[-1 = [-](-] Eqn. (4)

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for each vault sector and for each nuclide.

2) The connectivity information must include a record of which vault
sector each source node is connected to and a record of the inlet
nodes for each segment of the network.

3) The parameters provided by this Minispec are not used in the
geosphere model; they are used only in the vault model. They are
provided by the geosphere model as a link with the vault model.
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DARKV-sec darcy velocity in backfill qB(<k>
[m/a] Darcy velocity in backfill
calculated in geosphere model for use in
vault model, so that the Darcy velocity is
consistent with the corresponding Darcy
velocity in the adjacent geosphere
segment.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1.2
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Groundwater
Flows in Backfill

1993 October 31
Version 01A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
i Cr-T MTH_dQfT j. CPDl?Tn_c.orr-seg + -seg

DARRKV-sec
BKFRAR
BKPERM
SGPERM-seg

-> DARKV-sec

Short Name

DARRKV-sec

BKPRAR

BKPERM

DARKV-sec

sec

seg

SGPERM-seg

Long Name

darcy velocity in rock

fr of vault area cont backfill

backfill permeability

darcy velocity in backfill

vault sector index

geosphere segment index

segment permeability

Mathematical Units
Symbol

<3R,<k> [m/a]

rA t ' 1

kB [m2]

<3B/<k> lm/tti
k [-]

s [-1

kf,<s> I*1*)

For each vault sector k, the segment s leading from the source node
corresponding to this sector is found from the connectivity information. A
groundwater mass balance condition is used to relate the specific discharge
or Darcy velocity in the backfill, q B ( < k >, to that in the adjacent rock of
the segment s, q R ( < k >, by

/ (rA + (1 - rA)rk] Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.28)
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1.2
Page 2 of 2

Calculate Groundwater
Flows in Backfill

1993 October 31
Version 01A TWM

where rx is the ratio of the drift area of the vault filled by backfill to
the total area of the vault array, and rk is the ratio of the
permeabilities (or hydraulic conductivities) in the adjacent rock and in
the backfill.

rk = kf/<s>/kB Eqn. (2)
Section 4.1.6

Unit Checks:

[m/a] = [m/a] / {[-] + [-][-]} Eqn. (1)

[-] = [ra2]/[m2] Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for each vault sector.

2) The connectivity information must include a record of which vault
sector each source node is connected to and a record of the inlet
nodes for each segment of the network.
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DARBV-sec darcy velocity in buffer q F,<k>
[m/a] Darcy velocity in buffer calculated
in geosphere model for use in vault model.
Since buffer is composed of a high
percentage of swelling clay and the
hydraulic gradients in the region of the
vault are low, these Darcy velocities are
set to zero.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.1.3
Page 1 of 1

Calculate Groundwater
Flows in Buffer

1993 November 01
Version 01A TWM

DARKV-sec -> DARBV-sec

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

DARBV-sec darcy velocity in buffer

DARKV-sec darcy velocity in backfill

sac vault sector index

[m/a]

[ro/a]

[-1

For each vault sector k, the specific discharge or Darcy velocity in the
buffer, q F / < k > » is set, in general, to be consistent with the properties of
the buffer'and the groundwater flows in the adjacent backfill, q B,<k>-

 In

this case, the buffer is considered to be impermeable to groundwater
movement and specific discharges in the buffer are all set to zero.

= 0 Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.6

Unit Checks:

none

Notes:

1) This Minispec is repeated for each vault sector.
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DF-seg-nuc fracture hydrodynamic dispersion
coeff Df, [m2/a] Hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficient for nuclide nuc in
segment seg calculated for flowing
groundwater in fractures from which matrix
diffusion is being applied.

EF-seg porosity due to fractures/channels 0f,<s>
[-] Total porosity of transport segment
seg due to fractures or channels that
carry the moving groundwater, excluding
void spaces filled with stagnant
groundwater. This parameter is used only
when matrix diffusion effects are applied
and the groundwater is conceptually
divided into flowing groundwater in
fractures or channels and stagnant
groundwater in the surrounding matrix with
porosity EM-seg. These two porosities sum
to give the total porosity of the segment
SGPROS-seg.

EM-seg porosity of rock matrix 0m <s> [-]
Total porosity in a transport segment of
the rock matrix surrounding fractures or
channels that carry the moving
groundwater. This parameter is used only
when matrix diffusion effects are applied
and the groundwater is conceptually
divided into flowing groundwater in
fractures or channels and stagnant
groundwater in the surrounding matrix.

GWVEL-seg groundwater transport velocity V<s>
[ta/a] Groundwater velocity across segment
after consideration of possible
fracturing/channelling within the segment.
If there is no fracturing/channelling
considered, GWVEL-seg is identical to
SGGWVH-seg and is consistent with the same
specific discharge as indicated by the
velocity SGGWVH-seg and porosity SGPROS-
seg. GWVEL-seg is the groundwater
velocity used in the transport equations.

PE-seg-nuc peclet number for segment Pef<S(<l>
[-] Peclet number for the transport or
nuclide nuc in segment seg. The Peclet
number is the product of the groundwater
velocity in the segment and the transport
pathlength of the segment divided by the
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient. If
the Peclet number is less than unity, then
diffusion, not convection, is the dominant
transport mechanism across the segment.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2.1
Page 1 of 4

Rescale Parameters for
Nonhomogeneous Flow

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM
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Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg
SGPROS-seg

SGGWVH-seg
SGTORA-seg

+ SGHYCO-seg +
+ SGTFRL-seg +

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2.1
Page 2 of 4

Rescale Parameters for
Nonhomogeneous Flow

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

SGPERM-seg
SGFAPT-seg

+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

DISPHY-seg-nuc EF-seg
SGDSVY-seg EM-seg
SGFAPT-seg GWVEL-seg
SGFSPA-seg PE-seg-nuc
SGGWVH-seg
SGLNTH-seg
SGPROS-seg
SGTORA-seg

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

DF-seg-nuc fracture hydrodynamic dispersion coeff D f , < s , q >
DIFFN-nuc f ree water diffusion const DQ <g>

DISPHY-seg-nuc hydrodynamic dispersion coeff Dh <s q>

EF-seg porosity due to fractures/channels 8f < s >

EM-seg porosity of rock matrix 0m <s>

GWVEL-seg groundwater transport velocity V< s >

nuc nuclide index q
PE-seg-nuc peclet number for segment PQ <s _>

seg geosphere segment index s
•SGDSVY-seg segment dispersion length a^ <s>

SGFAPT-seg off aperture of fractures P<.s>
SGFSPA-seg off spacing of fractures H< s >

SGGWVH-seg avg linear gw velocity U< s >

SGLNTH-seg segment length L < B >
SGPROS-seg total porosity #n <s>

SGTORA-seg segment axial tortuosity 7/- < s >

Units

[m2/»]
[ra2/«]
[m2/a]

t - 1 '

[ - ]

[m/a]

[-1

[ - ]

[-1

[m]

[ID]

[m]

[m/a]

[m]

t - 1

Î - ]
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Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2.1
Page 3 of 4

Rescale Parameters for
Nonhomogeneous Flow

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

The value for the effective fracture apertures, 0<s>, in the segment is
used as a switch determining whether matrix diffusion effects are
considered in segment s. Matrix diffusion effects are applied to the
segment if and only if the assigned fracture apertures, P < s > , are larger
than 1 urn.

If 0<s> Z 1 Aim, then the porosity due to the fractures is given by

SEqn. (4.1)

The groundwater velocity is rescaled to preserve the same specific
discharge across the segment. Hence

<s> n̂. (2)
SEqn. (4.3)

The total porosity is preserved, so the porosity due to the rock matrix
surrounding the fractures is given by

*m,<s> = V<s> - 0f.<*> E(ln- (3>
SEqn. (4.2)

The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient corresponding to this rescaled
velocity, similar to Eqn. (1) in Minispec "Calculate Dispersion
Coefficient", is given by

D f , < s . q > = a L , < s > l v < s > l + D o , < q > / ^ , < s > Eqn. (4)
SEqn. (4.6)

If /J<s> < 1 IM, then matrix diffusion effects are not applied. In
addition, matrix diffusion effects are not applied if the Peclet number in
the fractures is less than unity. In this case, diffusion is still the
dominant transport mechanism and orthogonal matrix diffusion from flowing
water would be a meaningless concept. The Peclet number is determined from

P e , < s . q > = V < S > L < S > / D f f < B , q > Eqn. (5)
SEqn. (4.5)
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Diagram 2.A.2.2.3.2.1
Page 4 of 4

Rescale Parameters for
Nonhomogeneous Flow

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

If matrix diffusion effects are not applied,

{ 7 n , < s > ~ " h , < s >

v < s > = u < s >

, < s , q > < s , q >

Unit Checks:

[ra/a] = [m/a][-]/H

[-] = [-] - [-1

[m2/aj = [m][m/a] + (m2/a]/[-]2

[-] = [m/a][m]/[mz/a]

[-] = [-J

[m/a] = [m/a]

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

Notes:

none

Eqn. (6)

Eqn. (7)

Eqn. (8)

Eqn. (9)

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

Eqn. (5)

Eqn. (7)

Eqn. (8)

Eqn.
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DH-seg-nuc matrix diffusion dispersion
enhancemen [m2/a] In the
quasi-equilibrim regime of matrix
diffusion, the hydrodynamic dispersion
coefficient for nuclide nuc in segment seg
is enhanced by an amount DH-seg-nuc to
give the effective dispersion coefficient.

LDT-seg-nuc distance of hydrodynamic regime
Ldt,<s,q> [ml Distance along segment seg
that the hydrodynamic regime of matrix
diffusion for nuclide nuc is dominant.
The thick-rock regime is dominant at
longer distances.

LTQ-seg-nuc distance of thick- rock regime
Ltq,<s,q> [ml Distance along segment seg
that the thick-rock regime approximations
of matrix diffusion for nuclide nuc are
good. A long transition to the quasi-
equilibrium regime then takes place and
the quasi-equilibrium regime
approximations are good at distances
greater than 10LTQ.

RETRDF-seg-nuc effective retardation factor
R<s,q> ('] Calculated effective
retardation factor for segment seg and
nuclide nuc, including the possible
effects of matrix diffusion, used in the
convection-dispersion-retardation-decay
equation for transport across the segment.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2.2
Page 1 of 5

Calculate Effective
Retardation Factor

1994 February 23
Version 01A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORH-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

DF-seg-nuc
DIFFN-nuc
EF-seg
EM-seg
GtfVEL-seg
PE-seg-nuc
RETCEM-seg-nuc
SGDSVY-seg
SGFAPT-seg
SGFSPA-seg
SGLNTH-seg
SGRETM-seg
SGTORM-seg

-> DM-seg-nuc
LDT-seg-nuc
LTQ-seg-nuc
RETRDF-seg-nuc
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Short Nane

DF-sog-nuc
DIFFN-nuc

DM-seg-nuc

EF-seg
EH-seg

GWVEL-seg

LDT-seg-nuc
LTQ-seg-nuc

nuc

PE-seg-nuc

RETCEH-seg-nuc

RETRDF-seg-nuc

sag

SGDSVY-seg

SGFAPT-seg

SGFSPA-seg

SGLNTH-sog

SGRETH-seg

SGTORM-seg

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2.2
Page 2 of 3

Calculate Effective
Retardation Factor

1994 February 23
Version 01A TWM

Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

fracture hydrodynamic dispersion coeff D f , < s , q > [m2/«]

free water diffusion const DQ < ^ [m2/a]

matrix diffusion dispersion enhancement Dm <s > fro2/*]

porosity due to fractures/channels 0f < s > [-]

porosity of rock matrix 6m < s > [-]

groundwater transport velocity v<s> tm/a)

distance of hydrodynamic regime L,jt N,S _., [m]

distance of thick rock regime Lt_ <s > [m]

nuclide index . q [ - ]

peclet number for segment pe,<s q> I " J

chemical retardation factor Rc <s q> t " l

effective retardation factor R< s ^ [-]

geosphere segment index s [ - ]

segment dispersion length »L <s> [m]

off aperture of fractures /^<s> ^ m '

eff spacing of fractures ^ < E > ^1

segment length L<s> I"")

matrix ret scaling factor Fm <s> [ • ]

matrix diff tortuosity Tm <s> [-]

The value for the effective fracture apertures, P < s > , in segment s is used
as a switch determining whether matrix diffusion effects are considered in
segment s. Matrix diffusion effects are applied to the segment if and only
if the assigned fracture apertures, /9<s>, are larger than 1 fjm. Also
matrix diffusion effects are not applied if the Peclet number in the
fractures is less than unity. In this case, diffusion is still the
dominant transport mechanism and orthogonal matrix diffusion from flowing
water would be a meaningless concept.

In the equations that follow, the subscript notation for the segment s and
the nuclide q are dropped. The appropriate subscripts for each variable
can be found from the above table.
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Retardation Factor
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If ft £ 1 win and Pe > 1, then matrix diffusion effects are applied. First
determine retardation factors due to sorption in both the fractures, Rf and
in the surrounding rock matrix, R,,. For the fractures, use the value
already calculated in Minispec "Calculate Sorption Retardation Factor".

Rf = Rc Eqn. (1)

For the rock matrix, use a renormalization of Rc :

R,,, = 1 + Fn(Rc - 1) Eqn. (2)

In the quasi-equilibrium regime, the retardation factor, Rqe, is constant
at an enhanced value given by

V = Rf
SEqn. (4.7)

REqn. (5.10), REqn. (5.11)

In the thick-rock regime, the retardation factor, Rtr, increases linearly
with distance migrated, due to increasing effects of the matrix diffusion.
At the outlet of the segment, at migration distance L from the inlet, the
effective retardation factor is given by

Rtr = Rf + - Eqn. (4)
3V02r2 SEqn. (4.12)

REqn. (5.9)

The applicable matrix diffusion regime for retardation factors is
determined based on the values of the transition distance, Ltq given by:

Lt = - Eqn. (5)
5D0*m SEqn. (4.17)

REqn. (5.3)

The increasing value of Rtr becomes equal to Rqe, at L = 7.5Ltq. The
appropriate matrix diffusion regime for retardation factors can be selected
by comparing the segment length to this transition distance.

If. L 2 7.5Lt<I, then the effective retardation factor is approximated by

R = R Eqn. (6)
Section 4.3.5
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If L < 7.5Ltq, then the effective retardation factor is approximated by

R = Rtr Eqn. (7)
Section 4.3.5

Two additional quantities, to be used in the Minispec "Calculate Effective
Dispersion Coefficient", are dependent on the quantities used in this
Minispec and are determined here. These quantities are the enhancement to
the dispersion coefficient in the quasi-equilibrium regime, Dm, and the
transition distance, Ldt, between the hydrodynamic and the thick-rock
regimes.

In the quasi-equilibrium regime, the effective dispersion coefficient is
constant at an enhanced value. The enhancement is given by

qe
Eqn. (8)

SEqn. (4.8)
REqn. (4.35)

The transition distance between the hydrodynamic regime and the thick-rock
regime, Ldt, is found from

dt - 3

1/3

Eqn. (9)
SEqn. (4.15)
REqn. (5.6)

qewhere R(Ldt) is taken to be the smaller of the two retardation factors, R
the constant quasi-equilibrium regime value, and Rtr the thick- rock regime
retardation factor, which increases linearly with distance according to
Eqn. (4), evaluated at dist?if.ce Ldt.

Thus, in general, Eqn. (10) is a quasi-cubic equation in Lat that must be
solved iteratively. A reasonable first approximation for Ldt is given by

3aLR2/4

which is the asymptotic value for Ldt
much larger than the first term.

Eqn. (10)
SEqn. (4.16)

if the second term in Eqn. (4) is
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If /9 < 1 jdn or Pa £ 1, then matrix diffusion effects are not applied and
the effective retardation factor is that due to sorption only:

R = Rc Eqn. (11)
Section 4.3.1

In addition, if matrix diffusion effects are not applied, then the
quantities Dn, Ldt, and Ltq are not used in related Minispec "Calculate
Effective Dispersion Coefficient" and are not defined here.

Unit Checks:

[-] = [-] Eqn. (1), Eqn. (6), Eqn. (7), Eqn. (11)

[-] = [-] + (-]([-] - [-]) Eqn. (2)

[-] = M + [-][-]/[-] Eqn. (3)

[-] = [-1 + [m 2 /a ] [ - ] 2 [ - ] [m] / { [m/a] [m] 2 [ - ] 2 } Eqn. (4)

[m] = [m][m][m/a] [ - ] 2 / {[m2 /a][[-]} Eqn. (5)

[m2/a] = [m] 3 [m/aJ 2 [ - ] [ - ] 2 [ - ] 2 / {[m][m 2 /a][ - ] 2} Eqn. (8)

[m] = { [m/a][m2 /a][m]«[H'H2 / {[m2/a]2 [-]«) }V3 Eqn. (9)

[m] = [m][- ] 2 Eqn. (10)

Notes:

1. In the synopsis, Section 4.3, no distinction is made between symbols
for the effective retardation factors in the different diffusion
regimes, all of which have the symbol R. In this Minispec, a
distinction is made using symbols Rqe and Rtr.

2. The reference uses different notation. Make the following
substitutions to go from the notation of the reference to the
notation of this Minispec: D£ -» Dmem/T

2; a' -» araRra; h -» ft/2-, 1 -» H/2;
u •+ vf ; K •» Rf ; K' •+ R; DB j | -» Df ; 0 -» ef.

References :

D.A. Lever, M.H. Bradbury and S.J. Hemingway, 1982, Modelling the Effects
of Diffusion into the Rock Matrix on Radionuclide Migration. U.K.
Atomic Energy Authority, Harwell, U.K., Report AERE-R-10614.
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DISPCN-seg-nuc effective dispersion coefficient
D<s,q> [m2/a] Calculated effective
dispersion coefficient for segment seg and
nuclide nuc. DISPCN-seg-nuc may include
the approximate additional dispersion
effects of matrix diffusion if being
applied, or otherwise is identical to
DISPHY-si!g-nuc. For nuclides in decay
chains, .he value for the first member of
the decay chain is the value used in the
convection-dispersion-retardation-decay
equation for transport of all chain
members across the segment.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.2.3
Page 1 of 3

Calculate Effective
Dispersion
Coefficient

1994 February 28
Version 01A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

She

DM-seg-nuc
LDT-seg-nuc
LTQ-seg-nuc
PE-seg-nuc
SGFAPT-seg
SGLNTH-seg

rt Name Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

DF-seg-nuc fracture hydrodynamic dispersion coeff D

DISPCN-seg-nuc effective dispersion coefficient D

DM-seg-nuc matrix diffusion dispersion enhancement D

LDT-seg-nuc distance of hydrodynamic regime L

LTQ-seg-nuc distance of thick rock regime L

nuc nucli<?* index g

PE-seg-nuc peclet number for segment P

seg geosphere segment index s

SGFAPT-seg eff aperture of fractures /j

SGLNTH-seg segment length L

f , < s , q > 'm /aJ

< s , q > t1"2/*!

m , < s , q > tm /")

d t , < s , q > l m )

t q , < s , q > |ml

I - )

e , < s , q > I ' l
[ - )

<s> l»)
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The value for the effective fracture apertures, /3<s>, in segment s is used
as a switch determining whether matrix diffusion effects are considered in
segment s. Matrix diffusion effects are applied to the segment if and only
if the assigned fracture apertures, P<s>, are larger than 1 Aim. Also
matrix diffusion effects are not applied if the Peclet number in the
fractures is less than unity. In this case, diffusion is still the
dominant transport mechanism and orthogonal matrix diffusion from flowing
water would be a meaningless concept.

In the equations that follow the subscript notation for the segment s and
the nuclide q are dropped. The appropriate subscripts for each variable
can be found from the above table.

If ft £ 1 Aim and Pe > 1, then matrix diffusion effects are applied. The
appropriate matrix diffusion regime for dispersion coefficients can be
selected by comparing the segment length to the transition distances Ldt
and Ltq.

If Ldt ^ Ltq, then

If L ̂  7.5Ltq, then the matrix diffusion is assumed to be in the
quasi-equilibrium regime, where the effective dispersion coefficient is
constant at an enhanced value, approximated by

D = Df + D0 Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (4.8)

Section 4.3.5

If L ̂  Ldt, then the matrix diffusion is assumed to be in the
hydrodynamic regime, and the effective dispersion coefficient is the
hydrodynamic contribution only

D = Df Eqn. (2)
Section 4.3.4, Section 4.3.5

If Ldt < L < 7.5Ltq, then the matrix diffusion is assumed to be in the
thick-rock regime, with the effective dispersion coefficient approximated
by interpolation between the values given by Eqn. (1) and Eqn. (2).

D = Df + Dm(L - Ldt)/(7.5Ltq - Ldt) Eqn. (3)
Section 4.3.5
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However, if Ldt > Ltq, then

If L £ Ldt, then the matrix diffusion is assumed to be in the quasi
equilibrium regime, where the effective dispersion coefficient is
approximated by Eqn. (1)

If L s Ltq, then the matrix diffusion is assumed to be in the
hydrodynamic regime, and the effective dispersion coefficient is the
hydrodynamic contribution only and is given by Eqn. (2).

If Ltq < L < Ldt, then the diffusion into the matrix enhances the
dispersion coefficient, with the effective dispersion coefficient
approximated by interpolation between the values given by Eqn. (1) and
Eqn. (2).

= D D0(L - Ltq)/(Ldt - Lt Eqn. (4)
Section 4.3.5

If /} < 1 Aim or Pe £ 1, then matrix diffusion effects are not applied and
the effective dispersion coefficient is that due to hydrodynamic dispersion
only, given by Eqn. (2),

Unit Checks:

[m2/a] = [mz/a]

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

[m2/a] = [m2/a]

[m2/a]

[m2/a]([m]

[m2/a]([m]

- [m])

- [m])

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

Notes:

none
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MAREAD-bloc final modified discharge area
Adis <b> Im2l Discharge area at
discharge bloc after modification for
influences of the veil and for
channelling/matrix diffusion.

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA =
+
SGFSPA-seg

SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.3.1
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Area of
Discharges

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg
+ SGRETM-seg +

+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

•f SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
H- SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg

EF-seg
RAREAD-bloc
SGPROS-seg

-> MAREAD-bloc

Short Name

bloc

EF-seg

MAREAD-bloc

RAREAD-bloc

seg

SGPROS-seg

Long Hane

bio discharge location index

porosity due to fractures/channels

final modified discharge area

reduced discharge area

geosphere segment index

total porosity

Mathematical
Symbol

b

Adis,<b>
Adis,<b>
s

*h,<s>

Units

[-1

[-1

[m2]

[m2]

[-1

From the connectivity data, find each discharge in turn that is identified
as an aquatic, terrestrial, or wetland discharge. For each such discharge
set b to the index number for the discharge and then identify the node
corresponding to the discharge, the discharge node at the ground surface.
Search the transport network connectivity data to find the segment s having
this discharge node as outlet node.
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If matrix diffusion or channelling effects are being applied in segment s,
as indicated by parameter 6 f t < s > having a nonzero value, and if this
segment has been identified as a final segment leading to a discharge b,
then the discharge area at discharge b is adjusted to account for the
channelling. If both these conditions are not fulfilled, the discharge
area at discharge b is not further modified.

If 8 f t < e > > 0, then

A" - A' a /andis,<b> ~ "dis,<b>l'f,<s>/e'h,<s>

else

Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.7

Eqn. (2)

Unit Checks:

[m'] =

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of which discharge
location each discharge node is connected to in addition to the nodes
acting as the inlet and outlet for each segment.
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MVDISC-bloc modified annual discharge volume
Qdis,<b> I>3/a] Annually discharging
volume of groundwater at discharge bloc
modified for influences of the well.

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg +
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg +
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg +
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.3.2
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Groundwater
Discharge Rate

1994 September 30
Version 02A TVM

SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg

QUDEH
RAREAD-bloc
SGGWVH-seg
SGPROS-seg

-> MVDISC-bloc

Short Name

bloc

MVDISC-bloc

QWDEM

RAREAD-bloc

seg

SGGWVH-seg

SGPROS-seg

Long Name

bio discharge location index

modified annual discharge volume

volumetric demand on well

reduced discharge area

geosphere segment index

avg linear gw velocity

total porosity

Mathematical
Symbol

b

Qdis,<b>

Qdem
Adis,<b>

s

u<s>

0h,<s>

Units

[-)

[m3/»]

[m3/a]

[m2]

[-]

[m/a]

[-1

From the connectivity data, find each discharge in turn. For each such
discharge set b to the index number for the discharge and then identify the
node corresponding to the discharge, the discharge node at the ground
surface and the type of the discharge. Search the transport network
connectivity data to find the segment s having this discharge node as
outlet node.
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If the discharge b is the well discharge, then

dis,<b> = . (1)

else, if the discharge b is an aquatic, terrestrial or wetland discharge,
then

Q d i S , < b > = A d i s , < b > U < S > * h . < s >
Section 4.1.7

Unit Checks:

[mVa] = [m3/a] Eqn. (1)

[mVa] = [m ? ] [m/a][- ] Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of the discharge
location, and its type, to which each discharge node is connected, in
addition to the nodes acting as the inlet and outlet for each
segment.

2. If chanelling/matrix diffusion effects are being applied in the
discharging segment, then QaiE(<b> would logically be given by the
product AdiS(<b>V<s> (the porosity of the flow channel is unity).
But this expression is exactly equal to that given in Eqn. (2) using
the definition of AaiS(<b> given by Eqn. (1) in Minispec "Calculate
Area of Discharges" ana the definition of V<s) given by Eqn. (2) in
Minispec "Rescale Parameters for Nonhomogeneous Flow".
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SEDPR-bloc sediment porosity 6s(l° [-]
Porosity for deep sediments at discharge
location bloc. The deep sediment layer is
the last layer of the geosphere model
before aquatic, "AQUA", discharges. These
porosities are selected from the set of
sampled geosphere porosities in SGPROS.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.3.3
Page 1 of 2

Select Sediment
Porosities

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETH-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

SGPROS-seg
THIKSS-bloc

-> SEDPR-bloc

Short Name

bloc

SEDPR-bloc

eeg

SGPROS -E eg

THIKSS-bloc

Long Name

bio discharge location index

sediment porosity

geosphere segment index

total porosity

thickness of sediment

Mathematical
Symbol

b

?̂s

eh,<s>
Lss,<b>

Units

l - l

[-1

[-1

[-1

[m]

From the connectivity data, find each discharge in turn. For each such
discharge set b to the index number for the discharge and then identify the
node corresponding to the discharge, the discharge node at the ground
surface and the type of the discharge. Search the transport network
connectivity data to find the segment s having this discharge node as
outlet node.
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If the discharge b is not an aquatic, terrestrial or wetland discharge,
then there is no sediment at the discharge and the sediment porosity is set
to a dummy value of zero,

»f§? = 0 Eqn. (1)

else, if the discharge b is an aquatic, terrestrial or wetland discharge,
then,

if LSS(<b> = 0, then there is no sediment layer at the discharge and the
sediment'porosity is set to a dummy value of zero,

«?g? = 0 Eqn. (2)

else, if Lss/<b> > 0, then a sediment layer exists at the discharge and
the sediment porosity is set to the porosity of the sediment segment
leading to this discharge,

= <V<s> Eqn. (3)
Section 4.1.7

Unit Checks:

[-] = [-] Eqn. (3)

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of the discharge
location, and its type, to which each discharge node is connected, in
addition to the nodes acting as the inlet and outlet for each
segment.
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LASRET-bloc-nuc last geo seg ret fact
, <b,q> [-] Retardation factor for

nuclide nuc in last geosphere segment
leading to biosphere discharge bloc.

Diagram 2.4.2.2.3.3.4
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Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETH-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

Sho

SEGWA
SGLNTH-seg

rt Name Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

bloc bio discharge location index b [ - ]

LASRET-bloc-nuc last geo sag ret fact RLAST,<b,q> '"'

nuc nuclide index q [ - ]

RETRDF-seg-nuc effective retardation factor R <s ,q> l ~ l

seg geosphere segment index s [-]

SEGWA well aquifer segment index wa [-]

SGLNTH-seg segment length L <s> 'm '

From the connectivity data, find each discharge in turn. For each such
discharge set b to the index number for the discharge and identify the type
of the discharge.
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If the discharge b is the well discharge, then use the well aquifer segment
with index SEGWA as the last segment for the selection of retardation
factors for each nuclide q and set

RLAST,<b,q> = R<wa,q> Eqn. O)
Section 4.1.7

If the discharge b is an aquatic, terrestrial or wetland discharge, then
identify the node corresponding to the discharge, the discharge node at the
ground surface NODDS. Search the transport network to find the segment s
having the node NODDS as outlet node. If the length of this segment is
zero, L<s> = 0, then identify the inlet node NODIN for the segment and
search the transport network again to find the segment s having the node
NODIN as its outlet node. If the length of this segment is zero, L<s> =0,
repeat this process of searching the network until a nonzero length
segment s is found. (Either of the sediment or overburden layers may be
assigned a layer thickness or segment length of zero if the layer is not
present.) Once a segment s, with nonzero length, leading to discharge b is
found, for each nuclide q set:

RLAST,<b,q> = R<s,q> Eqn. (2)
Section 4.1.7

If the discharge b is any other type of discharge, then no sorption or
retardation factor is associated with the discharge and the retardation
factor for the last segment for each nuclide q is set to the no sorption
value of unity:

RLAsT/<b,q> = 1 Eqn. (3)

Unit Checks:

[-] = [-1 Eqn. (1)

[-] = [-1 Eqn. (2)

Notes:

The connectivity information must include a record of the discharge
location, and its type, to which each discharge node is connected, in
addition to the nodes acting as the inlet and outlet for each
segment.
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IFLOW-seg-nucp precursor input flow rate
[mol/a] Input flow rate of chain
precursor nuclide nucp into the current
geosphere transport segment seg.

pir < s , p > Diagram 2.4.2.3.1
Page 1 of 2

Calculate Flow of
Precursor at Segment
Inlet

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH~seg + SGRFID-seg

SGSFRA-seg -> IFLOW-seg-nucp <- NFLOW-nodi-nucp

Short Name

IFLOW-seg-nucp

NFLOW-nodi-nucp

nodi

nucp

seg

SGSFRA-seg

Long Name

precursor input flow rate

geosphere nodal flow rate

geosphere inlet node index

chain precursor nuclide index

geosphere segment index

segment source fraction

Mathematical
Symbol

F<s,p>
FN
<J.P>

J

P

s

£<s>

Units

[mo I/a]

[mo I/a]

[-]

t - 1

[-]

[-]

From the connectivity data, find the inlet node J for the segment s. Then
determine the flow of precursor nuclide p into segment s as a fraction of
the total flow of nuclide p at node J. (Any remaining fraction flows into
one or more additional segments sharing the same inlet node J).

:s ,p> - f FN- • L < s > r < J , p > Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.2
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Unit Checks:

[mol/a] = [-][mol/aj Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1. This process is repeated for each segment and for each precursor
nuclide.

2. The set of nodes "nodi" (inlet nodes) is a subset of the set "nod"
(all nodes).

3. The set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a radioactive decay
chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc" (all the nuclides).
A nuclide is also counted as a precursor of itself. It is assumed
the numbers and identities of chain precursor nuclides are available.

4. The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.

5. In a SYVAC3 implementation of the model, the multiplication in
Eqn. (1) is handled by the time series package module SCAMUL.
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RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp response function R< S tq i p >
[I/a] The response function is the
solution to the convection-dispersion
transport equation across geosphere
transport segment seg with constant
properties, giving the flow rate for
nuclide nuc at the segment outlet due to a
delta-function source of chain precursor
nuclide nucp at the segment inlet.

Diagram 2.4.2.3.2
Page 1 of 8

Calculate Segment
Response Function
from Precursor

1994 September 30
Version 02A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

transport-parameters = DISPCN-seg-nuc + GWVEL-seg + RETRDF-seg-nuc

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
-i- SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
+ SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

DECAY-nuc
DISPCN-seg-nuc
GWVEL-seg
RETRDF-seg-nuc
SGGWVH-seg
SGLNTH-seg
SGPROS-seg
SGRFID-seg
SGTFRL-seg

-> RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp
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Short Name

DECAY-nuc

DISPCN-seg-nuc

GWVEL-seg

nuc

nucp

RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp

RETRDF- seg-nuc

seg

SGGWVH-seg

SGLNTH-seg

SGPROS-seg

SGRFID-seg

SGTFRL-seg

Long Nane

radionuclide decay constant

effective dispersion coefficient

groundwater transport velocity

nuclide index

chain precursor nuclide index

response function

effective retardation factor

geosphere segment index

avg linear gw velocity

segment length

total porosity

segment response func identifier

segment transfer length

Mathematical
Symbol

*<q>
D<S,q>
V<S>

q
p
RGK<s,q,p>
R<s,q>
s

U<s>
L<s>
6h,<s>
IG,<s>
Lt,<s>

Units

[I/a]

[m2/a]

[m/a]

[-]

[-]

[I/a]

[-]

[-]
[m/a]

[m]

[-]

l-l

[m]

A set of 1-D mass-balance partial differential equations for a decay chain
of arbitrary length n is used to describe radionuclide transport in the
segments of the transport network. These equations include the processes
of advection, dispersion, retardation, and radioactive decay. The equation
in this set for one nuclide q of the decay chain is:

dC
R

32C
= D-

ac
- V-̂  - A < q >C < q > + X<q.1>C<q.1>, q = l,n Eqn. (1)

SEqn. (6.1)

where C<q> is the concentration in groundwater of nuclide q. In Eqn. (1),
and in the following equations, the subscript notation for the segment s
has been dropped but the notation for nuclide q and its decay chain
precursor, q-1, has been retained. The independent variables are time,
t > 0, and a single linear spatial coordinate, f, measured along the axis
of the transport segment. The term on the left represents accumulation,
including by linear equilibrium sorption, the first two terms on the right
account for dispersive and convective transport, the third term represents
the radioactive decay of nuclide q to a daughter nuclide, and the last term
represents the production of nuclide q from a chain precursor. For the
first member of the chain, q = 1, there is no precursor and this term is
zero (A<0>C<0> = 0). The parameters characterizing the transport equations
are:
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1) V, the linear groundwater flow velocity,
2) D, the dispersion coefficient, which must be a single value

applicable to all members of the decay chain.
3) R<q>, a set of retardation factors, one for each nuclide, and
4) X<q>, a set of radioactive decay constants, one for each nuclide.

All these parameters are considered to be constant (i.e. independent of
time t and spatial coordinate f) throughout each transport segment. In
order to use a value for dispersion coefficient applicable to all members
of a decay chain, the value for the first member of the chain, nuclide 1,
is used:

D = D<ly Eqn. (2)
Section 4.1.4.2

The response function, R^q p>(t), is the mass flow rate of a nuclide q,
J<q>, evaluated at the outlet of the segment at distance L from the inlet,
that corresponds to an impulse source of a chain precursor nuclide p at the
inlet of the segment. The distance L is the segment length. The nuclide p
is not necessarily the immediate parent of nuclide q; it can be any of the
chain precursors or even the nuclide q itself. This mass flow response
function can be obtained by applying the flux operator to a solution to
Eqn. (1), and evaluating the result at the outlet of the segment at f = L.
Expressions for the concentration of the nuclides in groundwater are not
used explicitly; the response function gives the nuclide mass flow rate
only.

The form of the response function solution to Eqn. (1) depends on the
boundary and initial conditions. Three different response functions have
been developed for use in the GEONET model to determine the mass flow rate
at the outlets of the transport segments. These response functions are:

1) Semi-infinite medium response function (Heinrich and
Andres 1985).

2) Mass transfer coefficient response function (LeNeveu
1987).

3) Zero concentration boundary condition response function
obtained using the mass transfer coefficient response
function above with a large value for the mass transfer
coefficient (Garisto and LeNeveu 1991, Johnson et al.
1994).

In some segments of the geosphere network, contaminant flow is passed
unchanged from the inlet to the outlet of a segment. This transfer is
formally counted as a fourth response function, with IG <s> =4, and is
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handled as a separate case in Minispec "Calculate Flow at Outlet due to
Precursor" and Minispec "Sum Contributions from Precursor at Outlet".
Hence, for IG(<B> = 4, no response function is generated.

All of the response functions have the same boundary condition of a unit
impulse in contaminant flux at the segment inlet, f = 0. The form of the
response function depends on the boundary condition assumed at the outlet
end of the segment.

If IG <s> = 1, the semi-infinite medium response function is used for
segment s. This response function is based on the assumption that the
transport segment extends infinitely far from the inlet boundary, with the
condition:

C<q>(t) = 0, all t, f -* » Eqn. (3)
RlEqn. (4)

cf SEqn. (6.4)

The response function is evaluated at ç = L<s>, giving the mass flow rate
of nuclide q passing a plane within this semi-infinite transport segment at
distance L, the segment length, from the inlet boundary. These response
functions have been published (Heinrich and Andres, 1985); only the R<q,q>
response function (the simplest one) is reproduced here as an example.

r v L
2 D ~L 2D

R < ( J > L
R < q , q > = .

RlEqn. (38)

If IG <s> =2, the mass transfer coefficient response function is used for
segment s. The mass transfer coefficient response functions, implemented
as part of the vault model (LeNeveu 1994), apply to a finite transport
segment with outlet boundary at distance L from the inlet boundary. At the
outlet boundary, the condition

- !>!£<«> + VC<q> = mcC , f = L Eqn. (5)
dc SEqn. (6.5)

R3Eqn. (7.2)

applies where mc is the mass transfer coefficient. The mass transfer
coefficient depends on the properties of the media on both sides of this
boundary and is determined from a formula based on one developed and
described (Garisto and LeNeveu 1991, Johnson et al. 1994) and implemented
(LeNeveu 1994) in the vault model. The mass transfer coefficient, like the
dispersion coefficient D, must have the same value for all members of the
decay chain.
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First, from the connectivity information, the segment following the current
segment (that is, the segment which has inlet node the same as the outlet
node for the current segment) is found. Since properties of both of these
segments are used, they are distinguished in the following formulae using
the subscript sc for the current segment and subscript sn for the next
segment. These formulae are derived using the assumption that the outlet
of the following segment sn is at a location where significant dilution
occurs and a zero concentration boundary condition can be assumed.

An initial mass transfer coefficient based on diffusive conditions in the
next segment, m|', determined using

mc' = D < s n , p l > V < s n > / L < s n > ' E(în- <6>
RSEqn. (2)

is empirically augmented to give a final value for the mass transfer
coefficient based on diffusive conditions in the next segment, m£ :

m° = m°' exp (y) Eqn. (7)
R3Eqn. (8.22)

RSEqn. (3)

where the exponent, y, of the augmentation factor is given by Equations (4)
to (9) of LeNeveu (1994) or by Equations (8.23) to (8.28) of Garisto and
LeNeveu (1991). The calculation of y involves the retardation factors,
R < s > q >, for the nuclide in both the current and the next segments in
addition to the segment lengths and the dispersion coefficients.

A mass transfer coefficient based on convective conditions in the next
segment, m£, is also determined:

1" 4 D < s n , p l > e h , < s n > C l < s n >
m= ' - ÏL -L ^t,<So RSEqn. (10)

where Lt <sc> is the extent of the current segment in contact with the
convective flow in the next segment, i.e. the size of the region over which
the mass transfer takes place. The specific discharge in the next segment,

is

SEqn. (6.6)
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The larger of the two mass transfer coefficients, m° and m§, is chosen,
subject to an asymptotic upper limit, mj!, given by

mc = 5 0 D < S C ( p l > 5 h i < s c > / L < s c > Eqn. (10)
R5Eqn. (11)

and a lower limit, m£, given by

mc = Q<sc>/2 Eqn. (11)
RSEqn. (11)

where, as in Eqn. (9), the specific discharge in the current segment,
q < s c >, is given by

Seqn. (6.6)

Thus, the final mass transfer coefficient is found from

mc = max{m£,min[m^,max(m°,m£)]} Eqn. (13)
R5Eqn. (11)

If IG/<S> = 3, the zero-concentration boundary response function is used
for segment s. This condition is equivalent to having a large sink for
nuclides on the other side of the boundary. As mc increases in value, the
contaminant flow rate out of the transport segment approaches an asymptotic
maximum value which is equivalent to having a zero-concentration at the
outlet boundary (Garisto and LeNeveu 1991, Johnson et al. 1994). This
asymptotic maximum is reached for practical purposes when the mass transfer
coefficient reaches the upper limit given by Eqn. (10). Thus the mass
transfer coefficient is found from

mc = n£ Eqn. (14)

In either case of IG(<E> = 2 or 3, once the mass transfer coefficient, mc,
is assigned a value,'the response function solutions to Eqn. (1), with the
outlet boundary condition given by Eqn. (5), are used. These response
functions have been published (LeNeveu 1987); they are too complex to
conveniently reproduce even R<q(q> here.
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Unit Checks:

[-][mol/m3][l/a] = [m2/a] [mol/m3 ] [1/m2 ] - [m/a] [mol/m3 ] [1/m]
- [I/a] [mol/m3] + [I/a] [mol/m3 ] Eqn. (1)

[m2/a] = [m2/a] Eqn. (2)

[-1 = [m/a][m]/[m2/a] - [m/aj2 [a]/[-][m2/aJ -
- i-][ni]2/[m2/a][a] argument of exponential in Eqn. (4)

[I/a] = [-][ra][-]/{[-][m2/a][a3]}'< Eqn. (4)

[m2 /a] [mol/m3] [1/m] H- [m/a] [mol/m3 ] = [m/a] [mol/m3 ] Eqn. (5)

[m/a] = [m2/a][-]/[m] Eqn. (6)

[m/a] = [m/a][-] Eqn. (7)

[m/a] = {[m2/a][-][m/a]/[m]}'< Eqn. (8)

[m/a] = [m/a][-] Eqn. (9), Eqn. (12)

[m/a] = [m2/a][-]/[m] Eqn. (10)

[m/a] = [m/a] Eqn. (11)

[m/a] = max{[m/a],min{[m/a],max([m/a], [m/a])}} Eqn. (13)

[m/a] = [m/a] Eqn. (14)

Notes:

1. This process is repeated for each segment and for each precursor
nuclide.

2. The set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a radioactive decay
chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc" (all the nuclides).
A nuclide is also counted as a precursor of itself. It is assumed
the numbers and identities of chain precursor nuclides are available.

3. The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.
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4. The symbol q, when used as a subscript, is an index for nuclides, for
example, \< > referring to the decay constant of nuclide q. The
symbol q, when not used as a subscript, represents a specific
discharge and may itself be subscripted by a segment index, for
example, q < s >, referring to specific discharge in segment s.

5. The geosphere model synopsis uses the notation Gpq(t) for the
response function in place of the notation R< q i p> used here.

6. In the CC3 model, the calculation of the argument, y, of the
exponential in the augmentation factor in Eqn. (7) is specified and
implemented as part of the vault model.

7. In the CC3 model, the calculation of the mass transfer coefficient
response functions is specified and implemented as part of the vault
model.
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Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg
j_ QfZT _MTH_ &e*fT _i_ Cr!T3 T7TT^_ eûrr-seg + '-seg

Shert Name Long Name

IFLOW-seg-nucp precursor input flow rate

nue nuclide index

nucp chain precursor nuclide index

OFLOW-seg-nuc-nucp output flow rate

RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp response function

seg geosphere segment index

SGRFID-seg segment response func identifier

RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp

Mathematical Units
Symbol

F<s,p> (mol/a]

q [-1

P [-1
F°s,q,p> [mol/a]

R<s,q,p> I1/3'

s [ - ]

I [ - ]

If IG , <s> = 1 or 2 or 3 the flow of nuclide q at the outlet due to the flow
of nuclide p at the inlet is obtained by a convolution:

f )R«Siq>p>(t-f )df Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.2)

Since the convolution integral is over time, t', the time dependence of the
functions has been explicitly shown.
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Diagram 2.4.2.3.3
Page 2 of 2

Calculate Flow at
Outlet due to
Precursor

1993 December 07
Version 01A TWM

If IGf<s> = 4, the nuclide flow is passed unchanged from inlet to outlet
and a convolution is not required.

F?s,p.p> - Fïs,p» P = q Eqn. (2)
Section 4.1.3.2

F?..,,P> = 0. P * q Eqn. (3)
Section 4.1.3.2

Unit Checks:

[mol/a] = [mol/a][l/a][a] Eqn. (1)

[mol/aj = [mol/a] Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1. This process is repeated for each precursor nuclide and for each
segment.

2. The set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a radioactive decay
chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc" (all the nuclides).
A nuclide is also counted as a precursor of itself (p = q). It is
assumed the numbers and identities of chain precursor nuclides are
available.

3) In a SYVAC3 implementation of the model, this convolution is handled
by the time series package module CONVOL.
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SFLOW-seg-nuc segment outlet flow rate FfS((J>.
[mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide nuc from the
geosphere transport segment seg. The flow
rates SFLOW-seg-nuc are summed over all
segments entering a node to give the nodal
flow rate NFLOW-nod-nuc.

Diagram 2.A.2.3.A
Page 1 of 2

Sum Contributions from
Precursors at Outlet

1993 December 08
Version 01A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

SEGMENT-DATA = SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg
+ SGPROS-seg + SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg
+ SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-segSGFSPA-seg
SGLNTH-seg SGRFID-seg

SGRFID-seg -> SFLOW-seg-nuc OFLOW-seg-nuc-nucp

Short Name Long Name

nuc

nucp

OFLOW-seg-nuc-nucp

seg

SFLOW-seg-nuc

SGRFID-seg

nuclide index

chain precursor nuclide index

output flow rate

geosphere segment index

segment outlet flow rate

segment response func identifier

Mathematical
Symbol

q
P

F°<s,q,p>
s

F<s,q>

IG'<S>

Units

[-1

t - 1

[mol/a]

t - 1
[mol/a]

t - 1

If Ia, <s> 1 or 2 or 3 the total flow of nuclide q at the outlet, due to
all precursor nuclides p at the inlet is obtained by a summation:

Fsr < s , - p > Eqn. (1)
SEqn. (6.2)

If IG(<S> = A, the flow is passed unchanged from inlet to outlet. The
values for F°s p> are nonzero only for p = q and the summation reduces to

ps
r < s ,

_ po
- r < s , q , q >

Eqn. (2)
Section A.1.3.2
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Diagram 2.4.2.3.4
Page 2 of 2

Sum Contributions from
. Precursors at Outlet
1993 December 08
Version 01A TWH

Unit Checks:

[raol/a] = 2[mol/a] Eqn. (1)

[mol/a] = [mol/a] . Eqn. (2)

Notes:

1. This process is repeated for each nuclide and for each segment.

2. The set of nuclides "nucp" (precursor nuclides in a radioactive decay
chain) is a subset of the set of nuclides "nuc" (all the nuclides).
A nuclide is also counted as a precursor of itself (p = q). It is
assumed the numbers and identities of chain precursor nuclides are
available.

3. In a SYVAC3 implementation of the model, this summation over
precursors is handled as part of the time series package module
CONVOL.
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NFLOW-nodo-nuc geosphere nodal flow rate f^3
[mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide nuc at
geosphere node nodo that is the outlet
node of a segment.

Diagram 2.4.2.4
Page 1 of 2

Sum Segment
Contributions at
Network Node

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

She

NFLOW-nodo-nuc <-

rt Name Long Name

NFLOW-nodo-nuc geosphere nodal flow rate

nodo geosphere outlet node index

nuc nuclide index

seg geosphere segment index

SFLOW-seg-nuc segment outlet flow rate

Mathematical Units
Symbol

f < j , q > [mol/a]

J [-]

q [ - 1
s [ - 1
F < s , q > [mol/a]

When the flow rates of nuclide q from all segments, s, leading to the
network node, J, have been found, they are summed to give the total nuclide
flow rate at the node.

FNr<J,q> Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.2

Unit Checks:

[mol/a] = 2[mol/a] Eqn. (1)
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Diagram 2.4.2.4
Page 2 of 2

Sum Segment
Contributions at
Network Node

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

Notes:

1) There is a flow of nuclide q, FfS(<J>, from each segment, s, that the
network connectivity information indicates leads to this network
node, J.

2) The connectivity information must contain a record of the identities
of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the transport
network.

3) In a SYVAC3 implementation of the model, this summation is handled by
the time series package module SUM.
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GFLOW-bloc-nuc geosphere discharge flow rate
^<b,q> [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide nuc
from the geosphere through discharge
location bloc to the biosphere.

Diagram 2.4.3.1
Page 1 of 1

Select Flows at Final
Discharges

1992 August 10
Version 01A TWM

Contents of Data Stores

FLOWS-AT-NODES = NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

Shert Name Long Name Mathematical Units
Symbol

bloc bio discharge location index b [-]

NFLOW-nodb-nuc geosphere nodal flow rate F*?j q> [mol/a]

nodb geosphere discharge node index J [-]

nuc nuclide index q [ - ]

GFLOW-bloc-nuc geosphere discharge flow rate F̂  q> [mol/a]

From the connectivity information, for each discharge node, J, find the
corresponding discharge location, b, to which to pass the nuclide flows.
Then, for each nuclide, q, directly assign:

G _ T?N
< b , q > - r < J , q > Eqn. (1)

Section 4.1.2

Unit Checks:

[mol/a] = [mol/a] Eqn. (1)

Notes:

1. The connectivity information must include a record of which discharge
location each discharge node is connected to.
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SEDFLO-bloc-nuc geosphere discharge flow rate
into sediment F<b,q> [mol/a] Flow rate
of nuclide nuc from the geosphere out of
the overburden layer and into the sediment
layer at discharge location bloc to the
biosphere.

Diagram 2.4.3.2
Page 1 of 1

Select Flows into
Sediment Layers

1994 October 12
Version 02A TWM

SEDFLO-bloc-nuc <- NFLOW-nod-nuc

Short Name Long Name Mathematical
Symbol

Units

bio discharge location index

geosphere nodal flow rate

geosphere node index

nuclide index

bloc

NFLOW-nod-nuc

nod

nuc

SEDFLO-bloc-nuc nuclide f low rate into sediment

<J,q>

<b,q>

[mo I/a J

[mol/a]

For each discharge location, from the connectivity information, find a
discharge, b, that is identified as an aquatic, terrestrial or wetland
discharge, which are the only discharges that can have a sediment layer
associated with them. Identify the node corresponding to this discharge.
Search the transport network to find the segment with outlet node equal to
this discharge node. The inlet node, J, for this segment is the inlet node
for the sediment layer and the outlet node from the overburden layer at
this discharge. Then, for this inlet node, J, and for each nuclide, q,
directly assign:

f < b , q > = '

Unit Checks:

[mol/a] - [mol/a]

Notes:

<J,q> Eqn. (1)
Section 4.1.7

Eqn. (1)

1. The connectivity information must include a record of the discharge
location, and its type, to which each discharge node is connected, in
addition to the nodes acting as the inlet and outlet for each
segment.
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CQGCNT number of stored consequences No symbol
[-] Count of the total number of sets of
geosphere consequences. One set
constitutes one value for each different
consequence in composite list cqgout for a
particular nuclide at a particular node.

GHITIM-nod-nuc time of peak departure t f ( < J > q >.
[a] Calculated time of departure o'f the
peak in the flow rate of nuclide nuc at
geosphere node nod, defined to be when the
flow rate has value of GFRACM times the
peak height of GMFLOW-nod-nnc. If this
value is not reached by the time of the
end of the simulation, GHITIM-nod-nuc is
the time of the end of the simulation.

GIFERR-nod-nuc integrated flow error eH,<j,q>
[mol] Error calculated in determining
total nuclide flow of nuclide nuc at
geosphere node nod as an integral over
time of the nuclide flow rate.

GIFLOW-nod-nuc total integrated flow M<J(<3>
[mol] Total nuclide flow of nuclide nuc
at geosphere node nod calculated from the
nuclide flow rate as an integral over
time.

GLOTIH-nod-nuc time of peak arrival ti,<j,q>
[a] Calculated time of arrival o'f. the
peak in the flow rate of nuclide nuc at
geosphere node nod, defined to be the time
closest to, but earlier than, the time of
the peak flow rate, GTMAXF-nod-nuc, at
which the flow rate has a value of GFRACM
times the peak height of GMFLOW-nod-nuc.

GMFLOW-nod-nuc peak or maximum flow rate
Fmax,<j,q> [mol/a] Calculated maximum
(or peak height) for the flow rate of
nuclide nuc at geosphere node nod that
occurred within the time limit of the
simulation.

GTMAXF-nod-nuc time of max flow rate tmax
[a] Calculated earliest time of
occurrence of the maximum flow rate
GMFLOW-nod-nuc of nuclide nuc at geosphere
node nod.

LABEL-nod-nuc geo consequence label No symbol
[-] Label identifying the particular node
nod and the particular nuclide nuc to
which a set of consequences applies.

< J , q >

Diagram 2.4.A
Page 1 of 4

Compute Consequences
for Geosphere

1994 October 05
Version 03A TWM
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Diagram 2.4.A
Page 2 of 4

Compute Consequences
for Geosphere

1994 October 05
Version 03A TWM

Expansion of Composite Flows

cqgeo = CQGCNT + LABEL-nod-nuc + GHITIM-nod-nuc + GIFERR-nod-nuc
+ GIFLOW-nod-nuc + GLOTIM-nod-nuc + GMFLOW-nod-nuc + GTMAXF-nod-nuc

sp-con = GFRACM + NODEC-nod + NUCCON-nuc

GFRACM
NODEC-nod
NUCCON-nuc

s rnrpNT <.
GHITIM-nod-nuc
GIFERR-nod-nuc
GIFLOW-nod-nuc
GLOTIM-nod-nuc
GMFLOW-nod-nuc
GTMAXF-nod-nuc
LABEL-nod-nuc

Short Name Long Name

CQGCNT

GHITIM-nod-nuc

GIFERR-nod-nuc

GIFLOW-nod-nuc
GFRACM

GLOTIM-nod-nuc

GMFLOW-nod-nuc

GTMAXF-nod-nuc

LABEL-nod-nuc

NFLOW-nod-nuc

nod

NODEC-nod

nue

NUCCON-nuc

number of stored consequences

time of peak departure

integrated flow error

total integrated flow

fraction of maximum flow rate

time of peak arrival

peak or maximum flow rate
time of max flow rate

geo consequence label

geosphere nodal flow rate

geosphere node index

geosphere consequence node ind

nuclide index

geosphere consequence nuclide ind

Mathematical Units
Symbol

no-symbol [-]
tf.<J,q> l f l l
8 M,<J ,q> lmoll

"<J,q> I"101!
fmax I' I

t i ,<J ,q> [a]

FSax,<J,q> I*01/*]

tmax^J.q) t a '
no-symbol [-]

F < j , q > [mo I/a]
J [-]
I c ,<J> I'!

q I - l
T-qc.<a> ( " 1
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Diagram 2.4.4
Page 3 of 4

Compute Consequences
for Geosphere

1994 October 05
Version 03A TWM

For each node, J, indicated in variable NODEC, and for each simulated
nuclide, q, indicated in variable NUCCON, determine the following:

1) a running total of the number of sets of consequences by
incrementing the count of consequences in variable CQGCNT by
unity

2) a label, returned in variable LABEL-nod-nuc, indicating the
nuclide, q, and the node, J, to which the set of consequences
belongs

3) the maximum flow rate of nuclide q at node J, within the time of
the simulation, tsim,

F«ax = max [F«(t>], t s tsim Eqn. (1)

where the time dependence of FN is explicitly shown

4) the largest time within the simulation time at which FN has its
maximum value of F|Jax; that is the largest time such that

tmax ï tsira Eqn. (2)

5) the nearest times before and after tmax at which F
N has a value

fmax of its maximum value, FJJaX( that is, the nearest times, t£
and tf , such that

F N ( t i > = f,.xFg.x. ti < t raax Eqn. (3)

) . f n a x F« a x , tnax < t£ * t s im Eqn. (4)

However, if tf would be greater than tsim for Eqn. (4) to be
fulfilled, then

tf - tsim Eqn. (5)

6) the total amount of flow of nuclide q that has occurred at node J
in the simulation time tsim, found by integration of the nuclide
flow rate over time

** s im

M = FN(t) dt Eqn. (6)

0
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Diagram 2.4.4
Page 4 of 4

Compute Consequences
for Geosphere

1994 October 05
Version 03A TWH

7) an estimate of the error or accuracy in M resulting from the
evaluation of Eqn. (6), of particular significance when Eqn. (6)
is evaluated numerically,

eM = estimated error in M Eqn. (7)

Unit Checks:

[mol/a] = [mol/aj

[mol/a] = [mol/a]

[mol/a] = [-][mol/a]

[mol/a] = [-][mol/a]

a = a

[mol] = [mol/a][a]

[mol] = [mol]

Eqn. (1)

Eqn. (2)

Eqn. (3)

Eqn. (4)

Eqn. (5)

Eqn. (6)

Eqn. (7)

Notes:

1) There are no explicit equations in the geosphere model synopsis to
refer to. In any implementation, the analyst must indicate which of
these consequences, or additional consequences, to obtain. In the
SYVAC3-CC3 implementation, the set of consequences specified here are
used for analysis of the simulation results.

2) In a SYVAC3 implementation, the quantities FJJ

3)

max' Lmax' , and tf can
be found using time series package module MAXRTS, and the quantities
M and eM can be found using time series package module ATRBTS.

In the SYVAC3-CC3 implementation, consequences for all nuclides in
the simulation are obtained so the variable NUCCON is not used.
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9. DATA DICTIONARY

This data dictionary has complete entries for all the items used in the
data flow diagrams (Chapter 7) and minispecs (Chapter 8). In addition, it
contains entries for key words, expressions, and abbreviations commonly
used in the geosphere model, it also contains entries for some variables
used in the design and code of the geosphere model.

The entries are arranged alphabetically by the data flow short name,
composite data flow name, or code name, which appears by itself on the
first line of the entry. The second line of the entry begins with the long
name (in lower case), followed by the mathematical symbol, the SI units,
and a descriptive definition. The entry continues on additional lines as
necessary. The entry concludes with a notation of whether a value for the
item is sampled (input), fixed (input) or calculated, followed, for
composite data flows and for data stores, by an expansion of the contents
of the item.

AREAD-bloc
discharge area Adis <b> [m2] Area of groundwater discharge at
discharge location bloc. Sampled.

AQUA
Alphabetic indicator that the type of discharge flow from the
geosphere to the biosphere is into an aquatic body such as a
stream or a lake. See definition of LOCTYP-bloc.

B

Symbol b [-) Discharge location index used as subscript in
mathematical notation. Corresponds to short name index bloc.

BIO,bio
biosphere Short form, also sometimes used as a prefix or suffix,
referring to the biosphere model.

BKFRAR
fr of vault area cont backfill rA [-] Fraction of vault area
that contains backfill, used in the calculation of Darcy velocity
in backfill. The same value is used for all vault sectors. The
reference vault design has disposal room drifts of width 8 m
occurring every 30 m, so the value of this parameter is 8/30,
where the presence of other vault features with different
dimensions, such as haulage drifts, are ignored. Sampled.
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BKPERM
backfill permeability kB [m2] Permeability of the backfill
used to fill disposal rooms and other drifts in the vault.
Sampled.

bloc,BLOC
bio discharge location index Symbol b [-] Identifying integer
and ordinal counter for discharge locations to the biosphere from
the geosphere. The lower case notation is used as qualifier and
index with GFLOW, SEDFLO and LOCTYP. The upper case notation is
used when the variable is used by itself.

BOG
Alphabetic indicator that the type of discharge flow from the
geosphete to the biosphere is into a wetland area such as a swamp,
bog, fen etc. See definition of LOCTYP.

calculated
Designation that the value for a parameter is determined from the
values of other parameters during the simulation.

CAPRKV-nuc-sec
capacity factor in rock r R / < q /x> t"l Capacity factor for
nuclide nuc in the rock adjacent to vault sector sec. This
parameter is used only in the vault model. It is provided by the
geosphere model as a link with the vault model. Calculated.

CNRAER-min-nuc
cone random factor r2 [-] Uncertainty factor for nuclide
concentration in sorption equation. A random number
logarithmically distributed in range (0.1,10.0). A narrow
distribution will give a strong central tendency to the
distribution and most values will lie close to the central value.
A broad distribution will allow values to be chosen from more of
the full range of values including near the extremes. The
broadest distribution is loguniform. A loguniform distribution
with range 0.1 to 10.0 is suggested. Sampled.
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connectivity data
The connectivity data defines the transport network and consists
of several data items.

1) The connectivity information must contain a record of the
identities of the inlet and outlet nodes for each segment of the
transport network. Segments share inlet nodes at places where the
network diverges. Segments share outlet nodes at places where the
network converges.

2) The connectivity information must include a record of the
nodes discharging to the biosphere and, for each such discharge
node, a record of the discharge type.

3) The connectivity information must include a record of the
nodes acting as sources connected to the vault and, for each such
source node, a record of which vault sector the node is connected
to.

4) The connectivity information must include a record of the
identities of the upper and lower well reference nodes, which
define the central groundwater flow line passing through the well.
The model assumes that the groundwater initially flows from the
lower to the upper well reference node. In addition, the model
assumes that the lower well reference node is also the central
well capture node, located at the intersection of the central flow
line of the well and the well capture line.

5) The connectivity information must include a record of which
nodes in the well aquifer have a drawdown applied. Not all nodes
in the well aquifer may require drawdown determinations. The
connectivity information must also include a record of which
source nodes located at the vault are to have drawdowns applied
and, for each such source node, the identities of the
corresponding reference node in the well aquifer used for the
calculation of the drawdowns. Not all source nodes at the vault
may require drawdown determinations.

consequences
Data flows characterizing the time-dependent part of the
simulation of the system, generally derived from time series.
Each consequence is a single numeric value, although a set of
consequences may be represented by subscripted variables with one
or more indices.
= cqbio + cqgeo + cqvlt

cpcl
index for chemical property class. [-] Index and ordinal counter
for chemical property classes.

cq
Prefix used with composite list names to indicate calculated
consequences characterizing the time-dependent part of a
simulation.
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cqbio
All consequences generated in the biosphere model.

CQGCNT
number of stored consequences No symbol [-] Count of the total
number of sets of geosphere consequences. One set constitutes one
value for each different consequence in composite list cqgout for
a particular nuclide at a particular node. Calculated.

cqgeo
List of scalar consequences determined from time-dependent
quantities in the geosphere model.
= CQGCNT + LABEL-nod-nuc + GHITIM-nod-nuc + GIFERR-nod-nuc
+ GIFLOW-nod-nuc + GLOTIM-nod-nuc + GMFLOW-nod-nuc
+ GTMAXF-nod-nuc.

cqvlt
All consequences generated in the vault model.

DARBV-sec
darcy velocity in buffer qF <k> [m/a] Darcy velocity in buffer
calculated in geosphere modei for use in vault model. Since
buffer is composed of a high percentage of swelling clay and the
hydraulic gradients in the region of the vault are low, these
Darcy velocities are set to zero. Calculated.

DARKV-sec
darcy velocity in backfill qB|<k> [m/a] Darcy velocity in
backfill calculated in geosphere model for use in vault model, so
that the Darcy velocity is consistent with the corresponding Darcy
velocity in the adjacent geosphere segment. Calculated.

DARRKV-sec
darcy velocity in rock qR <k> [m/a] Darcy velocity in the rock
adjacent to vault sector sec. This parameter is used only in the
vault model. It is provided by the geosphere model as a link with
the vault model. Calculated.

DARVAQ
initial aquifer darcy velocity qf [m/a] Initial Darcy velocity
in well aquifer in absence of well.

DECAY-nuc
radionuclide decay constant X<q> [I/a] Radioactive decay
constant for nuclide nuc. In some cases, the half-life of a
nuclide may be input as a sampled parameter and the decay constant
calculated from ln(2)/half-life. Sampled.

DENREF
ref density of water at 6 Cel p0 [kg/m3] Density of water at 6°
Cel, value taken to be l.OOOE+03 kg/m3. Fixed.
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dependent-parameters
Data flows calculated from sampled parameters. Each dependent
parameter is a single numeric value, although a set of dependent
parameters may be represented by subscripted variables with one or
more indices. Dependent parameters include all data flows that
communicate between process bubbles and are outputs from mini-
specs, including the elements of data flows dplgv, dplbg, and
dplgb shown on Diagram 0. These data flows are not always shown
as external data flows on diagrams that ara expansions of
Diagram 0. Some dependent parameters may be omitted as external
data flows because of design constraints at the discretion of the
assessment analyst.
= dpbio + dpgeo + dpvlt

DH-seg-nuc
fracture hydrodynamic dispersion coeff . q > [m2/a]
Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient for nuclide nuc in segment seg
calculated for flowing groundwater in fractures from which matrix
diffusion is being applied. Calculated.

DIFFN-nuc
free water diffusion const 1
coefficient for nuclide nuc.
property. Sampled.

<q>
DIFFN

Free water diffusion
is a enemical element

D1SCCO
well bypass discharge eqn CO C0 [-] Coefficient C0 in empirical
equation giving factor, WBDISF, for reduction of groundwater
discharge at the well bypass discharge due to the influence of the
well. Sampled.

DISCC1
nwell bypass discharge eqn Cl Cj [a/m3 ] Coefficient

empirical equation giving factor, WBDISF, for reduction of
groundwater discharge at the well bypass discharge due to the
influence of the well. Sampled.

DISCC2
,2[a

2/m6] Coefficient C, inwell bypass discharge eqn C2 C2
empirical equation giving factor, WBDISF, for reduction of
groundwater discharge at the well bypass discharge due to the
influence of the well. Sampled.

discharge
Location at the interface between the geosphere and the biosphere
where groundwater and contaminants leave the geosphere and enter
the biosphere. Discharges are represented by nodes and can be of
several types. See definitions of TYPNOD and LOCTYP.
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DISPCN-seg-nuc
effective dispersion coefficient D<s > [m2/a] Calculated
effective dispersion coefficient for segment seg and nuclide nuc.
DISPCN-seg-nuc may include the approximate additional dispersion
effects of matrix diffusion if being applied, or otherwise is
identical to DISPHY-seg-nuc. For nuclides in decay chains, the
value for the first member of the decay chain is the value used in
the convection-dispersion-retardation-decay equation for transport
of all chain members across the segment. Calculated.

DISPHY-seg-nuc
hydrodynamic dispersion coeff Dh(<Sjq> [m2/a] Hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficient for segment seg and nuclide nuc, including
both the mechanical dispersion and the effective diffusion terms.
May be further modified before use in the transport equations as
DISPCN-seg-nuc. Calculated.

DISPRV-nuc-sec
bulk dispersion coeff in rock DR(<(3(k> [m2/a] Bulk dispersion
coefficient for nuclide nuc in thé rock adjacent to vault sector
sec. This parameter is used only in the vault model. It is
provided by the geosphere model as a link with the vault model.
Calculated.

DISTAQ

DISTD1

DISTD2

DISTRN

aquifer node to aquifer end distance La,£a [m] Distance of a
node in the well aquifer from the extrapolated end of the aquifer
at the ground surface. Used to calculate drawdown at the node in
the aquifer. Calculated.

distance to 1st drawdown node Ldl [m] Distance from well
location in aquifer to a nearby node, which called the first
drawdown node and which is moved with the well location, used to
define the shape of the drawdown cone near the well. Sampled.

distance to 2nd drawdown node Ld2 [m] Distance from well
location in aquifer to a nearby node, which called the second
drawdown node and which is moved with the well location, used to
define the shape of the drawdown cone near the well. Sampled.

vault node to ref node dist xv [m] Directed distance between
position of a vault node at which drawdowns are to be applied and
its corresponding reference node in the well aquifer. Distance is
positive to one side of the aquifer and negative to the other
side. Calculated.
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DISTST

distul

DISTUL

DISTWL

DISTWR

stagnation point to aquifer end distance Ls,£s [m] Distance
along central flow line of well to groundwater flow stagnation
point. Has value zero when well demand is sufficiently large for
a given well depth to have two stagnation points at ground surface
and value less than DISTWL otherwise when a single stagnation
point exists on the central flow line. Calculated.

List of calculated distance parameters related to the central flow
line of the well used in the well model calculations.
= DISTUL + XUL + YUL + ZUL

well reference node separation Lul [m] Distance between well
upper and lower reference nodes.

well to aquifer end distance Lw [m] Distance of well node in
aquifer, NODWA, from extrapolated end of aquifer at ground
surface. Calculated.

lower node to aquifer end distance Lwr [m] Distance of well
lower reference node, NODWL, from extrapolated end of aquifer at
ground surface. This distance is also assumed to be the distance
to the capture line in the well aquifer on which the well capture
nodes are located. Calculated.

DM-seg-nuc
matrix diffusion dispersion enhancement Dm(<S(q> [m2/a] In the
quasi-equilibrium regime of matrix diffusion, the hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficient for nuclide nuc in segment seg is enhanced
by an amount DM-seg-nuc to give the effective dispersion
coefficient. Calculated.

dp

dpbio

dpgeo

dplbg

Prefix used with composite list names to indicate dependent or
calculated parameters.

All dependent parameters defined in the biosphere model.

All dependent parameters defined in the geosphere model. Not
shown or expanded below Diagram 0.

List of calculated parameters passed from the biosphere model to
the geosphere model in linkages between the two models.
= QWDEM
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dplgb

dplgv

dplngb

dplngv

dplsgb

dplsgv

dplsrt

dplvgv

dplwgb

List of calculated parameters passed from the geosphere model to
the biosphere model in linkages between the two models.
= dplngb + dplsgb + dplwgb

List of calculated parameters passed from the geosphere model to
the vault model in linkages between the two models.
= dplngv + dplvgv + dplsgv

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to
biosphere model describing geosphere network.
= NBLOC + LOCTYP-bloc

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to vault
model describing geosphere network.
= NUMSEC

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to
biosphere model describing properties near the discharge points to
the biosphere.
= dplsrt + dpsdkd + dpsurf

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to vault
model describing, for each nuclide nuc and for each vault sector
sec, properties of the adjacent geosphere zone.
= CAPRKV-nuc-sec + DARRKV-sec + DISPRV-sec + LENRKV-sec

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to
biosphere model giving sorption properties for each nuclide nuc in
the last geosphere zone preceding each discharge bloc to the
biosphere.
= LASRET-bloc-nuc

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to vault
model describing, for each vault sector sec the groundwater
velocities in different vault zones.
= DARBV-sec + DARKV-sec

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to
biosphere model describing properties associated with the well.
= OVWDPT + QWCAP + QWSUR
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dpsdkd

dpsurf

DPTHWL

dpvlt

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to
biosphere model describing for each nuclide nuc properties of the
sediment zones adjacent to each discharge bloc to the biosphere.
= SEDKD-bloc-nuc

List of linkage parameters passed from geosphere model to
biosphere model describing properties of the discharge points to
the biosphere.
= MAREAD-bloc + MVDISC-bloc + SEDPR-bloc

depth of well dw [m] The depth below the water table of the
well, measured to top of fracture zone used as well aquifer. The
well is used as a water source for the critical group, a rural
household. Sampled.

All dependent parameters defined in the vault model.

DRAWDN-nod
hydraulic head drawdown Ahld , < J > [m] The drawdown in the
reference hydraulic head at node nod caused by the operation of
the well. Calculated.

DRAWRV-nod
head drawdown at ref node Ah, [m] The drawdown in the
reference hydraulic head at node nod, located in the well aquifer,
that is a reference node for determining drawdowns at nodes in the
vault caused by the operation of the well. Calculated.

drdn-nodes
List of node numbers of the drawdown nodes used in the well model
to define the hydraulic head drawdown cone near the well. These
nodes are used only if groundwater velocities are calculated from
hydraulic heads. They are not used if GtfVFID = 1 . In the CC3
model there are two drawdown nodes located DISTD1 and DISTD2 from
the well, respectively.
= NODD1 + NODD2

DRSLRV-nod
head drawdown slope at ref node 9Ahr(<J>/3£ [-] The slope in
the drawdown in the reference hydraulic head at node nod, located
in the well aquifer, that is a reference node for determining
drawdowns at nodes in the vault caused by the operation of the
well. Calculated.

DSTNCE-seg
linear transport distance
segment seg. Calculated.

U0 , < s > [m] Geometric length of
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EF-seg

ELOXDV

EM-seg

EVHE

EVHEDM

EVHEF1

porosity due to fractures/channels 8f <s> [-] Total porosity of
transport segment seg due to fractures' or channels that carry the
moving groundwater, excluding void spaces filled with stagnant
groundwater. This parameter is used only when matrix diffusion
effects are applied and the groundwater is conceptually divided
into flowing groundwater in fractures or channels and stagnant
groundwater in the surrounding matrix with porosity EM-seg. These
two porosities sum to give the total porosity of the segment
SGPROS-seg. Sampled.

elevation of redox divide zox [m] Elevation of divide between
reducing conditions (below divide) and oxidizing conditions (above
divide). Elevation is given in same coordinate system as node
coordinates, NDPOSZ, and is commonly elevation with respect to
mean sea level. Sampled.

porosity of rock matrix 8m . <s> [-] Total porosity in a
transport segment of the rock matrix surrounding fractures or
channels that carry the moving groundwater. This parameter is
used only when matrix diffusion effects are applied and the
groundwater is conceptually divided into flowing groundwater in
fractures or channels and stagnant groundwater in the surrounding
matrix. Sampled.

Acronym for Empirical Vault Head Equations, a set of three
equations used to modify the hydraulic heads at nodes in the vault
due to the influence of the well drawing water from a nearby
fracture zone. The equations are empirically based on results
from MOTIF and involve four empirical parameters EVHEF1, EVHEF2,
EVHEF3, EVHEF4.

distance divide for EVHE xe [m] Directed distance to divide
separating application of second and third equations of the EVHE
used to calculate drawdowns in the vault due to the well
operation. The second equation applies to a region of the vault
lying near the reference node in the well aquifer. The third
equation applies to a region of the vault lying further from the
reference node than distance EVHEDM. Calculated.

factor in 1st EVHE et [-] Scaling factor in the first EVHE used
to calculate drawdowns in the vault due to the well operation.
The first equation applies to a small region of the vault lying
above fracture zone LD1. Value must be greater than unity.
Sampled.
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factor in 2nd EVHE e2 [-] Scaling factor in the second EVHE
used to calculate drawdowns in the vault due to the well
operation. The second equation applies to a region of the vault
lying below and close to fracture zone LD1. Value must be less
than unity. Sampled.

factor in 3rd EVHE e3 [-] Scaling factor in the third EVHE used
to calculate drawdowns in the vault due to the well operation.
The third equation applies to a region of the vault lying below
and far from fracture zone LD1. Sampled.

EVHE distance scaling fctr e4 [-] Distance scaling factor in
the third EVHE used to calculate drawdowns in tha vault due to the
well operation. The third equation applies to a region of the
vault lying below and far from fracture zone LD1. The distance
scaling factor is used to define where a switch-over is made
between use of the second and third equations. Sampled.

fixed
A description of a type of input denoting that the parameter does
not need sampling from a distribution in each run. The parameter
has a single unique value applicable to all runs.

flow-fract
List of fractions of both groundwater and contaminant flows
bypassing the well and proceeding to discharges at the ground
surface from regions outside of the well aquifer.
= WB1 + WB2

FLOWS-AT-NODES
Data store for nuclide flow rates at nodes of the geosphere
transport network. The optional notation enclosed in brackets in
the expansion denotes subsets of the flows NFLOW-nod-nuc.
= NFLOW-nod-nuc + (NFLOW-nodb-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodo-nuc)
+ (NFLOW-nods-nuc) + (NFLOW-nodi-nucp)

Symbol G Superscript used in mathematical notation to indicate a
geosphere output nuclide flow rate or a geosphere response
function.

GEO,geo
geosphere Short form, also sometimes used as a prefix or suffix,
referring to the geosphere model.
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GFLOW-bloc-nuc
geosphere discharge flow rate F°b > [mol/a] Flow rate of
nuclide nuc from the geosphere through discharge location bloc to
the biosphere. Calculated.

GFRACM
fraction of maximum flow rate fmax [-] Fraction of a maximum
nuclide flow rate, used in the calculation of geosphere
consequences to define the time of arrival and departure of a peak
in nuclide flow rate. Fixed.

GHITIM-nod-nuc
time of peak departure t£ < J f q > tal Calculated time of
departure of the peak in the flow rate of nuclide nuc at geosphere
node nod, defined to be when the flow rate has value of GFRACM
times the peak height of GMFLOW-nod-nuc. If this value is not
reached by the time of the end of the simulation, GHITIM-nod-nuc
is the time of the end of the simulation. Calculated.

GIFERR-nod-nuc
integrated flow error eMi<j(q> [mol] Error calculated in
determining total nuclide'flow of nuclide nuc at geosphere node
nod as an integral over time of the nuclide flow rate.
Calculated.

GIFLOW-nod-nuc
total integrated flow M<a > [mol] Total nuclide flow of
nuclide nuc at geosphere node nod calculated from the nuclide flow
rate as an integral over time. Calculated.

GLOTIM-nod-nuc
time of peak arrival ti <J(q> [a] Calculated time of arrival of
the peak in the flow raté o'f. nuclide nuc at geosphere node nod,
defined to be the time closest to, but earlier than, the time of
the peak flow rate, GTMAXF-nod-nuc, at which the flow rate has a
value of GFRACM times the peak height of GMFLOW-nod-nuc.
Calculated.

GMFLOW-nod-nuc
peak or maximum flow rate Fmax,<j,q> [mol/a] Calculated
maximum (or peak height) for the'flow rate of nuclide nuc at
geosphere node nod that occurred within the time limit of the
simulation. Calculated.

GRAVAC
acceleration due to gravity g [m/s2] Acceleration due to
gravity, value taken to be 9.807 m/s2• Sampled.

GTMAXF-nod-nuc
time of max flow rate t m a X ( < J q> [a] Calculated earliest time
of occurrence of the maximum flow rate GMFLOW-nod-nuc of nuclide
nuc at geosphere node nod. Calculated.
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well depth in calculation d^ [m] Well depth used in
calculations with well model equations. This depth must be
greater than or equal to the minimum well depth MWDPTH.

GWVEL-seg

GWVFID

groundwater transport velocity V<s> [m/a] Groundwater velocity
across segment after consideration of possible fracturing or
channelling within the segment. If there is no fracturing or
channelling considered, GWVEL-seg is identical to SGGWVH-seg. If
there is fracturing or channelling, GWVEL-seg is the groundwater
velocity in the fractures or channels and is consistent with the
same specific discharge as indicated by the original velocity
SGGWVH-seg and porosity SGPROS-seg. GWVEL-seg is the groundwater
velocity used in the transport equations. Calculated.

gw velocity function indicator !„ [-] Integer indicator of the
method used to obtain groundwater velocities. If the value is 1,
the velocities are input. If the value is 2, the velocities are
calculated from input values of reference hydraulic heads, NDHEAD,
and hydraulic conductivities, SGHYCO. If the value is 3, the
velocities and the hydraulic conductivities are both calculated
from input values of reference hydraulic heads, NDHEAD,
temperatures, NDTEMP, permeabilities, SGPERM, and the properties
of water in sp-water. Fixed.

HYCOAQ
aquifer hydraulic conductivity Kf [m/a] Reference hydraulic
conductivity of aquifer for the well.

Symbol I [-] Node index used as subscript in mathematical
notation. Corresponds to short name nod.

Symbol I [-] Superscript used in mathematical notation to
indicate an input nuclide flow rate.

IFLOW-seg-nucp
precursor input flow rate F<S(P> [mol/a] Input flow rate of
chain precursor nuclide nucp into the current geosphere transport
segment seg. Calculated.

Symbol J [-] Node index used as subscript in mathematical
notation. Corresponds to short name nod.
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K

Symbol k [-] Vault sector index used as subscript in
mathematical notation. Corresponds to short name index sec.

KDRAER-min-nuc
kd random factor rx [-] Uncertainty factor for sorption
coefficient kd calculated in quadratic sorption equation. A
random number logarithmically distributed in range (0.1,10.0). A
narrow distribution will give a strong central tendency to the
distribution and most values will lie close to the central value.
A broad distribution will allow values to be chosen from more of
the full range of values including near the extremes. A lognormal
distribution (truncated at 0.1 and 10.0) with GM = 1.0 and GSD ~
0.4 is suggested. Sampled.

LABEL-nod-nuc
geo consequence label No symbol [-] Label identifying the
particular node nod and the particular nuclide nuc to which a set
of consequences applies. Calculated.

LASRET-bloc-nuc
last geo seg ret fact RLAST, ï"l Retardation factor for nuclide
nuc in last geosphere segment leading to biosphere discharge bloc.
Calculated.

LASSEG
last segment index [-] Index for last segment leading to a
biosphere discharge. Calculated.

LDT-seg-nuc
distance of hydrodynamic regime L<jt,<s,q> lml Distance along
segment seg that the hydrodynamic regime of matrix diffusion for
nuclide nuc is dominant. The thick-rock regime is dominant at
longer distances. Calculated.

LENRKV-sec
distance to zero BC in rock L R / <k> fm] Distance from vault
sector sec to nearest location with zero concentration boundary
condition, taken to be the length of the geosphere transport
segment across the rock adjacent to vault sector sec. This
parameter is used only in the vault model. It is provided by the
geosphere model as a link with the vault model. Calculated.
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LOCTYP-bloc
discharge location type [-] Alphabetic indicator of the type of
the discharge flow from the geosphere to the biosphere at
discharge location bloc. Can have values 'AQUA' for discharge to
an aquatic body such as a stream or a lake, 'WELL' for discharge
through a well, 'TERR' for discharge to the unsaturated zone of
terrestrial area, or 'BOG ' for discharge to a wetland area such
as a swamp, bog, fen, etc. Determined from values in TYPNOD.
Calculated.

LOCWBP
well bypass location index bp [-] Index number of discharge
location to the biosphere to which nuclides discharge if they are
not captured in the well aquifer by the well. This is one of the
locations indexed by bloc.

LTQ-seg-nuc
distance of thick-rock regime L t q ( < s > q > [m] Distance along
segment seg that the thick-rock regime approximations of matrix
diffusion for nuclide nuc are good. A long transition to the
quasi-equilibrium regime then takes place and the quasi-
equilibrium regime approximations are good at distances greater
than 10LTQ. Calculated.

M

MAREAD-bloc
final modified discharge area A^is <b> [m2] Discharge area at
discharge bloc after modification for influences of the well and
for channelling/matrix diffusion. Calculated.

min
mineral index m [-] Index and ordinal counter for minerals that
may be encountered in the geosphere transport pathways.

MNHEAD-nod
modified hydraulic head h<a> [m] Heads are modified for
drawdown due to well, from original sampled hydraulic heads,
NDHEAD. The modified heads are used to calculate groundwater
velocities when GWVFID = 2 or 3. Calculated.

MNPOSX-nod
modified node x-coordinate x<;r> [m] Coordinates of some nodes
are calculated due to repositioning of the nodes associated with
the well and with the sediment and overburden layers. Most nodes
retain the originally sampled coordinates in NDPOSX-nod.
Calculated.

MNPOSY-nod
modified node y-coordinate y<J> [m] Coordinates of some nodes
are calculated due to repositioning of the nodes associated with
the well and with the sediment and overburden layers. Most nodes
retain the originally sampled coordinates in NDPOSY-nod.
Calculated.
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MNPOSZ-nod
modified node z-coordinate z<a> [m] Coordinates of some nodes
are calculated due to repositioning of the nodes associated with
the well and with the sediment and overburden layers. Most nodes
retain the originally sampled coordinates in NDPOSZ-nod.
Calculated.

MNTEMP-nod
modified temperature T<J> [Cel] Temperatures at some nodes are
modified due to repositioning of the nodes associated with the
well and with the sediment and overburden layers. The modified
temperatures are assigned, assuming a uniform gradient between
adjacent nodes, by linear interpolation. Host nodes retain the
originally sampled temperatures in NDTEMP-nod. Calculated.

MSMNRL-min-seg
renormalized frac mineral content Fractional< m , s > I 1
content of mineral min in segment seg after renormalization of the
sampled values in SGMNRL-min-seg to ensure the total mineral
content of segment seg adds up to unity. Calculated.

MVDISC-bloc
modified annual discharge volume Qais,<b> [">3/a] Annually
discharging volume of groundwater at discharge bloc modified for
influences of the well. Calculated.

MWDPTH

N

N

minimum geosphere well depth [m] Minimum well depth for which
detailed well calculations are done in the geosphere model. All
wells of shallower depth than MWDPTH are assumed to be bounded by
a well of this depth, intersecting the well aquifer; that is, well
calculations are done with well depth set equal to this minimum
well depth. Sampled.

Symbol N [-] Superscript used in mathematical notation to
indicate a nodal nuclide flow rate.

NBLOC
number of discharge locations [-] The number of discharge
locations from the geosphere to the biosphere. The type of each
discharge location (aquatic, well, terrestrial, wetland) is
indicated by LOCTYP-bloc. NBLOC is calculated in the geosphere
model. It is not used in geosphere calculations but is passed to
the biosphere model.
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NDHEAD-nod
node ref hydraulic head h<a> [m] Reference hydraulic head for
node obtained from groundwater flow modelling code such as MOTIF
and used to calculate groundwater velocity. Heads are modified
for drawdown due to well, forming new variable MNHEAD, before
velocities are calculated. The modified heads are used to
calculate groundwater velocities when GWVFID = 2 or 3. Sampled.

NDPOSX-nod
node x-coordinate x<J> [ml Cartesian x-coordinate defining the
position of node of the geosphere transport network. Sampled;
calculated for nodes associated with well and overburden and
sediment.

NDPOSY-nod
node y-coordinate y(J> [m] Cartesian y-coordinate defining the
position of node of the geosphere transport network. Sampled;
calculated for nodes associated with well and overburden and
sediment.

NDPOSZ-nod
node z-coordinate z<a> [m] Cartesian z-coordinate defining the
position (elevation) of node nod of the geosphere transport
network. Elevation is given with respect to some reference
elevation which is commonly elevation with respect to mean sea
level. Sampled; calculated for nodes associated with well and
overburden and sediment.

NDTEMP-nod
node temperature T<J> [Cel] Temperature at node nod of the
geosphere transport network. May be used to calculate water
velocity when GWVFID is 3. Sampled.

NFLOW-nod-nuc
geosphere nodal flow rate F<j,q> [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide
nuc at geosphere node nod stored in data store FLOWS-AT-NODES.
Calculated.

NFLOW-nodb-nuc
geosphere nodal flow rate F^j,q> [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide
nuc at geosphere node nodb that is an outlet node discharging into
the biosphere. Stored in data store FLOWS-AT-NODES. Calculated.

NFLOW-nodi-nucp
geosphere nodal flow rate F"., > [mol/a] Flow rate of chain
precursor nuclide nucp at geosphere node nodi that is an inlet
node to a segment. Used for calculation of NFLOW-nodo-nuc, the
flow rate of nuclide nuc at the outlet node nodo of the segment.
Obtained from data store FLOWS-AT-NODES. Calculated.

NFLOW-nodo-nuc
geosphere nodal flow rate F<j,q> [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide
nuc at geosphere node nodo that is the outlet node of a segment.
Stored in data store FLOWS-AT-NODES. Calculated.
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NFLOW-nods-nuc
geosphere nodal flow rate F< J / q > [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide
nuc at geosphere inlet node nods that is a source node located at
the vault. Stored in data store FLOWS-AT-NODES. Calculated.

nod
geosphere node index I,J [-] Identifying index and ordinal
counter for nodes of the geosphere transport network. Used as
index with NFLOW and other parameters dependent on node.

NODAQ
geosphere aquifer node index I,J [-] Identifying index for a
node of the geosphere transport network from list NODEA that is
located in the well aquifer and at which drawdowns are applied
from the analytical well model.

nodb
geosphere discharge node index I,J [-] Identifying index and
ordinal counter for nodes of the geosphere transport network that
discharge into the biosphere. Index nodb is a subset of the index
nod and used as index with NFLOW and other parameters dependent on
node.

NODD1
first drawdown node index dl [-] Index of first (closest to
well) drawdown node. If GWVFID = 1 this node is not present in
the network. This node is located at distance DISTD1 from the
well aquifer node, NODWA, along the central flow line of the well.

NODD2
second drawdown node index d2 [-] Index of second drawdown
node. If GWVFID = 1 this node is not present in the network.
This node is located at distance DISTD2 from the well aquifer
node, NODWA, along the central flow line of the well.

NODDS
discharge node index ds [-] Index of node indicating a
discharge location where groundwater and contaminants leave the
geosphere and enter the biosphere.

node
Point in geosph -re network defined by a set of coordinates and
used as the inlet and outlet points of segments. Nodes are often
located on material property boundaries.

node-coord
List of cartesian coordinates of nodes of the geosphere transport
network taking into account network modifications for
repositioning the well and adjusting the thicknesses of overburden
and sediment layers.
= MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod
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NODE-DATA
Data store for data associated with nodes of the geosphere
transport network, taking into account network modifications for
repositioning the well and adjusting the thicknesses of overburden
and sediment layers.
= MNHEAD-nod + MNTEMP-nod + MNPOSX-nod + MNPOSY-nod + MNPOSZ-nod

NODEA-nod
geosphere well aquifer node ind I a i < J > [-] Indicator whether
geosphere node nod is a node in the aquifer supplying the well
that has hydraulic head affected by the well drawdown. Not all
nodes in the aquifer may require drawdowns to be applied. Fixed.

NODEB-nod
geosphere discharge node ind Ib,<a> [-] Indicator whether
geosphere node nod is a dischargé point to the biosphere. Fixed.

NODEC-nod
geosphere consequence node ind Ic,<j> [-] Indicator whether
geosphere node nod is a node at which geosphere consequences are
to be calculated for the nuclides indicated in NUCCON-nuc. Fixed.

NODEO-nod
geosphere outlet node order ind I0f<a> [-1 Indicator of the
order in which node nod is to be used in the transport
calculation. The calculation order is given for all the nodes
forming the outlets of segments of the geosphere network (which
excludes all source nodes indicated by NODES-nod). Fixed.

NODES-nod
geosphere source node ind Is <a> [-] Indicator whether
geosphere node nod is a node at the vault interface acting as a
source for nuclides into the geosphere transport network. Fixed.

nodi
geosphere inlet node index I,J [-] Identifying index for the
node of the geosphere transport network that is at the inlet point
of the current segment. Index nodi is a subset of the index ncd
and is used as index with NFLOV.

nodo
geosphere outlet node index I,J [-] Identifying index for the
node of the geosphere transport network that is at the outlet
point of the current segment. Index nodo is a subset of the index
nod and is used as index with NFLOW.

NODOV
overburden node index ov [-] Index of ovsrburden node that is
the inlet node to the overburden layer located at a discharge that
is designated either aquatic, terrestrial or wetland. This node
is positioned directly below the corresponding sediment node,
NODSS, and the discharge node at the ground surface, NODDS. The
distance between NODOV and NODSS is the overburden thickness given
by THIKOV-bloc.
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NODRK
last rock node index rk [-] Index of node that is the inlet
node to the last bedrock segment leading to a discharge that is
designated either aquatic, terrestrial or wetland. Properties at
this node are used for determining properties at the corresponding
overburden and sediment nodes, NODOV and NODSS.

nods
geosphere source node index I,J [-] Identifying index for the
nodes of the geosphere transport network that are source nodes
adjacent to the vault. Index nods is a subset of the index nod
and is used as index with NFLOW.

NODSS
sediment node index ss [-] Index of sediment node that is the
inlet node to the sediment layer located at a discharge that is
designated either aquatic, terrestrial or wetland. This node is
positioned directly below the corresponding discharge node at the
ground surface, NODDS. The distance between NODSS and NODDS is
the sediment thickness given by THIKSS-bloc.

NODTW
index of node leading to well tw [-] Index of well collection
node leading nuclides to the well. If GWVFID = 1 this node is the
well node in the aquifer, NODWA. If GWVFID = 2 or 3, this node is
the second drawdown node, NODD2.

NODWA
well aquifer node index wa [-] Index of well node in the well
aquifer. This node is directly below the well node at the ground
surface NODWD and the distance between these two nodes is the well
depth DPTHWL.

NODWC
well capture node index we [-] Index of node in the well
aquifer to which network converges, leading to the well, and from
which contaminants are captured by the well. Contaminants not
captured by the well follow other segments from NODWC to discharge
at the ground surface through another part of the transport
network. There may be more than one well capture node.

NODWD
well discharge node index wd [-] Index of well node at the
ground surface. This node is directly above the well node in the
aquifer NODWA and the distance between these two nodes is the well
depth DPTHWL.
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well lower reference node index wl [-] Index of node in the
well aquifer used as the lower reference node. This node,
together with NODWU, defines the central flow line of the well.
The well reference nodes may or may not be connected to the
transport network. This node is also assumed to define the
position of the capture line in the well aquifer on which the well
capture nodes are located. Fixed.

well upper reference node index wu [-] Index of node in the
well aquifer used as the upper reference node. This node,
together with NODWL, defines the central flow line of the well.
The well reference nodes may or may not be connected to the
transport network. Fixed.

nuc
nuclide index q [-] Identifying integer and ordinal counter for
nuclides in decay chain sequence used as index with NFLOW, GFLOW
and other nuclide-dependent data flows.

NUCCON-nuc
geosphere consequence nuclide ind IqC|<q> [-] Indicator whether
the nuclide nuc is a nuclide for which geosphere consequences are
to be calculated, at the nodes indicated in NODEC-nod, from the
nuclide nodal flow rates NFLOW-nod-nuc stored in data store FLOWS-
AT-NODES. Fixed.

nucp

NUMSEC

chain precursor nuclide index p [-] Identifying integer for
precursor nuclide of nuclide nuc in its decay chain used as index
with NFLOW. The nuclide nuc is also counted as a precursor of
itself and is included in the set nucp for nuclide nuc. The index
nucp is a subset of the index nuc.

number of vault sectors [-] The number of unique vault sectors
passing nuclides from the vault to the geosphere transport
network. NUMSEC is calculated in the geosphere model from network
connectivity data. It is not used in geosphere calculations but
is passed to the vault model. Calculated.

0
Symbol 0 [-] Superscript used in mathematical notation to
indicate an output nuclide flow rate.

OFLOW-seg-nuc-nucp
output flow rate F°Si<3(p> [mol/a] Output flow rate of nuclide
nuc due to input of chain precursor nuclide nucp into the current
geosphere transport segment seg. Calculated.
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overburden veil maximum depth dKjOV [mj Maximum depth of well
that lies in the overburden and hence draws only meteoric water
and not deep groundwater from the plume. Calculated.

overburden/sediment network info List of node and segment indices
identifying the nodes and segments associated with the sediment
and overburden layers at a particular biosphere discharge location
identified as an aquatic, terrestrial or wetland discharge.
= BLOC + NODDS + NODOV + NODRK + NODSS + SEGOV + SEGRK + SEGSS

overburden well maximum depth dW|OV [m] Maximum depth of well
that lies in the overburden and hence draws only meteoric water
and not deep groundwater from the plume. Calculated.

redox state index ox [-] Index and designator for redox state
of groundwater. It has only two values; the groundwater is
considered to be either oxidizing or reducing.

Symbol p [-] Chain precursor nuclide index used as subscript in
mathematical notation. Corresponds to short name index nucp.

path.pathway
A series of connected geosphere transport segments that
collectively lead from a source node (at the vault) to a discharge
node (into the biosphere). The term "path" may also refer to a
portion of the complete path from source to discharge.

ppcl

PE-seg-nuc
peclet number for segment Pe,<s,q> f~l Peclet number for the
transport of nuclide nuc in segment seg. The Peclet number is the
product of the groundwater velocity in the segment and the
transport pathlength of the segment divided by the hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficient. If the Peclet number is less than unity,
then diffusion, not convection, is the dominant transport
mechanism across the segment.

Index for physical property class,
for physical property classes.

[-] Index and ordinal counter

Symbol q [-] Nuclide index used as subscript in mathematical
notation. Corresponds to short name index nuc.
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QAWME
well demand used in equations Qâem [ro3/a] Annual volume of
water demanded of and supplied by well from the well aquifer, as
used in the analytical well model equations. This quantity is
obtained from QWDEM after scaling by both QSCALE and VSCALE, but
is zero for overburden wells. Calculated.

QSCALE

QWCAP

QWCRT

QWDEM

QWSUR

well demand scaling fctr Sw [-] Scaling factor applied to well
demand QWDEM to give modified demand QAWME for use in well model
equations. This modification is used to adjust demand to account
for inaccuracies in simple well model equations to describe full
3D simulations of detailed well models. Sampled.

volumetric well capacity Qcap [m3/a] The maximum annual
capacity of the well to supply water. Calculated, as a function
of the well location in the well aquifer, in the geosphere model
and passed to the biosphere model. Calculated.

critical well demand Qcrt [m3/a] Well demand at which the
stagnation point reaches the constant head boundary at the
surface. At larger well demands the stagnation point separates
into two stagnation points and capture of infiltrated water from
the surface begins. Calculated.

volumetric demand on well Qdem [m3/a] Annual volume of water
demanded of and supplied by well, including both surface water
captured and deep groundwater captured. Passed to geosphere model
from biosphere model. Calculated.

surface water flow into well Qsur [m3/a] Annual volume of
surface water captured by the well from the constant head boundary
which mixes with and dilutes deep groundwater captured by well.
This surface water may itself be contaminated but to a different
extent than the deep groundwater. Passed to the biosphere model
from geosphere model. Calculated.

RADWEL
well casing radius rw [m] Radius of well casing, used to
determine the maximum drawdown at the well location due to the
well demand, QWDEM. Sampled.

RAREAD-bloc
reduced discharge area Ajis/<b> [m2 ] Discharge area at
discharge bloc after modification for influences of the well.
Calculated.
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RESFUN-seg-nuc-nucp
response function Rts>q(p> [I/a] The response function is the
solution to the convection-dispersion transport equation across
geosphére transport segment seg with constant properties, giving
the flow rate for nuclide nuc at the segment outlet due to a
delta-function source of chain precursor nuclide nucp at the .
segment inlet. Calculated.

response function
Units vary. The solution of a linear differential equation (LDE)
under specified initial and boundary conditions describing the
effect of a unit impulse input on a system. Equally, the response
function may be the solution of a set of LDE's.
Depending upon the formulation of the differential equation(s),
the response function may represent: the fractional amount of
material remaining in the system as a function of time, or the
fractional flow of material passing out of the system boundary as
a function of time. The response function is normally used in a
convolution integral to obtain the time-varying output from a
previously calculated time-varying input. In SYVAC3, the
convolution may be numerically evaluated by the time-series module
CONVOL. The units required depend upon those of the input and
those required of the output (i.e., result of the convolution
integral).

RETCEM-seg-nuc
chemical retardation factor R c,< s,q> [~J Calculated retardation
factor for segment seg and nuclide'nuc due to chemical sorption
effects. May be further modified before use in the transport
equations as RETRDF-seg-nuc. Calculated.

RETGEO-cpcl-nuc
retardation factor R< S |q> [-] Subset of retardation factors,
RETRDF-seg-nuc, one from each chemical property class cpcl for
each nuclide nuc, written to output files for subsequent analysis.
Calculated.

RETRDF-seg-nuc
effective retardation factor R < S (q> [-] Calculated effective
retardation factor for segment seg and nuclide nuc, including the
possible effects of matrix diffusion, used in the convection-
dispersion-retardation-decay equation for transport across the
segment. Calculated.

RTRFR-seg-nuc
retardation factor for fractures Rf / < S i q > [-] Retardation
factor, due to sorption effects, for'convective-dispersive
transport of nuclide nuc in fractures in segment seg.
Intermediate parameter used in the calculation of RETRDF-seg-nuc.
Calculated.
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RTRMA-seg-nuc
retardation factor for matrix R m / < S i q > [-] Retardation factor,
due to sorption effects, for diffusive transport of nuclide nuc in
the rock matrix surrounding fractures in the segment seg.
Intermediate parameter used in the calculation of RETRDF-seg-nuc.
Calculated.

Symbol s [-] Geosphere transport segment index used as subscript
in mathematical notation. Corresponds to short name index seg.

S
Symbol S [-] Superscript used in mathematical notation to
indicate a nuclide flow rate at the outlet of a geosphere
transport segment.

sampled
A description of a type of input denoting that the parameter is
sampled from a distribution in each run. The parameter, in
general, has a different value in each run.

sampled-parameters
Data flows defining the system to be simulated consisting of all
input data flows to the nuclear waste disposal system model. Each
sampled parameter is a single numeric value, although a set of
sampled parameters may be represented by subscripted variables
with one or more indices.
= spbio + spgeo + spvlt

sec
vault sector index k [-] Identifying index and ordinal counter
for sectors of the vault used as index with VFLOW and other
parameters dependent on vault sector.

SECNO-nod
vault source sector number k<a> [-] Vault sector number acting
as source for node nod. SEGNO-nod has meaning only for the source
nodes indicated by NODES-nod. The whole set, SECNO-nod, defines
the correspondence of vault sectors to geosphere source nodes.
Each vault sector may act as source for one or more source nodes;
each source node receives nuclides from only one vault sector.
Fixed.

sector
A portion of the vault, often associated with a single geosphere
inlet node as a source of nuclide flows.

SEDFLO-bloc-nuc
nuclide flow rate into sediment Ffb,q> [mol/a] Flow rate of
nuclide nuc from the geosphere out of the overburden layer and
into the sediment layer at discharge location bloc to the
biosphere. Calculated.
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SEDKD-bloc-nuc
deep sediment kd k|^b<q> [L/kg] Sorption coefficient kd for
deep sediments at discharge location bloc for nuclide nuc. The
deep sediment layer is the last layer of the geosphere model
before aquatic, "AQUA", discharges. These kd factors are chemical
element properties and are calculated for use in the biosphere
model. Calculated.

SEDPR-bloc
sediment porosity 0fg° [-] Porosity for deep sediments at
discharge location bloc. The deep sediment layer is the last
layer of the geosphere model before aquatic, "AQUA", discharges.
These porosities are selected from the set of sampled geosphere
porosities in SGPROS. Calculated.

seg

SEGIDX

segment

geosphere segment index s [-] Identifying index for current
segment over which transport is being evaluated, used as index
with segment properties in sp-segs and in other data flows that
are segment dependent.

geosphere segment index s [-] Identifying index for geosphere
transport segment, used as index with segment properties in sp-
segs and in other data flows that are segment dependent. Code
name for index seg. Calculated.

Linear portion of geosphere transport network connecting two
nodes. Segments do not cross material property boundaries, hence
their properties are considered to be constant within the segment.
The properties can be different than those of other segments.
Segments can converge and diverge and are connected together to
form pathways leading from the inlets (vault) to the outlets
(discharges) of the network.

SEGMENT-DATA
Data store for data associated with segments.
= SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-î
+ SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg + SGFSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg

seg + SGPROS-seg

SEGND

SEGOV

+ SGTORA-seg + SGTFRL-seg + SGFAPT-seg + SGFSPA-seg
+ SGTORM-seg + SGSFRA-seg + SGLNTH-seg + SGRFID-seg

next segment index sn [-] Identifying index for next segment in
the network through which transport is being evaluated, used as
index with segment properties in sp-segs and in other data flows
that are segment dependent. Code name for a variant of seg.
Calculated.

overburden segment index ov [-] Index identifying segment
representing the overburden layer located at a discharge that is
designated either aquatic, terrestrial or wetland. The length of
this segment is the overburden thickness given by THIKOV-bloc.
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SEGRK
last rock segment index rk [-] Index identifying the last
bedrock segment leading to a discharge that is designated either
aquatic, terrestrial or wetland.

SEGSS
sediment segment index ss [-] Index identifying segment
representing the sediment layer located at a discharge that is
designated either aquatic, terrestrial or wetland. The length of
this segment is the sediment thickness given by THIKSS-bloc.

SEGTW
index of segment leading to well tw [-] Index identifying a
segment leading from a well capture node to the well collection
node NODTW. There may be more than one well capture node and
hence more than one possible segment identified by SEGTW.

SEGWA
well aquifer segment index wa [-] Index of the last segment in
the well aquifer leading nuclides to the well node NODWA.
Properties of the well aquifer are taken from this segment for use
in the well model.

SFLOW-seg-nuc
segment outlet flow rate Ffs/q> [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide
nuc from the geosphere transport segment seg. The flow rates
SFLOW-seg-nuc are summed over all segments entering a node nod to
give the nodal flow rate NFLOW-nod-nuc. Calculated.

SGDSVY-seg
segment dispersion length aL <s> [m] Dispersion length or
dispersivity used for the calculation of dispersion coefficient.
Sampled.

SGFAPT-seg
eff aperture of fractures /3<s> [m] Effective or average
aperture of fractures in segment seg which carry nonhomogeneous
groundwater flow. If fractures are present, aperture value must
be set to greater than 1 /zm and diffusion into the surrounding
matrix can retard the transport of the nuclides. If zero, no
fractures are present and the segment is considered to be a
homogeneous porous medium with no orthogonal matrix diffusion
applied. Sampled.

SGFSPA-seg
eff spacing of fractures H<s> [m] Effective or average spacing
of fractures in segment seg which carry nonhomogeneous groundwater
flow. If fractures are present, diffusion into the surrounding
matrix can retard the transport of the nuclides. If no fractures
are present, the segment is considered to be a homogeneous porous
medium and no orthogonal matrix diffusion is applied. Sampled.
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SGGWVH-seg
avg linear gw velocity U<s> [m/a] Average linear groundwater
velocity across segment under a homogeneous porous medium concept.
The suffix "H" on the short name emphasizes the homogeneous
concept that this water velocity is based upon. Sampled if GWVFID
is 1; calculated if GWVFID is 2 or 3.

SGHYCO-seg
segment hydraulic conductivity K,f,<s> [m/a] Hydraulic
conductivity of rock in segment seg subtended onto the principal
direction of the axis of the segment. Not used if GWVFID is 1;
sampled if GWVFID is 2; calculated if GWVFID is 3.

SGLNTH-seg
segment length L<s> [m] Linear geometric distance from inlet to
where the flow rates are to be evaluated at the outlet of a
segment. Calculated from the Cartesian coordinates of the nodes
at the inlet and outlet of the segment. Calculated.

SGMAST
mass transfer coefficient mc [m/a] Coefficient, for current
geosphere segment, used in the boundary condition specification
used with the convection-dispersion-retardation-decay transport
equation to give a response function for the current segment. The
response functions using this coefficient are used primarily in
the vault model but can be used for some segments of the geosphere
network. A large value of the mass transfer coefficient at a
boundary is equivalent to having a zero concentration boundary. A
small value makes the boundary impermeable. Calculated.

SGMNRL-min-seg
frac mineral content f<m s> [-] Fractional content of mineral
min in segment seg. Sampled.

SGNODI-seg
segment inlet node J i ( < s > [-] Node number of node at inlet of
segment seg. Fixed.

SGNODO-seg
segment outlet node J 0 / < s> [-] Node number of node at outlet of
segment seg. Fixed.

SGPERM-seg
segment permeability kj-,<s> I1"2] Permeability of the rock in
segment seg subtended onto the principal direction of the axis of
the segment. Not used when GWVFID is 1 or 2; sampled when GWVFID
is 3.

SGPROS-sega
total porosity 6h (s> [-\ Total transport
seg used in homogeneous porous medium concept
flow. Sampled.

[-] Total transport porosity of segment
porous medium concept for groundwater
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SGRETM-seg
matrix ret scaling factor Fm(<s> [-] Scaling factor giving
retardation in matrix, when matrix diffusion effects are applied,
as a function of retardation factor used for convective transport.
Value of unity indicates that the same retardation factor is used
for both cases. Sampled.

SGRFID-seg
segment response func identifier I G > < S > [-] Flag indicating
which mathematical form of the response function to use for
calculating transport of nuclides across the segment seg.
Possible response functions include the semi-infinite medium
response function, the mass transfer coefficient response
function, the zero concentration boundary condition response
function obtained using the mass transfer coefficient response
function with large value for mass transfer coefficient, and no
response function, in which case the nuclide flow is passed
unchanged from inlet to outlet. Fixed.

SGSALN-seg
salinity of groundwater TDS [kg/m3] Salinity, or average total
dissolved solids, in groundwater in segment seg. Sampled.

SGSFRA-seg
segment source fraction f<s> [-] Fraction of nuclide flow at
the inlet node of segment seg that flows into the segment. If
less than unity, the nuclide flow diverges and the remainder of
the nuclide flow normally flows into another segment sharing the
same inlet node. Modified for the presence of the well and
associated plume capture fractions before use in the model.
Sampled; calculated for divergence nodes associated with well.

SGTFRL-seg
segment transfer length Lt(<s> [m] Width or transfer length of
segment. Used as segment width for segments leading to the well
collection node to calculate plume capture fractions in the well
model. Also used as a transfer length for segments for which
SGRFID is 2 and mass transfer response functions are applied. In
these cases, it is used to calculate the mass transfer
coefficient. Parameter is not used for other segments. Sampled.

SGTORA-seg
segment axial tortuosity 7>< s> [-] Tortuosity of transport
path across segment seg. This tortuosity decreases the effective
diffusion constant of a species in the segment. Used to calculate
dispersion coefficient but affects only the diffusive part of the
transport. Sampled.

SGTORM-seg
matrix diff tortuosity rmi<s> [-] Tortuosity of matrix material
of segment seg surrounding'fractures with effective aperture
SGFAPT-seg and effective spacing SGFSPA-seg used in the
calculation of matrix diffusion effects. Sampled.
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SINY
number of seconds in a year Y [s/a] Number of seconds in a
year, value taken to be 3.1557E+07 s/af used as a conversion
factor with vater viscosity and acceleration due to gravity in
calculation of hydraulic conductivity. Sampled.

SORCOO-min-ox-nuc
coeff for const kd term b0
quadratic sorption equation.

[L/kg] Constant term in empirical
Fixed.

SORCOl-min-ox-nuc
linear coeff in salinity bĵ  [L/kg] Coefficient for linear term
in logarithm of salinity in empirical quadratic sorption equation.
Fixed.

SORC02-min-ox-nuc
linear coeff in nuc cone b2 [L/kg] Coefficient for linear term
in logarithm of nuclide concentration in empirical quadratic
sorption equation. Fixed.

SORC03-min-ox-nuc
magnitude of kd variation b3 [-] Number of orders of magnitude
the calculated geometric mean from empirical quadratic sorption
equation is allowed to vary through use of parameter KDRAER.
Fixed.

SORC04-min-ox-nuc
mean nuclide cone b4 [mol/LJ Geometric mean value about which
nuclide concentration is allowed to vary in empirical quadratic
sorption equation. Fixed.

SORC05-min-ox-nuc
magnitude of nuc cone variation b5 [-] Number of orders of
magnitude the geometric mean nuclide concentration, given by
SORC04, is varied in empirical quadratic sorption equation through
use of parameter CNRAER. Fixed.

b6 [kg/L] Normalization factor used
SORC06-min-ox-nuc

normalization factor for kd
in conjunction with empirical quadratic sorption equation to
convert a calculated kd into a retardation factor. Fixed.

SORCll-min-ox-nuc
quadratic coeff in salinity b1JL [L/kg] Coefficient for
quadratic term in logarithm of salinity in empirical quadratic
sorption equation. Fixed.

SORC12-min-ox-nuc
cross coeff in salinity and nuc cone b12 [L/kg] Coefficient for
quadratic cross term in logarithm of salinity and logarithm of
nuclide concentration in empirical quadratic sorption equation.
Fixed.
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SORC22-min-ox-nuc
quadratic coeff in nuc cone b22 [L/kg] Coefficient for
quadratic term in logarithm of nuclide concentration in empirical
quadratic sorption equation. Fixed.

sordat
List of chemical sorption coefficients for use in empirical
quadratic sorption equation, relating sorption of each element,
indexed by nuc, to each mineral min for each redox state ox.
Fixed.
= SORCOO-min-ox-nuc + SORCOl-min-ox-nuc + SORC02-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC03-min-ox-nuc + SORC04-min-ox-nuc + SORC05-min-ox-nuc
+ SORC06-min-ox-nuc + SORCll-min-ox-nuc + SORC12-min-ox-nu^
+ SORC22-min-ox-nuc

sp
Prefix used with composite list names to indicate input parameters
that are sampled in each run.

sp-aread
List of properties of the discharge area at each discharge
location bloc.
= AREAD-bloc

sp-back
List of properties of the backfill.
= BKFRAR + BKPERM

spbio
All sampled parameters used as input by the biosphere model.

sp-brnch
List of parameters used where network branches and diverges for
determining flow along each branch.
= SGTFRL-seg + SGSFRA-seg

sp-chem
List of chemical properties of nuclides, minerals and segments in
the geosphere transport network.
= CNRAER-min-nuc + KDRAER-min-nuc + SGSALN-seg + ELOXDV + sordat

sp-con
List of parameters used to determine consequences in geosphere
model.
= GFRACM + NODEC-nod + NUCCON-nuc

spgeo
List of sampled parameters used as input by the geosphere model.
= sp-aread + sp-back + sp-chem + sp-con + sp-gw + sp-min + sp-nods
+ sp-nuc + sp-segs + sp-thik + sp-well.
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sp-gw
List of parameters related to groundwater properties.
- sp-gwvel + sp-water

sp-gwvel
List of parameters used in the calculation of groundwater velocity
= GtfVFID + VSCALE

sp-matdiff
List of parameters characterizing segment seg used in matrix
diffusion transport calculations.
= SGFAPT-seg + SGPSPA-seg + SGRETM-seg + SGTORM-seg

sp-min
List of mineralogical properties of the geosphere.
= SGMNRL-min-seg

sp-node-coord
List of parameters defining the position coordinates of each node
of the geosphere transport network.
= NDFOSX-nod + NDPOSY-nod + NDPOSZ-nod.

sp-nods
List of parameters defining the properties associated with each
node of the geosphere transport network.
= sp-node-coord + NDHEAD-nod + NDTEMP-nod.

sp-nuc
List of nuclide-specific and element-specific data.
= DECAY-nuc + DIFFN-nuc.

sp-segs
List of physical/geological properties of the segments of the
geosphere transport network and of the groundwater. Each segment
property has a name with the form SGxxxx and is indexed by seg.
= sp-trans + sp-brnch + sp-matdiff.

sp-thik
List of thicknesses of the surface layers at each discharge
location bloc.
= THIKOV-bloc + THIKSS-bloc

sp-trans
List of segment properties for each segment seg, used in the
contaminant transport calculations.
= SGDSVY-seg + SGGWVH-seg + SGHYCO-seg + SGPERM-seg + SGPROS-seg
+ SGRFID-seg + SGTORA-seg

spvlt
All sampled parameters used as input by the vault model.
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spw-aqf
List of properties associated with the well and well aquifer.
= QSCALE + RADWEL + THIKAQ

sp-water
List of water properties used in the calculation of groundwater
velocity
= DENREF + GRAVAC + SINÏ + VISREF

spw-dis
List of parameters used in determining the areas of the discharges
to the biosphere taking into account the effects of the well.
= DISCCO + DISCC1 + DISCC2

sp-well
List of sampled parameters associated with the well.
= spw-loc + spw-oth + DPTHWL.

spw-loc
List of parameters used in assigning the location of the well.
= DISTD1 + DISTD2 + MWDPTH

spw-oth List of parameters used with the well after the well location is
assigned.
= spw-aqf + spw-dis + spw-vlt

spw-vlt List of parameters used in determining the effect of the well on
hydraulic heads in the vault.
= EVHEF1 + EVHEF2 + EVHEF3 + EVHEF4

TERR
Alphabetic indicator that the type of discharge flow from the
geosphere to the biosphere is into the unsaturated zone of a
terrestrial area. See definition of LOCTYP.

THIKAQ
well aquifer thickness j3f [m] Thickness of geosphere layer, or
of fracture zone, used as the aquifer for the well. Sampled.

THIKOVrbloc
thickness of overburden LOV(<b> [m] Thickness of overburden
layer at a discharge location to the biosphere bloc. Thickness
can be set to zero if overburden layer is not present. Sampled.

THIKSS-bloc
thickness of sediment L s s > < b > [m] Thickness of sediment layer
at discharge location to the biosphere bloc. Thickness can be set
to zero if sediment layer is not present. Sampled.
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time-series
Data flows of variables that are a function of time characterizing
the time-dependent part of the simulation. Each time series is an
approximation to a function of time over a continuous time
interval based on a finite number of time/value pairs. This
composite data flow consists of all time series generated in the
simulation, including each component of data flows tslvg and tslgb
shown on Diagram 0. These time series are not always shown as
external data flows on diagrams that are expansions of Diagram 0.
= tsvlt + tsgeo + tsbio

TPWID
total plume width near well [m] Total width of plume near well.
Calculated as the sum of the values for SGTFRL-seg for segments
leading to the well collection node. Used in well capture
fraction calculation. Calculated.

transport network
The groundwater flow field is approximated by a set of one-
dimensional transport elements or flow tubes called segments that
are connected together in three-dimensional space to form a
transport network. The transport network represents the pathways
through the rock that contaminants would follow from a source at
the vault to eventual discharge into the biosphere. A transport
network for a specific site is developed to closely represent the
detailed field information available for the site. The network
incorporates the data on the hydrogeologic stratigraphy and
geologic structures, the geochemistry of the rock and the
groundwater, and the groundwater flow field.

transport-parameters
List of parameters used in the convection-dispersion-retardation-
decay transport differential equation, including the effective
dispersion coefficients, the effective retardation factors, and
the effective groundwater velocities.
= DISPCN-seg-nuc + GWVEL-seg + RETRDF-seg-nuc.

tsbio
All time series generated in the biosphere model.

tsgeo
List of time series generated in the geosphere model. Time series
for nuclide flows at nodes of the transport network NFLOW-nod-nuc
are used for calculation of geosphere model consequences. Not
shown or expanded below Diagram 0.
= NFLOvJ-nod-nuc + all other time series generated

TSIM
time limit of simulation tsim [a] Time specified for the end of
the simulation. Considered to be always available from the
embedding executive. Fixed.



tslgb

tslvg
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Time series of nuclide flow rates for each nuclide nuc at each
biosphere discharge location bloc forming the principal link
between the geosphere and biosphere models.
= GFLOW-bloc-nuc + SEDFLO-bloc-nuc

Time series of nuclide flow rates for each nuclide nuc from each
vault sector sec forming the principal link between the vault and
geosphere models.
= VFLOV-sec-nuc

tsvlt
All time series generated in the vault model.
specifications.

See vault model

TYPNOD-nod
discharge node flow type [-] Indicator of the type of the
discharge flow at a node representing a point of discharge from
the geosphere to the biosphere. TYPNOD-nod has meaning only for
the nodes indicated to be discharge nodes by NODEB-nod. Possible
types of discharge flow that can be indicated are: aquatic
discharge, well discharge, terrestrial discharge, and wetland
discharge. See definition of LOCTYP-bloc for more details.
Fixed.

y _

v
Symbol V Superscript used in mathematical notation to indicate a
nuclide flow rate out of the vault.

VISREF
ref viscosity of water u0 [kg.m̂ .s'1] Reference value for the
viscosity of water, value taken to be 1.472E-03 kg.nr^-.s'1.
Sampled .

VFLOW-sec-nuc
vault output flow rate F^k,q> [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide nuc
out of sector sec of vault as calculated in vault model.
Calculated.

VLT,vlt
Short form, also sometimes used as a prefix or suffix, referring
to the vault model.

VSCALE
gw velocity scaling factor Sv [-] Multiplicative factor for
scaling groundwater velocities. Velocities in all segments are
scaled by the same factor to simulate the variation of hydraulic
controlling parameters, such as permeability, without upsetting
overall water balance. Sampled.
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W

WBDISF

WB1

WB2

WELL

well bypass discharge factor fd [-] Factor, calculated from
empirical equation, used for reduction of annual discharge volume
from well bypass discharge due to operation of the well.
Calculated.

well bypass flow fraction 1 Wbl (-] Fraction of both
groundwater and contaminant flows bypassing the well and
proceeding to a discharge at the ground surface from regions
outside of the well aquifer. Calculated.

well bypass flow fraction 2 Wb2 [-] Fraction of both
groundwater and contaminant flows bypassing the well and
proceeding to a discharge at the ground surface from regions
outside of the well aquifer. Calculated.

Alphabetic indicator that the type of discharge flow from the
geosphere to the biosphere is through a well. See definition of
LOCTYP-bloc.

well-dist
List of calculated distance parameters used in the well model
calculations.
= distul + DISTWL + DISTUR

welpar
List of aquifer and network parameters used in the well model.
= DARVAQ + GWDPTH + HYCOAQ + LOCWBP + NODTW + NODWA + SEGWA
+ well-dist

WPLMC
well plume capture fraction fp [-] Overall fraction of
contaminant plume in well aquifer that is captured by the well.
If there is more than one well capture node in the well aquifer,
each with a segment leading to the well collection node, then
individual capture fractions are applied for each such segment.
This overall capture fraction is an overall summation of these
individual capture fractions.

XUL
vector x-component xul [m] Cartesian x-component of vector
between upper and lower well reference nodes, NODWU and NODWL.
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YCRT
surface water capture distance r)c [m] Orthogonal distance from
central flow line of well to groundwater divide at the ground
surface within which well captures surface water by infiltration
when well demand is sufficiently large for a given well depth.
Calculated.

YGWD
distance to groundwater divide rjr [m] Orthogonal distance from
central flow line of well to groundwater divide at the level of
the well capture nodes. Used to calculate the capture fractions.
Calculated.

YST
coordinate of stagnation point r)B [m] Orthogonal distance from
central flow line of well to groundwater flow stagnation point.
Has value YCRT when well demand is sufficiently large for a given
well depth to have two stagnation points at ground surface and
value zero otherwise when a single stagnation point exists on the
central flow line. Calculated.

YUL
vector y-component yul [m] Cartesian y-component of vector
between upper and lower well reference nodes, NODWU and NODWL.

YWC
distance to well capture node r;wc [m] Orthogonal distance from
central flow line of well to well capture node NODWC. Used to
calculate capture fractions. Calculated.

YAQ
distance to node in well aquifer T7a [m] Orthogonal distance
from central flow line of well to a node in the well aquifer.
Used to calculate drawdown at the node in the aquifer.
Calculated.

ZUL
vector z-component zul [m] Cartesian z-component of vector
between upper and lower well reference nodes, NODWU and NODWL.
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